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l)CREW MANAGEMENT IN PASSENGER RAIL TRANSPORT

Crew management in passenger rail transport is an important factor that contributes to
both the quality of service to the railway passengers and to the operational costs of the train
operating company. This thesis describes how the (railway) Crew Management process can be
improved with the introduction of advanced decision support systems, based on advanced
mathematical models and algorithms. We provide a managerial perspective on the change
process, related to the introduction of these systems, and give an overview of the lessons
learned. 

We have shown that introducing decision support can give substantial improvements in
the overall performance of a railway company. Within NS, the support for the Crew Manage -
ment process has led to a stable relationship between management and train crew. In addi -
tion, the lead-time of the planning process is shortened from months to hours and NS is now
able to perform scenario analyses, e.g., to study effects of adjusting the labour rules. 

Also, NS can adjust their service when severe weather conditions are expected, by creating
a specific winter timetable shortly before the day of operation. Finally, we also introduced a
decision support system for real-time rescheduling of crew duties on the day of operations.
This enables us to adapt the actual crew schedules very quickly. As a result, we reduce the
number of cancelled trains and fewer trains will be delayed in case of unforeseen disruptions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 2001 Netherlands Railways (NS) struggled with the relation between management

and the train personnel or crew, due to a new way of constructing the daily duties

introduced by the management. These internal problems led to several days of a

national strike having a big negative impact on the image of NS. NS plays a major

role in the mobility in the Netherlands, and the strikes caused problems to the large

number of daily passengers who are dependent on transport by train. Therefore, the

strikes lead to a public discussion and there was a strong pressure on the management

of NS to end the conflict.

The management made a deal with the works council, to find an alternative

production model, which ended the strikes. The works council delivered a model de-

scribing a set of measurements ensuring variation in the duties, and the management

accepted it. Before implementing the new kind of duties, the heavily discussed type

of duties had to be operated by the crew members. This was unavoidable because

the lead-time in the planning process was too long to change the operational plan

within the available time. During this period of operation, the punctuality of the

trains was below the agreed level, therefore the Dutch government sent the board

away. After that, a new way of duty scheduling was introduced.

Several years later, in April 2008, NS won the INFORMS Franz Edelman Award

for applying advanced Operations Research techniques for the development of a com-

pletely new timetable (including new crew schedules) from scratch and thereby hav-

ing a big positive impact on Dutch society. This event received quite some media

attention in Dutch newspapers. It even reached national television and radio news.

Less than one year later NS was in the news again, but now because NS’ perfor-

1
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mance temporarily dropped o!, and the crew members tried to find support for their

feeling that the transfer times between di!erent trains to be operated was simply too

small and that this was partly causing the operational problems. The management

agreed to lengthen the transfer times and the schedules were adapted at short notice.

Together with some changes in the timetable, the operational performance stabilized.

These three events show that NS, and more in particular crew planning, has

received a lot of attention both within the company and in the Dutch media. NS is a

company with a large public responsibility and many people have an opinion about

its performance.

In all three events mentioned, decision support systems for crew planning played

a major role. With advanced decision support systems, we 1 consider systems that

provide all following levels of support to the user:

Levels of system support

1. Registration of schedules

Support the registration of schedules in a database.

2. Distribution of schedules

Support the extraction of the schedules from the database and the distri-

bution to other systems.

3. Generation of scheduling elements

Determine the elements that need to be scheduled, for example driver activ-

ities, based on information from other systems. In the NS case for example

the crew activities that need to be scheduled based on the given timetable

and the lengths of the trains.

4. Graphical presentation

The basic version is the static presentation of the schedules on paper

(printed) or on screen. The more advanced version is an interactive pre-

sentation, where the user can graphically change the schedules.

1In this thesis, “we” means the author, and possibly the co-authors of the papers on which parts
of this thesis are based. While performing the research and writing the thesis, the author and several
of the co-authors, were part of a R&D department within NS. When we mean NS in general we will
use the term “NS” instead of “we”. Similarly, we will use the term “R&D Department” when we
mean the author(s) and the other colleagues within this department.
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5. Validation of schedules

The basic version of this functionality generates reports that indicate prob-

lems in the schedules. For instance, a problem is identified when two

activities of the same resource unit overlap in time. On-line validation of

schedules is more advanced; here violations of the planning rules are shown

to the user directly, while changing the schedules.

6. Evaluation of schedules

Key performance indicators are computed for the quality aspects of the

schedules. This helps the user to evaluate the quality of the schedules.

7. Generation of schedules

This functionality uses advanced algorithms, for example Operations Re-

search techniques, to generate schedules. This generation is guided by the

appropriate evaluation functions of the schedules generated.

In railway planning, automated support for the crew-planning problem has been

emerging during the last decade. One of the reasons for this is the increased focus

on e"ciency due to the introduction of competition in public passenger and freight

transport. Railway operations have to compete with automobiles and with airlines

achieving a larger market share for middle- and long-distance train travelers. In the

airline industry, it was already common to apply OR techniques for the crew-planning

problem. Airlines experienced heavy competition and simply needed to improve the

e"ciency of their schedules with advanced techniques.

Next to competing with other modalities (like bus, car and airline), railway op-

erators started to compete with each other. A stimulus for this was the directive of

the European Union that required opening the national railway market in the 90’s.

These developments require the railway companies to raise their operational perfor-

mance, and thereby the services to their customers. On the other hand, they must

lower costs by operating more e"ciently. Train crew is one of the expensive resources

and, therefore, railway operators need to schedule the crew as e"ciently as possible.

Crew planning is a challenging task. At NS, this was originally a task manually

performed by planners, handling conflicting objectives. The first objective is to

be e"cient; given the tasks to be performed, the goal is to schedule the minimum

number of crew. The second objective is robustness; create the schedules in such a
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way that they have a maximum capacity for absorbing small delays and can be easily

rescheduled when major disruptions occur. The last objective is the quality of work;

personnel should feel that the duties have a nice combination of tasks, giving them

variation in their work and enough time between tasks.

Applying Operations Research on this multi-objective planning problem at a com-

plex railway operator like NS is not trivial. First of all, subjective criteria like quality

of work have to be modeled in mathematical formulas. Second, the available solution

methods have to be adapted to the complex instances of NS. Finally, the introduc-

tion of an advanced decision support system requires working methods for planners

to be changed, di!erent ways of management (e.g., choosing between di!erent sce-

narios that are evaluated with the system), and also the train crew will experience

changes to their daily work due to the impact such tools have on the plan itself. The

application of decision support has a major impact on the performance and at the

external image of the company. Overall this makes the crew-planning problem a very

interesting research subject.

1.1 Crew Management

In this thesis, Crew Management is defined as the management process of the rail-

way’s train crew workforce. It is responsible for matching the available number of

crew members with the amount of work that needs to be performed, in the strategic

planning horizon, for the planning of the crew schedules in the tactical planning hori-

zon, and for the real-time dispatching of the crew members in case of an unforeseen

event.

In this thesis we focus on drivers and conductors; other crew members (at ticketing

o"ces, the call center, mechanics, etc.) fall outside the scope of this thesis. In the

remainder of this thesis, we will use the general term crew rather than the terms

train driver and conductor.

NS currently operates about 4,700 trains on a working day. All these trains need

a driver and several conductors (depending on the length of the train). NS employs

about 2,700 drivers and 3,000 conductors. In Figure 1.1, we give an overview of the

Crew Management process. It shows that the planning process gets three types of

input (activities, resources and goals & constraints), and the product is the plan. We

describe these elements in the remainder of this section.
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Figure 1.1. The Crew Management Problem

Activities A task is defined as a part of a train that has to be assigned to one

crew member. Each train (or part of it) in the timetable requires a train driver and

a number of conductors. The latter depends on the rolling-stock composition of the

train. A crew member can be relieved at all major stations, and, therefore, every

timetabled train results in about 3 tasks on average.

Resources Each crew member belongs to a specific crew depot. They perform

duties with an average duration of 8 hours, which start and end at the depot. For

performing their activities, they possess a certain set of qualifications. For drivers,

these include route knowledge and rolling stock knowledge. Having route knowledge

means that the driver is familiar with the route on which he has to drive the train.

He knows where to expect the signals and where to adjust the speed of the train to

specific circumstances in the rail infrastructure. Rolling stock knowledge relates to

the specifics of the different types of rolling stock, and the related instructions on

how to operate them. These include instructions for the conductors on opening and

closing doors, and using the communication system on board.
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Goals NS considers three important goals in crew planning: (1) e"ciency, (2)

robustness, and (3) quality of work. E"ciency means that the total crew costs are

as small as possible. Robustness of the crew duties, i.e., preventing propagation of

delays via the crew schedule, depends on several elements, including the transfer

times of the crews when transferring from one train to another. The quality of work

is the perceived quality of duties by the crew members. This is addressed via labor

rules and company agreements, for example, on the amount of variation in the duties.

Constraints The most obvious constraints that hold for the Crew Management

problem are the governmental laws such as the law on work times (in Dutch: Ar-

beidstijdenwet) and the law on driving times (in Dutch: Rijtijdenwet). These laws

prescribe, for example, the maximum duty length, the maximum number of duties

with tasks during night hours, rest time between duties and the maximum continuous

driving time.

Second, there are collective labor agreements in which the company and its em-

ployees define additional constraints. Examples are the maximum number of late

duties for crew members that are older than 50 years, duties starting early in the

morning should not have a duration of more than 8 hours and the agreement that a

meal break is considered being paid working time (included in the duty duration).

Third, there is an agreement on the variation, called “Sharing–Sweet–and–Sour.”

As the name Sharing-“Sweet-and-Sour” reveals, this set of rules aims at a fair al-

location of the “sweet” and “sour” workloads among the 29 crew depots. “Sweet”

represents the variety in routes and lines as well as work on intercity trains. “Sour”

mainly represents the work on lines with a lot of anticipated passenger aggression

and work on relatively old rolling stock. They aim at allocating the popular and the

unpopular work as fairly as possible among the di!erent crew depots. For instance,

some routes are more popular than others, and intercity trains are preferred over

regional trains.

Another example is the percentage of work on intercity trains. Of the work

assigned to a depot for a week, at least 25% should be on the intercity trains. One

can require every weekday to contain at least 25% of this work, but it is better to

check this constraint for a complete week. For a more detailed description of these

rules, we refer to Section 2.4.3.

Finally, there are constraints that are agreed with the management each year.

Examples are the minimum transfer time between tasks that are not on the same

rolling stock unit, stability in routes per depot, and the number of conductors per
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train. These constraints vary with the focus of the management. If cost saving is

the focus, transfer times can be reduced, and the number of crew is reduced. If the

robustness is the focus, transfer times are increased.

Crew Management process The Crew Management process starts with strategic

or capacity planning. This phase deals with the long term availability and number of

crew members, per depot. After capacity planning, the Crew Management process

addresses the problem of assigning work to individual crew members, a complex task

for each public transport company. Traditionally, this part of the Crew Manage-

ment process is divided into three steps; crew scheduling, crew rostering and crew

dispatching. NS is no exception in this and follows these process steps. For a more

detailed description of these steps, we refer to Chapter 2.

The output of the planning process is the plan, which contains the assignment of

tasks to the individual crew members. More specific, duties are produced which are

assigned to the individual crew member via the roster.

When the crew duties and rosters are scheduled, they are operated. In operations,

one has to cope with disturbances like delays, accidents, infrastructure breakdown

and rolling stock defects. Handling these disturbances is called real-time dispatching.

One or more duties can become infeasible to operate, due to such disturbances.

Solutions have to be found quickly and need to be communicated with the crew.

Crew dispatching is considered being a major problem in real time dispatching for

passenger rail transport.

1.2 Motivation

This thesis gives an extensive overview on the Crew Management process, including

crew scheduling, rostering and crew dispatching in the complex setting of NS. We

will show that the problem at NS is not only complex from a combinatorial point

of view, but also from an organizational perspective. Describing all aspects in detail

will show that each mentioned problem is interesting by itself. Crew dispatching is,

for example, considered being the bottleneck in dispatching. The current manual

process limits the reaction time of NS to external events. Improving this process will

lead to better service. Next to describing the individual sub-problems, we will also

reveal the interaction between the sub-problems. In many other research studies,

these aspects are not properly addressed or even neglected.

From an Operations Research (OR) perspective, this thesis describes several so-
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lution approaches for solving parts of the Crew Management process. Column gener-

ation, Lagrangian relaxation, integer linear programs, set covering models, advanced

local search and meta-heuristics are used to solve the problems. This wide range

of techniques is necessary to get good solutions for the overall problem. This also

indicates that the problem is very complicated.

The main focus of this thesis is not on the techniques themselves, but on the

application of the techniques and the impact on the company. Both the impact on

the Crew Management process and the impact on the quality of the produced plans

are given. In general, the applied techniques have already been studied before. In

most cases, the focus is on the techniques themselves and not on the application. In

our opinion, this aspect is essential for achieving real support and business impact,

and therefore, worth studying.

From a business perspective, we describe the process of implementing an innova-

tive way of Crew Management from exploration to exploitation. Innovation is a hot

topic in research and many papers are written about it. Innovation in the railway

industry, which is known to be very conservative, is a relatively new research area.

As NS is one of the early adopters of OR techniques, other companies can use the

lessons learned.

The models and solution methods are applied to the Crew Management problem

of NS, and the analysis is based on this. As a consequence, one can ask whether the

results are applicable for other operators as well. Many of the results and findings

can be generalized, so other operators, or even other (public transport) companies,

can learn from them.

1.3 Research questions

This thesis deals with Crew Management for passenger railway operators, in par-

ticular at NS. As stated in the previous section, we address crew scheduling, crew

rostering and crew dispatching. The main research question of this thesis is:

“How to improve the Crew Management Process

in Passenger Rail Transport?”

In order to answer this question, it is essential to understand Crew Management

and its important aspects, as well as the supporting planning process in practice. In

addition, we investigate the important criteria for assessing the quality of a crew plan.
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We also review the available OR methods for supporting the Crew Management pro-

cess. Based on the understanding of the Crew Management process and the available

solution techniques, we consider which techniques are appropriate for supporting the

Crew Management process and how these techniques are best used in practice. Fi-

nally, we show the e!ects of applying decision support on the management process,

the management decisions, the quality of the plan, and the satisfaction of the crew.

The main research question breaks down into the following sub-questions:

1. What are the important aspects of Crew Management?

2. How can we quantify the quality of a plan?

3. What are commonly used methods for supporting the Crew Management

process?

4. How to apply these methods to the Crew Management process?

5. What is the impact of decision support on the quality of the plan?

6. What is the e!ect of decision support on the Crew Management process?

7. How to implement decision support in an organizational context?

1.4 Outline of this thesis

First we will give an outline of this thesis and, after that, we will give a guideline for

reading this thesis.

Chapter 2 describes the railway management process at NS in detail.

Chapter 3 deals with Crew Scheduling. First, we address the initial application

of a commercially available system, based on column generation and set covering,

for solving a complicated labor conflict at NS. Second, we describe the aspects of

implementing the system as a regular system used for supporting the Crew Scheduling

process at NS. We describe how we implemented the company specific constraints

and objectives, and how we improved e"ciency using a heuristic. Finally, we describe

the development of the algorithm called LUCIA together with a commercial software

vendor.

In Chapter 4, we present two Mixed Integer Programming models for solving the

Crew Rostering problem. We have tested the models on real-life instances and show

that the models can be very useful.
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Chapter 5 describes a possible approach for supporting the Crew Dispatching

process. We present an actor-agent system that was developed for solving distur-

bances, in which case the driver’s schedules become infeasible and have to be repaired.

We compare the approach with an alternative approach presented in Pottho! et al.

(2010).

In Chapter 6, we elaborate on an example of a change process NS went through,

for implementing decision support systems. We describe the results of applying

decision support systems at NS and relate lessons learned to literature found on the

successful application of Operations Research in practice. We end this chapter by

discussing current research topics.

In Chapter 7, we draw some final conclusions.

This thesis is written for OR practitioners, for OR scientists and for business ori-

ented readers. We suggest that OR practitioners read the complete thesis. Business

oriented readers are suggested to read Chapter 2, 6 and 7, and possibly Appendixes B

and C. Operations Research scientists are suggested to read Chapters 3 to 5 in detail,

which focus on modeling and solving the Crew Management problems.

1.5 Related Papers

This thesis is based on several reports and papers. Chapter 2 and Appendix C are

partly based on the papers:

Kroon et al. (2009): Kroon, Huisman, Abbink, Fioole, Fischetti, Maróti,

Schrijver, Steenbeek, and Ybema. The New Dutch Timetable: The OR

Revolution. Interfaces.

Abbink et al. (2004): Abbink, van den Berg, Kroon, and Salomon. Allo-

cation of Railway Rolling Stock for Passenger Trains . Transportation Science.

Chapter 3 and Appendix B are based on the papers:

Abbink et al. (2005): Abbink, Fischetti, Kroon, Timmer, and Vromans.

Reinventing Crew Scheduling at Netherlands Railways . Interfaces.

Abbink et al. (2008b): Abbink, van ’t Wout, and Huisman. Solving Large

Scale Crew Scheduling Problems by using Iterative Partitioning . Technical Re-

port Report EI2008-03, Econometric Institute, Erasmus University Rotterdam.
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Abbink et al. (2011): Abbink, Albino, Dollevoet, Huisman, Roussado, and

Saldanha. Solving large scale crew scheduling problems in practice. Public

Transport.

Chapter 4 is based on the paper:

Hartog et al. (2009): Hartog, Huisman, Abbink, and Kroon. Decision sup-

port for crew rostering at NS . Public Transport.

Chapter 5 is based on the papers:

Abbink et al. (2008a): Abbink, Mobach, Fioole, Kroon, Wijn–gaards, and

van der Heijden. Actor-agent based approach to train driver rescheduling .

In Proceedings of the 20th Belgian-Dutch Conference on Artificial Intelligence

(BNAIC).

Abbink et al. (2009): Abbink, Mobach, Fioole, Kroon, van der Heijden,

and Wijngaards. Actor-agent application for train driver rescheduling . In

Proceedings of the Eighth International Conference on Autonomous Agents and

Multiagent Systems .

Mobach et al. (2009): Mobach, Abbink, Fioole, Kroon, van der Heijden,

and Wijngaards. Train driver rescheduling using task-exchange teams . In

Proceedings of the Second International Workshop on: Optimisation in Multi-

Agent Systems (OPTMAS) at AAMAS .

Abbink et al. (2010): Abbink, Mobach, Fioole, Kroon, van der Heijden,

and Wijngaards. Real-time train driver rescheduling by actor-agent tech-

niques . Public Transport.
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Chapter 2

Rail Transport Planning in

the Netherlands

This chapter deals with railway planning in the Netherlands, with the focus on pas-

senger transport. We start with a description of the organization of rail transport

in the Netherlands. Then we continue with an overview of the railway planning

problems, including the Crew Management problem.

2.1 Rail Transport Organization in the Netherlands

Netherlands Railways (Nederlandse Spoorwegen, or NS) was founded in 1837. In this

year the Hollandsche IJzeren Spoorweg Maatschappij (HIJSM), started the construc-

tion of the first railway line in the Netherlands, between Amsterdam and Haarlem,

which lead to the first train service in 1839. The HIJSM and the “Maatschappij tot

Exploitatie van Staatsspoorwegen” (founded in 1860) merged into NS in 1937. Orig-

inally a private enterprise, NS became a non-profit, state-owned company in 1938,

operating passenger and freight services and building and maintaining the railway

infrastructure.

Because of European Union regulations and liberalization of the railway mar-

ket, NS was split into several companies during the period 1995–2002. The state

maintains ownership of the infrastructure because of its strategic value. ProRail, a

nonprofit organization owned by the state, is responsible for maintaining and allocat-

ing the infrastructure. Other railway operators entered the market, and NS became a

commercial operator, which still carries the name Netherlands Railways. NS decided

13
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to focus solely on passenger transport and sold its freight operations to the German

Railways (Deutsche Bahn).

Figure 2.1. The Netherlands railway network (2013).

NS Reizigers (NSR) is a full daughter company of NS that is responsible for

operating trains in the Netherlands. Currently, NSR operates passenger trains on all

main lines. Those are the solid black lines in Figure 2.1. Five other operators run

passenger trains on several regional lines. Those are the light gray lines in the figure.

In addition, there are more than twenty freight operators. The dark gray lines in

the north and the center of the Netherlands are the bus lines operated by the NS
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daughter company Qbuzz.

NSR, which owns the license to operate passenger trains on all main lines, is by

far the largest passenger train operator in the Netherlands. NSR1 operates about

4,700 of the total number of 5,500 trains that run on the Dutch railway network on

an average working day. NSR carries well over one million passengers per working

day on the Dutch network and employs about 12,000 people (about 32,000 within NS

in total). In the Netherlands, the total network, which is mostly double-tracked and

electrified, is approximately 2,800 kilometers long. The four large cities, Amsterdam

(Asd), Rotterdam (Rtd), The Hague (Gvc), and Utrecht (Ut) are all in the western

part of the country. The main lines represent approximately 90 percent of the total

passenger demand; the NSR operating revenues on these lines are, approximately, 2

billion Euros per year.

In 2013, about nine million di!erent passengers traveled about 16.1 billion pas-

senger kilometers by train. On average, each Dutch citizen travels approximately

1,000 kilometers by train per year. Figure 2.2 shows that the Dutch railway system
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Figure 2.2. Punctuality versus density, NS Webpage (2013)

is one of the most intensively used networks within Europe and performs very well

on punctuality.

Figure 2.3 shows that NS transports the most passengers per kilometer of the

railway line in Europe, illustrating its e"cient use of railway infrastructure.

Next to operating the passenger trains in the Netherlands, NS has broadened

its view and has the ambition to become a multimodal European public transport

and service company. Currently, NS also operates trains and stations in the United

1These figures relate to the year 2013
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Ratio 

Figure 2.3. Ratio of million passenger kilometers over line
kilometers (World Bank 2011).

Kingdom. NS develops new commercial activities in and around stations, which has

helped NS to become one of the largest Dutch retailers. In 2013, revenues of NS

exceeded 4,6 billion Euros; about half of this is related to passenger transport in the

Netherlands. In the remainder of this thesis, we will use the term NS for both the

mother company as its daughter company NSR.

Passenger railway services are especially attractive for traveling between the large

cities. For example, the NS market share of passenger movements between the four

largest cities (Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, and Utrecht) is above 50 percent

during peak hours, a period in which the road network between these cities is highly

congested. If all commuters who currently travel by train switched to travel by car,

these cities would become almost inaccessible. This would have a dramatic negative

impact on the Dutch economy. Railway transport is environmentally friendly. The

CO2 emission per train-passenger kilometer is about one-third of the emission of an

average car passenger kilometer; see NS Webpage (2013).

For these reasons, the Dutch government stimulates the growth of railway trans-

port. However, it does not want to invest additional billions of Euros in new in-
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frastructure, although its infrastructure is already very highly utilized compared

with other countries. Building infrastructure is very expensive, time-consuming, and

requires considerable amounts of land, which is unavailable in most places in the

Netherlands. The solution for enabling growth of railway transport lies in developing

better schedules for the operation of trains on the current infrastructure.

2.2 Railway Planning Problems

In this section, we give an overview of the railway planning problems at NS. There

are several ways to categorize the railway planning problems. First, we discuss the

commonly used framework proposed by Anthony (1965). He classifies planning (de-

cisions) in three categories: strategic planning, tactical planning, and operational

planning. We give a short introduction on the characteristics of each of these cate-

gories.

Anthony defines strategic planning as the process of deciding on the objectives

of an organization, on the resources needed to attain these objectives and on the

policies that are to govern the acquisition, use and disposition of these resources. An

essential characteristic of strategic planning is that it is long term planning, and that,

in general, strategic decisions have an impact over a long term horizon. Examples

of strategic decisions are major capital investments in new production capacity and

expansions of existing capacity, merger and divestiture decisions, determination of

the location and size of new physical facilities, development and introduction of new

products, and issuing of bonds and stocks to secure financial resources.

Tactical planning is defined as the process by which managers assure that re-

sources are obtained and used e!ectively and e"ciently in the accomplishment of the

objectives of the organization. Tactical planning decisions have an impact on the

medium term. Once the physical facilities have been decided upon, the basic prob-

lem to be resolved is the e!ective allocation of resources (e.g., production, storage,

and distribution capacities and work-force availabilities) to satisfy demand, taking

into account the costs and revenues associated with the operation of the resources

available to the organization.

Finally, operational planning is defined as the process of assuring that tasks are

carried out, e!ectively and e"ciently. Operational planning is planning for the short

term, as operational plans, generally, have a time horizon of several hours to several

days. After making an aggregate allocation of the resources, it is necessary to deal

with the day-to-day operational and scheduling decisions. Typical planning decisions
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at this level are the assignment of customer orders to individual machines, the se-

quencing of these orders in the workshop, inventory accounting and inventory control

activities, dispatching, expediting and processing of orders, vehicular scheduling, and

credit granting to individual customers.

These three categories of planning di!er in various dimensions and can be char-

acterized (expressed in relative terms) as in Table 2.1.

Characteristics Strategic
planning

Tactical
planning

Operational
Planning

Objective Resource
acquisition

Resource
utilization

Execution

Time horizon Long Middle Short
Level of management in-
volvement

Top Medium Low

Scope Broad Medium Narrow
Source of information External External &

Internal
Internal

Level of detail Highly ag-
gregate

Moderately
aggregate

Low

Degree of uncertainty High Moderate Low
Degree of risk High Moderate Low

Table 2.1. Distinct Characteristics of Strategic, Tactical, and
Operational Decisions (Anthony (1965))

We extend the categories with a fourth one: Operations control. Operations

control is the process of supervising the execution of the plan and reacting to dis-

turbances, in real-time. One could argue that this is the last phase of operational

planning, but we think that the problem is in nature di!erent from the operational

planning and, therefore, we would like to create this fourth category.

Using the four categories we give a schematic overview of the planning phases of

the rail transport planning processes in Figure 2.4.

At NS, strategic planning has a planning horizon of several years or even decades.

In this phase, the o!ered service is determined in the form of the Line System. It

is possible to build new rail-infrastructure, purchase new rolling stock and hire new

crew.

The tactical planning phase has a horizon of 2 months up to a year. In this phase,

the details of the plan are determined, but major changes in availability of resources

are not possible. The o!ered service is determined in the form of the Basic Hour

pattern and the assignment of rolling stock types to di!erent lines. Also, a detailed
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Figure 2.4. Planning phases at NS

plan is created for generic days, dealing with a generic Monday, Tuesday and so on.

The operational planning phase has a time horizon of 36 hours up to 2 months.

Based on the plans for the generic days, for each calendar day an operational plan

is made taking into account planned exceptions to the generic plan, e.g., planned

maintenance work to the rail-infrastructure.

Finally, the operations control phase has a horizon of at most 36 hours, including

real-time operations. In operations control, short term and unexpected changes are

handled. For example, broken infrastructure, broken rolling stock, or sickness of an

individual crew member can require modifications to the plan.

Next to the four planning phases, we decompose the railway planning problems

by the resource involved. The most important resources in the setting of railway

planning are rail-infrastructure (timetabling), rolling stock and crew. In general,

these resources are not planned in a single step, due to the complexity of the overall

railway planning problem. A common approach is to split the problem by resource

and to solve the sub-problems sequentially as shown in Figure 2.5. This figure is

representative for all planning phases. The solid lines indicate the sequential order

in which, in principle, the planning steps are performed. The dotted lines indicate
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Figure 2.5. Planning steps at NS

that sometimes iterations are needed because a planning step requires a change to

be made in a previous step.

Planning the usage of rolling stock is split into two steps: (1) planning the usage of

the rolling stock units for train services, and (2) planning the local shunting processes.

The extended dashed box around the “Plan Local Shunt Process” indicates that,

although we consider this step to be part of planning the usage of rolling stock, there

is a strong interaction with infrastructure usage. Each decision on where to store a

rolling stock unit (locally in a shunt area), requires a train movement for shunting

the unit to the right position.

For the usage of the crew, we identify three main steps: (1) assigning the tasks

related to operating the train services to crew duties, (2) assigning the tasks related

to shunting to crew duties, and (3) assigning the crew duties to individual crew

members by creating crew rosters.

The identified problems are, usually, solved sequentially. To avoid going back and

forth between the planning problems, each problem takes into account characteristics

of the subsequent problem. For example, the required number of conductors on a

train depends on the length of the train, which is determined during the rolling-stock

scheduling. Therefore, minimizing the required number of conductors is part of the

multi-criteria objective function in the rolling-stock scheduling problem.

In Figure 2.6, we use the planning phases (y-axis) and the three main resources

(x-axis) to categorize the set of rail planning problems. In the remainder of this

section, for each planning phase, we describe the planning problems related to each

of the identified planning steps.
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2.3 Strategic Planning

In strategic planning, the o!ered service is defined in the form of the Line System.

This Line System is closely related to decisions on investing in new rail-infrastructure

(network design), fleet management and human resource management. These issues

are discussed in the following sections.

2.3.1 Line System Planning

The line system, which is the collection of all train lines, is the key input for the

timetabling process, in which each train line has an origin station and a destination

station. A frequency and a stopping pattern show the stations at which the trains

on the line call: at all stations (regional trains), or at major stations only (intercity

trains).

For example in Figure 2.7, there is a line from The Hague to Utrecht that runs

once per hour and stops only at major stations. Afterwards, this line continues to

Enschede. This type of line is called an intercity train line. Another line runs from
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The Hague to Utrecht twice an hour (indicated with the thick line) and stops at

every intermediate station. This second type of line is called a regional train line.

9800 
1700 

Enschede 

Figure 2.7. Line System The Hague – Enschede

A line system consists of all the individual train lines. Figure 2.8 shows the line

system of 2013 in the Western part of the country. The dotted lines indicate train

lines that are only operated during peak hours.

2.3.2 Network Design

Network design explores possible expansions of the rail-infra, e.g., where to build new

railway lines and switches, where to locate new stations for passengers and where to

locate rolling stock maintenance depots.

In the Netherlands, this is the responsibility of ProRail. However, it closely

interacts with Line System planning described in the previous section. Changed

line systems might require another rail infrastructure. For example, doubling the

frequencies of services between two stations might be dependent on doubling the

tracks between those stations, or might require additional platforms. Opening a

completely new station is an example where the network is changed, and the line

system is changed as well, this to allow the train services to dwell in the new station.

2.3.3 Fleet Management

NS has several rolling stock types available for passenger transport. The two main

classes to be distinguished are power-driven equipment and locomotive-hauled car-

riages. Power-driven equipment consist of train units that can move individually

without a separate locomotive. Each rolling stock unit consists of a number of car-

riages that cannot be split from each other during the operations. Within each class,

various rolling stock types can be distinguished. Power-driven equipment includes,
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Figure 2.8. 2013 Line System western part the Netherlands

among others, Koplopers for the intercity trains and Sprinter Light Trains (SLTs)

for the regional trains.

The train types can be subdivided subsequently into di!erent subtypes. Koplop-

ers, for example, can be subdivided into a subtype with three carriages and one with

four carriages. Figure 2.9 shows an example. Similarly, SLTs can be subdivided into

units with four carriages and units with six carriages. Train units of the same type

can be combined to form longer trains with more seating capacity. Train units of

di!erent types generally cannot be combined in one train. The di!erent subtypes

within a type allow for more flexibility in the seating capacities of the trains. For

example, with three- or four-carriage single-deck train units, all train compositions

with a length of more than three carriages can be formed, except for compositions

with five carriages. The maximum of a composition is, typically, 12 or 15 carriages.
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Figure 2.9. This figure illustrates two single-deck rolling-stock
units with three and four carriages, respectively

Fleet Management deals with strategic issues related to the long term availability

of rolling stock. The horizon of this planning process is very long; it takes several

years to purchase new rolling stock, and the lifecycle of rolling stock typically covers

several decades. Based on long term demand forecasting models and scenario anal-

ysis, decisions are made with the aim to align the available capacity of rolling stock

with the stochastic nature of the demand for passenger railway transportation.

Forecasts need to be made for both peak demand and o!-peak demand, and for

the ratio between first and second class passengers. The available capacity is not only

based on the availability of rolling stock but also on the service level to be provided

(e.g., what is the supplied seating probability). Next to that, the availability is

directly related to the number of units that are in maintenance, on average, both

in peak and o!-peak periods. Therefore, the maintenance strategy is a key issue in

rolling stock management.

In rolling stock management, decisions have to be made about which type of

rolling stock to use, on acquisition and leasing of rolling stock units, on refurbish-

ment and life-time extension of existing units, on selling of excess units, and on

destruction of end-of-lifecycle units. When acquiring new units, decisions have to be

made about the first and the second class capacity per unit, the length of the units

and the technical characteristics like acceleration speed required for the timetable to

be operated. In general, large units are rather inflexible to operate, and smaller units

have a higher price per seat.

It also needs to be decided when to execute a decision. Additional units should

not be available before they are required to be operated because this is a waste of

money. Vice versa, if they are not available on time, the required capacity cannot be

provided. The overall goal is to minimize the expected life cycle costs of the rolling

stock, taking into account the required service to the passengers.
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2.3.4 Human Resource Management

Human Resource Management deals with matching the required and available capac-

ities of the crew depots on the long term. The available capacity of a depot can be

changed by hiring additional crew, training crew so that they can perform additional

activities, or (temporary) moving people to other depots, in general via secondment.

Firing people is not common practice and reducing available crew is achieved by nat-

ural reduction of the number of crew due to retirement and crew that finds another

job, inside or outside the company. Also, one can decide about the location of the

depots. It might be useful to open or close depots at some point in time.

The required capacity per depot depends on both the timetable and rolling stock

assignment, and on the labor agreements between management and crew. This ca-

pacity needs to be determined with long term forecasting models. Because trains

are operated between multiple stations and the assignment of tasks to the depots is

not fixed, one can influence the required capacity by the assignment of tasks to the

depots where there is su"cient availability of crew.

It takes one (conductors) to three (drivers) years to fully train new crew members.

This includes both theoretical training and practical (on-the-job) training. Together

with the social aspects of hiring people, this implies that Crew Management has a

long lasting e!ect on the capacities of the involved depots.

Quality aspects of Human Resource Management We discuss the quality

attributes of human resource management plans based on the 3 aspects introduced

in Section 1.1: (1) e"ciency, (2) robustness, and (3) quality of work.

The (expected) excess capacity, the di!erence between the provided and required

capacity, is an important indicator of the quality of the plan. A plan is e"cient

when this excess capacity is low. This way unnecessary capacity costs are prevented.

On the other hand, the robustness of a plan is high with a large excess capacity.

The excess capacity can be useful when the required capacity turns out to be higher

than expected. Of course, both the future provided capacity and the future required

capacity are uncertain. The better the forecasts are, the better the quality of the plan

will be. Only at the moment of operations, one can determine if the given capacity

is su"cient and not too large.

The quality of work is the perceived quality of human resource management by

the crew members. From the perspective of the crew members, it is also important

that the available number of crew members is aligned with the required capacity. An

excess of capacity means that the jobs of the employees might be endangered, and
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with insu"cient capacity, it might be required that the crew members postpone their

holiday leaves, until the shortage is repaired.

2.4 Tactical Planning

In the tactical planning phase, the details of the plan are determined. Major changes

in availability of resources are not possible. The Basic Hour pattern is created and

rolling stock types are assigned to the lines. Also, a detailed plan is created for

generic pattern days, including the timetable, the rolling stock schedules, the shunt

plans and the crew schedules. Once a year, a new generic annual plan is created.

This generic annual plan is modified about 6 times a year as a result of changes in

the passenger forecasts and the availability of rail infrastructure and rolling stock.

2.4.1 Timetable Scheduling

The timetable describes the planned departure and arrival times of every train at

every relevant station, including the routing over the network. Passengers can use it

to plan their journeys, and it is the input for creating the plans for the rolling stock

and crew. The timetable is scheduled in a few steps: The creation of the Basic Hour

Pattern, routing trains through the stations, and 7x24 timetable planning. These

steps are explained in the next paragraphs.

Basic Hour Pattern Scheduling

As stated, the timetable describes the planned departure and arrival times of every

train at every relevant station. These time instants are called events. Other relevant

events are the time instants at which the trains pass junctions, bridges, and other

locations where coordination of train movements is required. Bridges, which need

to be opened frequently for ships, are a particular bottleneck in the Dutch railway

system because of the numerous waterways in the Netherlands.

NS uses a cyclic timetable. The basic idea is that the same timetable is repeated

several times in succession. NS uses a cycle time of 1 hour. This means that trains

leave every hour from the same platform at the same minute. For example, the

intercity service from The Hague to Enschede leaves The Hague every hour at minute

24 from platform 4, at 8:24, 9:24, etc. Similarly, it arrives in Enschede about two

and a half hours later.
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This regular cycle of the timetable is highly appreciated by the passengers because

it is easy to remember the departure and arrival times. Moreover, Dutch passengers

have long been used to it, since NS was the first company to introduce such timeta-

bles, as far back as the 1930s. During the last few decades, many other European

countries also introduced cyclic timetables. This makes it much easier to synchronize

timetables between countries.

One possible disadvantage of a cyclic timetable is that, in particular periods of

the day, there may be many trains serving a relatively low demand. NS prevents

this by allowing some exceptions in the cyclic timetable. For example, between The

Hague and Utrecht, NS does not operate four, but rather two intercity trains per

hour in the late evenings.

An example of a one-hour timetable for the route Gouda–Utrecht in one direction

is plotted in Figure 2.10. The horizontal direction represents the time scale, from

10 20 30 40 50 
Gouda 

Junction 

Utrecht 

Woerden 

0 60 

1 

2 

3 

Utrecht Leidsche Rijn 

Utrecht Terwijde 

Vleuten 

Figure 2.10. Basic Hour Pattern

0 to 60 minutes, and the vertical direction represents the place. On a large part

of this route there are 2 tracks, one going in each direction, on other parts (e.g.,
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between Woerden and Utrecht Leidsche Rijn) there are 2 tracks per direction, such

that fast trains can overtake slow ones. On this heavily used route, there are 8

intercity services from Rotterdam and The Hague to Utrecht and beyond.

In the figure, for example, the leftmost train (with a solid line) leaves Gouda at

minute 10 and arrives in Utrecht at minute 26. Indicated with dashed lines, 4 local

trains are plotted. Notice that the slow trains leave Gouda just after an intercity

train and arrive in Utrecht just before the next one. Finally, note that all trains

are at the same location at minute 60 as at minute 0 due to the repetition of the

timetable in the next hour.

While planning the event times, for all railway processes certain process times

have to be respected, indicated with the ovals in the figure, where the time di!er-

ence between two points are the planned process times, e.g., running time (1), dwell

time (2), headway time (3). These must be selected in such a way that the result-

ing timetable is cyclic. The timetable for the whole country consists of individual

timetables for every di!erent route, which are connected to each other.

To increase the robustness of the timetable, one can increase the planned running

times, dwell times, and headway times by time supplements. Time supplements in

the running and dwell times absorb small disturbances in the real-time operations,

allowing trains to recover from delays. Time supplements in the headway times,

also called bu!er times, reduce the propagation of delays from one train to another.

Thus, time supplements and bu!er times add to the predictability of the railway sys-

tem. However, the downside is that extending time supplements implies an increased

planned travel time for passengers which makes it less attractive for the customer.

Also, it might require more rolling stock and crew, and thus influence the costs of

operating the timetable.

Routing Trains through Stations

The timetable is not complete until all trains are assigned to a platform at every

relevant station. Moreover, for each train, it must be decided how to route it through

the stations. To give an idea of the complexity of this problem, Figure 2.11 shows the

tracks of Utrecht Central Station. There are many platforms and routes to choose

from. In the picture, it is shown how the intercity train from The Hague arrives at the

station. Around the same time, there are also many other trains arriving from and

departing to other directions. Trains running from one station to another or trains

dwelling inside a station define the relationship between these events. Similarly,

the headway time between two consecutive trains on the same route also defines a
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Figure 2.11. Example of some routes through a station

relationship between two events.

Stations form a bottleneck in the Dutch railway system because many trains from

di!erent directions come together at the stations, and the stations have limited infras-

tructure. Moreover, to provide good transfer opportunities for the passengers, trains

preferably arrive (and depart) more or less at the same time and at adjacent plat-

forms. Therefore, trains can easily hinder each other inside the stations, and finding

appropriate routes for the trains through the stations is as important as determining

their arrival and departure times. As long as these routes are undetermined, the

timetable is incomplete.

7x24 Timetable Planning

In this timetabling problem, it is decided which trains, from the Basic Hour pattern,

will be operated for each hour of the day, for all days of the generic week. During

o!-peak hours, some of the trains do not run, and during the night most of the trains

are not operated. Therefore, the start-up of a day and the end of a day have to be

decided. For each starting train, it has to be decided at which station it has its first

departure, and at which station it will have its final arrival. Input for this planning

is the cyclic hour pattern and the passenger demand, over the days and the week.

Next to fluctuations in demand, also maintenance of the infrastructure needs to

be considered. The infrastructure manager has reserved several time slots in which

for each pattern day, some parts of the network are available for maintenance work.

This implies that trains have to be rerouted or must be (partly) skipped. Mostly

these maintenance slots are allocated at the o!-peak hours, so the impact on the
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passengers is limited. Output of this step is a timetable that can be operated, and

that serves as the input for the timetable of the calendar days.

2.4.2 Rolling-Stock Scheduling

The rolling stock scheduling is also performed in a few steps. First, an assignment

is made of the number and types of rolling stock units to the separate lines, then

the units are assigned to the planned timetable, and finally a shunt plan is created.

These steps are described in the next paragraphs.

Rolling-Stock Assignment to Train Series

This assignment problem deals with finding the most e!ective allocation of the train

types, subtypes, and units of rolling stock to a train series. A train series is defined

as a single line or a subset of lines from the line system to which a fixed amount of

rolling stock is assigned. This assignment takes into account that as many people

as possible can be transported with a seat, especially during the rush hours. This

assignment problem is described in detail in Abbink et al. (2004).

An adequate rolling stock capacity is one of the bottlenecks in the service pro-

vision by NS and it is important to look for the most e!ective allocation of the

available rolling stock capacity among the trains, especially during the rush hours.

This allocation is done after the line system and the timetable have been completed.

Inputs are the (commercially) preferred train types per line. These preferences take

into account the train category of the train series, the technical possibilities of the

train types and subtypes, their running time characteristics, the expected number of

passengers per train, and the passengers’ preferences.

The trains that run in parallel, at one particular moment of the day, make up a

so-called cross-section. The eight o’clock cross-section indicates all trains that run at

8:00h a.m., which is usually the busiest moment of the day. The circulation time of a

train series, including the return times at the endpoints, and its frequency determine

the number of cross-section trains of the train series.

For example, the regional train series 8800 shown in Figure 2.12, contains four

eight o’clock cross-section trains, namely the trains 8820, 8822, 8829, and 8831. This

is because the circulation time between Utrecht and Leiden and vice versa is about

two hours and there are two trains per hour in each direction. The eight o’clock

cross-section trains of all train series together make up the complete eight o’clock

cross-section.
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Figure 2.12. Part of the Rolling Stock Circulation on Utrecht
- Leiden

As a first step in the planning process of the rolling stock, the allocation of the

rolling stock capacity to the trains in the eight o’clock cross-section is determined.

Here, the idea is that if it is possible to determine an appropriate allocation of the

rolling stock capacity during the morning rush hours, then this allocation will be

appropriate during the other hours of the day as well. This is reasonable because,

in practice, the required capacity during the evening rush is usually less than during

the morning rush: The evening rush lasts longer than the morning rush, and it has

a lower peak. The allocation of the rolling stock capacity to the eight o’clock cross-

section trains is an example of bottleneck planning, where the aim is to maximize

the e!ective rolling stock capacity.

The central question in this planning step is: How many units of each train type

and subtype should be deployed on each train, within the eight o’clock cross-section,

to maximize the e!ective capacity for transporting passengers?

First, the preferred equipment is to be taken into account as much as possible,

when determining the allocation of equipment in a train series. It is, however, not al-

ways possible to deploy the most preferred equipment in a train series. An important

reason for this is the limited availability of rolling stock. Hence, even if a particu-

lar type of equipment is preferred, often alternatives have to be chosen because not

enough train units of the preferred type are available.

Secondly, the allocation is determined by the required capacity. Train units of

di!erent types usually have di!erent capacities. Therefore, depending on the required

capacities, one particular type of equipment is more suitable than another.

Furthermore, it is a strict requirement that the length of each train does not

exceed the length of the shortest platform along the train’s route. Hence, if a busy
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train series contains a station with a short platform, then a train type with a large

capacity per carriage (such as double-deckers) will have to be chosen.

Finally, there are restrictions for the regional train series regarding the running

time characteristics. Especially on a train series with stops at a relatively short

distance of each other, the allocated rolling stock should be able to accelerate and

brake quickly.

On each train, at most one rolling stock type can be allocated because units of

di!erent rolling stock types cannot be combined into one train composition. Fur-

thermore, on each train series, it is desirable to have as few as possible rolling stock

types and subtypes: The latter may lead to increased robustness of the railway sys-

tem because the adjustments by tra"c control become much simpler. For each train

series, the maximum allowed numbers of rolling stock types and subtypes depend on

the number of cross-section trains in the train series.

After the allocation of the rolling stock has been planned for the eight o’clock

cross-section trains, the rolling stock circulation is also planned for the other trains

during the day. This is described in the next paragraph.

Rolling-Stock Circulations

This planning problem addresses the assignment of the rolling stock units to the

planned timetable. Many European railway operators nowadays use electrical train

units, which can drive in either direction without a locomotive, to operate most of

their trains. As explained before, these units exist in di!erent types (e.g., single-deck

or double-deck) and subtypes.

The goal in scheduling rolling stock is to allocate an appropriate amount of the

appropriate rolling-stock type to each train in the given timetable. NS must find a

balance between three conflicting objectives in rolling-stock scheduling: (1) service,

(2) e"ciency, and (3) robustness.

In this context, service means o!ering as many passengers as possible a seat.

The capacity of each train should be su"cient to transport the expected numbers of

passengers. For example, an NS criterion is that each passenger must have a seat

if the travel time is more than 15 minutes. This is because seat availability is an

important factor that passengers use in deciding whether to travel by train or not.

E"ciency aims at minimizing the amount of rolling stock and the number of

kilometers that the rolling stock need to perform, which implies that the capacity of

a train should not exceed the demand too much. There is also a constraint on the

number of train units available; during peak hours, most trains will simultaneously
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require a large composition of units. A further complexity is that demand varies

substantially during the day and on a line. For example, workdays have two peaks,

one in the morning and one in the afternoon, with high travel demands in opposite

directions. The rest of the day is the o!-peak period with a lower, yet considerable,

travel demand. To operate the rolling stock e"ciently, NS addresses this demand-

variation problem by adjusting the lengths of the trains during the day. Due to the

choice of operating a cyclic timetable, the only way to adjust capacity is either to

skip some (peak) trains completely or to adjust the length of the train.

Adjusting the length implies that units have to be shunted from and towards the

shunting areas near the stations. These adjustments result in many shunting move-

ments. NS addresses robustness by reducing the number of shunting movements

and by having a line-based rolling-stock circulation. At the densely used infrastruc-

ture, shunting movements interfere with the regular train movements. Next to that,

coupling and decoupling of units are operations that can be unsuccessful, due to

technical problems, and can lead to delays. A line-based rolling stock circulation

prevents spreading delays to the di!erent lines. Next to that, NS prefers to have

a single type of rolling stock per line because this simplifies recovery if there is a

disruption in the real-time operations.

Determining the order of the di!erent train units in a train is a di"cult aspect of

rolling-stock scheduling. In Figure 2.13, an example is given of a rolling-stock plan

on the line The Hague/Rotterdam–Utrecht–Zwolle–Leeuwarden/Groningen. A white

wagon in the left picture corresponds to a unit with three carriages (A) and a black

wagon to a unit with four carriages (B). In this example, two trains depart from

The Hague and Rotterdam with compositions AB and BA, respectively. The right

character is the front unit of the train. Upon arrival in Utrecht, the trains are coupled

onto each other within a few minutes; this results in a single train with composition

ABBA. In Zwolle, the train is split again into one train bound for Groningen and

one for Leeuwarden. Moreover, because the travel demand in the Northern part of

the line is relatively low, the last train unit of the train is uncoupled in Zwolle. The

example shows that it is necessary to know the order of the units in the train. The

train arrives in Groningen and Leeuwarden with compositions BA and B.

Recently NS changed the structure of the line system, and this structure of com-

bining and splitting trains is not present in the current timetable. However, to couple

and uncouple train units, one still needs to know the order of the units in the train.

One simply cannot detach the middle train unit at a station. Also, the front units

cannot be uncoupled at a station where the train continues in the same direction.
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Gvc

Rtd
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Zl

Lw
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The Hague
(Gvc)

Rotterdam
(Rtd)

Utrecht (Ut)
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Leeuwarden
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Groningen
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Figure 2.13. A rolling–stock plan on the line The
Hague/Rotterdam–Utrecht–Zwolle–Leeuwarden/Groningen.

Generally, there is not enough time in the timetable to perform this operation.

After the rolling stock circulation has been planned throughout the day and for

each day of the week, it will also be balanced across the days of the week. On each

shunting yard, the number of train units stored there during the night will be equaled

to the number of train units that are required there on the next morning. This is

accomplished by modifying the rolling stock assignment on the early morning trains

or the late evening trains, or by adding some so-called dead heading trains.

Shunt Planning

As written in the previous section, trains that arrive at a station do not necessarily

depart in the same composition. This requires that additional rolling stock units

are transported toward (or from) the platform at which they depart (or arrive) to

free the platforms for successive trains. These local transports are called shunting

movements. Additionally, trains that have their final destination at a certain station

need to be parked at the sidings of a station for the night. It is not allowed to leave
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units at all platforms due to security reasons. In the morning, rolling stock units are

repositioned again to the platforms.

A complicating aspect of parking the units is that there is limited capacity for

placing the units at the shunt yard. Next to that, several operations like, for example,

washing and cleaning the units, must be performed during the night. These opera-

tions require additional shunting movements. The shunting movements require both

availability of the rail-infrastructure and a so called shunt driver. These shunting

movements are planned in advance. Two important goals are taken into account.

The first goal is to minimize the number of shunting movements. This to improve

the robustness of the plan, as explained in the previous paragraph. Next to this,

shunting yards in the Netherlands are often located within the cities, and because

of the noise generated by a shunting movement, NS would like to shunt as little as

possible. Next to that, there are o"cial limits on the number of movements per

yard, imposed by the government. Additionally, each movement requires a driver,

and there is a limited number of drivers available to perform the tasks.

The second goal is to maximize the robustness of the shunt schedule. This is dealt

with by choosing the configurations and locations of the units at the shunt track such

that the railway process can start-up in the morning with the smallest probability

of disruptions. For each departing train, it is preferred to have a single shunting

movement providing the required rolling stock composition. This requires that the

compositions are already created at the shunt tracks. Next to that, the routing of the

composition towards the platforms should be easy, without too many turnarounds.

For a more detailed description on this problem, we refer to Abbink (2006).

2.4.3 Crew Scheduling

The crew scheduling process includes two major steps: (1) crew duty scheduling, and

(2) crew roster planning. A duty starts and ends in a crew depot and describes the

consecutive tasks for a single crew member. For each day, a set of anonymous duties

is generated. Rosters prescribe how to assign the anonymous duties to individual

crew members on consecutive days. Within NS, the duties are planned centrally for

all crew depots, while the crews at the depots generate the rosters themselves. Both

steps are described in the next paragraphs.
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Crew Duty Scheduling

In this step, duties are constructed, where a duty is the work for one anonymous

crew member on a single day. More formally, a task is the smallest amount of work

that has to be assigned to one driver. At NS, a task typically contains one or two

trips defined by the timetable. Here a trip is the movement of a train between a

departure and an arrival, as introduced in Section 2.4.1. A duty is the work for one

crew member from a crew depot on a certain day. It is inevitable that the crew

scheduling step must be carried out centrally because most of the tasks could be

assigned to several crew depots. Moreover, the crew costs are basically determined

in this step.

Because a crew member can be relieved at all major stations, every time-tabled

train, out of the mentioned 4,700 trains per day, results in about 3 tasks on average.

A typical crew scheduling instance of NS, related to a single working day, requires

assigning about 15,000 tasks to 1,000+ duties for drivers, and about 18,000 tasks

to 1,300+ duties for conductors. Many labor rule constraints are defined per week,

e.g., the average duty length per depot should be 8 hours. Therefore, it is attractive

to solve the problem for a complete week instead of each day individually. As a

consequence, this results in huge crew scheduling instances.

Figure 2.14 shows some examples of duties and duty rules. The figure shows sev-

eral lines, each representing a duty. The first abbreviation (e.g., Asd = Amsterdam)

on a line denotes the crew depot to which the tasks are assigned. The duty contains

a sequence of tasks, the small line segments, mostly accompanied with a number of

the train on which the task is performed. The abbreviations below the tasks show

the stations at which the tasks end, or at which the next task begins. As can be seen

the last station is equal to the crew depot again, because the duty has to start and

end at the same station.

The duties have to fulfill a lot of requirements. The duty rules are illustrated

with the gray rectangles. For example, there is an upper bound on the length of

each duty, and there should be a meal break scheduled in each duty. Also, some

time is needed for briefing and debriefing in the duties. And, the personnel base for

which the duty is constructed, should have the knowledge on rolling stock and route

knowledge, related to the tasks that are included in the duties. Also, there needs

to be a minimum time between two consecutive tasks, the time needed to transfer

from one train to another, including some bu!er time for small delays. The small

line beneath the tasks depicts that the tasks share rolling stock, which means that a

single unit of rolling stock is used for the tasks. In this case a smaller transfer time
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Briefing and 
debriefing time 

Transfer time 

Meal break 

Maximal duty length 

- Route knowledge 

- Rolling stock knowledge 

Figure 2.14. Duty examples

is allowed, because the second task will not depart before the first one arrives, even

if the train is delayed.

In the crew duty scheduling problem that is solved for generating the generic

annual plan, some rostering aspects are also taken into account.

Figure 2.15 shows some examples of duty roster rules. For example at NS, the

average duty length over all duties on a crew depot should not exceed 8 hours. The

reason is that, if this time is exceeded, then it is impossible to construct rosters where

the average working time per week is equal to or less than 36 hours (in principle each

full-time crew member works 9 days in two weeks). The number of night duties

(duties with a working period between 1:00h and 5:00h) in a roster is also limited.

This constraint should also be validated at a weekly basis.

Moreover, the work should be fairly spread over the di!erent depots, to obtain

a fair division of work over the week for the di!erent crew members. The latter

constraints are typical for the Dutch situation and are known as “Sharing-Sweet-

and-Sour” rules. They aim at allocating the popular and the unpopular work as

fairly as possible among the di!erent crew depots. For example, some routes are

more popular than others, and intercity trains are preferred over regional trains.
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Maximum 
percentage 
night duties 

Maximum 
percentage 
night duties 

Maximum 
percentage long 
duties (>9 hour) 

Maximum 
percentage long 
duties (>9 hour) 

Maximum average  
duty length 

Maximum average  
duty length 

Figure 2.15. Duty Roster Rules Examples

The scheduling rules describe quantitative norms for dividing the “sweet and

sour” workloads among the crew depots. For example, there is a lower bound for

the number of unique railway track kilometers per crew depot, and there is an upper

bound for the percentage of work per crew depot on lines with a lot of anticipated pas-

senger aggression. To represent the requested fair allocation of the workload among

the crew depots, the rules also contain upper bounds for the standard deviations over

these percentages. Altogether, these rules are based on norms that can be checked

objectively.

The norms for the standard deviations in the set of rules indicate that it is impos-

sible to realize a 100 percent fair allocation of the “sweet and sour” workloads. For

example, some lines are notorious for passenger aggression. When a crew depot is

located at such a line, it will get a larger part of the work on that line. Other depots

can work on such a line as well, but trains that start and end in a depot normally

are assigned to the corresponding crew depot. This is because it would otherwise

require a crew member to arrive (or depart) at the station by means of alternative

(expensive) transport. At these moments of the day they cannot get there by train.

In practice this means that some of the “sour” work can be allocated to other depots,
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but not every depot will get an equal amount of “sour” work. Similarly, dividing the

“sweet” workload fairly means that several crew depots have less “sweet” work than

others.

The rules also prescribe a su"ciently high variety of work in the duties. To

accomplish this variety, NS introduced the concept of repetition-in-duty (RID). NS

divided the railway network into a number of routes, and, based on this division,

defined the RIDd of duty d as follows:

RIDd =
# routes in duty d

#di!erent routes in duty d

The associated rule specifies that the overall average RID over all duties should be

less than 2.7. For each crew depot, the average RID should be less than 3.0. In other

words, on average each duty should contain a certain route at most three times.

In Figure 2.16, an example is given of di!erent sets of duties containing the same

set of tasks. A small line between two tasks indicates that they share the same rolling

stock. The “*” indicates that there is a possibility for a meal break. The di!erent

gray tones indicate that the trains operate on di!erent routes.

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

s1 

s2 

s3 

s4 

Figure 2.16. Possible Duty Configurations
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The first solution s1 shows that two duties can cover the set of tasks in such a

way that the crew member only operates on a single route. This is a good solution

for robustness because possible delays will not be transferred to other lines. Also, it

is e"cient because the solution requires the minimum amount of two duties. Driving

on a single line is considered to be monotonous work, therefore, this solution is not

so nice from a crew perspective. Monotonous work not only gets boring, but is also

considered to be dangerous. Studies have shown that experienced drivers, operating

a line very often, anticipate on the signals, which increases the risk of passing a

stopping signal.

Solution s2 scores better on the acceptability aspect because at least two di!erent

lines are operated in a single duty. The e"ciency is on par with the first solution,

and there is only a slight possibility of transferring delay to the other lines during

the meal break.

The acceptability of solution s3 is better than that of s2 because the number of

consecutive tasks on a single route is less. However, there is only a small transfer time

between tasks on di!erent routes, which makes the solution worse from a robustness

point of view.

In solution s4, the acceptability is even better because the number of consecutive

tasks on a single route is even further reduced. Also, the short transfers between

routes are eliminated. However, this solution is less e"cient because one additional

duty is needed for this robust and attractive solution. This example illustrates the

trade-of that can be made between the three major goals.

Quality aspects of crew duty scheduling We discuss the quality attributes of

crew duty schedules, based on the 3 aspects introduced in Section 1.1: (1) e"ciency,

(2) robustness, and (3) quality of work.

E"ciency means that the total crew costs are as small as possible. These costs

directly relate to the number of crew members needed to operate the schedules. In

this aspect, a duty schedule is more e"cient when fewer duties are scheduled to

operate all tasks. Next to the number of duties, an indicator for the e"ciency is

the average working time within a duty. At NS, this is about 60%. This means

that, on average, the total duration of the tasks in a duty is about 60% of the duty

duration. The remaining time is spend on briefing and debriefing, transfers between

trains and (meal) breaks. Because the amount of work is given by the timetable, a

higher percentage of working time means that fewer duties are scheduled.

The robustness of the crew duties, i.e., preventing the propagation of delays via
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the crew schedules, depends on several elements, including the transfer times of the

crews when transferring from one train to another. Robustness is often addressed

in the crew duty scheduling problem by using constraints. It is hard to define a

value to robustness, which can be optimized, but it is clear that bu!er time between

tasks on two di!erent trains will limit propagation of delays. Therefore, we include

a minimum transfer time between two consecutive tasks in a duty.

The quality of work is the perceived quality of duties by the crew members. This

is addressed via labor rules and company agreements, for example, on the amount

of variation in the duties. In this section, we presented some examples of indicators,

used to determine whether the duties have a su"cient quality of work. In Section 3.7,

we discuss how these indicators can be included in the decision support systems.

Crew Roster Planning

In this step, rosters are created where duties are assigned to the individual crew

members.

Rosters can be created in several ways: (i) A roster for individual crew members

can be created where crew specific characteristics (e.g., their vacations) can also

be taken into account, (ii) a bid line can be constructed on which individual crew

members can bid, or (iii) a cyclic roster can be constructed. The first two rostering

approaches are mainly used in the airline industry (see Kohl and Karish (2004) for

an overview). However, many European public transport companies, including NS,

use the concept of cyclic rosters. In the remainder of the paper, we refer to a cyclic

roster if we use the term roster.

In the Cyclic Crew Rostering Problem (CCRP), rosters are created for a group

of crew members, where crew members with the same characteristics (e.g., drivers,

full-time employees, and same route knowledge) are in the same group. For such a

group, one roster is constructed with a length in weeks equal to the number of crew

members in the group. If a roster is of size k, then k indicates both the number of

weeks and the number of crew members in the roster.

The input for the CCRP consists of a set of duties for each day of the week.

Since the roster is cyclic, all weeks have the same duties. Furthermore, a roster has

to satisfy many labor rules related to days o!, working time, etc. Schematically, a

roster can then be seen as a set of rows and columns, where the columns correspond

to the di!erent days of the week, and the rows correspond to the di!erent weeks.

Table 2.2 gives an example of a roster for 6 weeks, which is to be carried out by

6 crew members. The letters in the example represent the type of duty scheduled
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Wk Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su
1 RES E R L WTV R R
2 E E E E E E R
3 R L WTV R R E E
4 E E E E E R R
5 L L WTV R L N N
6 N R R L L L L

Table 2.2. Small Roster Example

on that day: Early duties (E), late duties (L), night duties (N), rest days (R), WTV

days (WTV), and reserve days (RES). These types will be explained in more detail

later in this section. Crew member 1 starts in week 1 with the duties in the first

row of the roster, while crew member 2 starts in the first week with the duties in the

second row. These duties are carried out by crew member 1 in the second week. The

remaining part of the roster can be explained similarly. Notice that the duties in the

first row follow after the duties in the last row.

In the CCRP, one should take into account all kinds of constraints following from

the labor rules and the collective labor agreements. Regular duties are categorized in

three types; early, late and night duties, depending on the time of the day on which

they start and end. Next to duties and days o!, certain other types of days should

be scheduled. These are the so-called WTV, CO and RES days. A WTV day is in

principle a day o! for a crew member. However, a crew member can decide to sell

this day o! and go to work. For the rostering process, this means that it should be

possible to schedule a duty on a WTV day. A CO day is an extra day o! that crew

members get when they have worked a certain amount of time in the weekend, early

in the morning or in the night.

If an individual crew member does not reach a certain level of CO time (e.g., due

to illness), he should work on this day. A RES day is a day where a crew member

should be available for work in order to replace other crew members that are ill or

are on vacation. In the following, a roster day represents either a duty, a day o!,

a WTV day, a CO day, or a RES day. Below, we give some examples of rules that

have to be taken into account in the CCRP: 2

• The rest time between two duties is at least 12 hours if the first duty finishes

before 2:00 a.m., otherwise it is 14 hours.

2For an extensive overview, we refer to Hartog (2005).
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• The maximum working time per week is 45 hours. For a period of 13 consecutive

weeks, the average working time per week is at most 40 hours.

• A day o! is a period of at least 30 hours between two duties.

• At least once in the three weeks, there is a so-called Red Weekend. This is a

rest period of at least 60 hours, starting not later than Saturday at midnight

and ending not earlier than Monday 4:00 a.m.

• In a full-time roster of length n, there should be planned 2n days o! and n/2

WTV-days.

• There are at most 10 duties per 4 weeks, and 32 per 13 weeks, which cover part

of the period between midnight and 6:00 a.m.

The quality of a roster is determined by the order of the roster days and the

variety in the duties. Some examples are:

• A series of duties after each other with the same type is preferred, where the

type is either an early, late or night duty.

• Two or more adjacent days o! (or CO-days) are preferred.

• WTV-days are preferably spread over the di!erent days in the week and are

preferably scheduled once in the two weeks.

• Similar duties should be spread over the roster. A lot of variety in the work

with respect to routes, rolling stock types, etc. is preferred.

Since each duty belongs to a crew depot, the CCRP should be solved for each

crew depot separately. To increase the influence of the crew members on the final

rosters, the rosters are constructed locally at the di!erent crew depots themselves.

An important aspect for the crew members is a fair division of the popular and the

unpopular parts of the work.

The most important rostering problem is to be solved each year at the beginning

of a new timetable year, since then the basic rosters are constructed from scratch.

During the year, the rosters are only slightly modified. The latter is less complex

than constructing a roster from scratch.
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Quality aspects of crew rosters We discuss the quality attributes of crew rosters,

based on the 3 aspects introduced in Section 1.1: (1) e"ciency, (2) robustness, and

(3) quality of work.

E"ciency means that the total crew costs are as small as possible. These costs

directly relate to the number of crew members needed to operate the rosters. The

e"ciency of the rosters is quantified by the number of crew members assigned to the

rosters to be operated. NS creates groups of a certain size, and creates cyclic rosters

for these groups. The size of the group is equal to the number of crew members.

Another indicator for the e"ciency of the rosters, is the amount of work assigned

to the rosters. If the available working time in a roster is 36 hours on average, and

the assigned duties have an average duration of 35 hours, then it is clear that the

e"ciency could be improved by adding more work to the roster. Another option

would be to reduce the size of the roster and the available working time.

For the rosters, the operational robustness can be improved by adding spare crew

duties, to be used in case of disruptions in real time operations. A higher number of

spare duties increases robustness, but, on the other hand, reduces the e"ciency of

the rosters because more crew is needed.

In crew rostering, the quality of work can be measured by computing the number

of preferred and non-preferred patterns of consecutive days of work. In this section we

presented some examples of patterns used in the crew depot Utrecht. Each pattern

gets a score, positive for preferred patterns and negative for non-preferred patterns,

and the goal is to maximize this sum of the scores.

2.5 Operational Planning

In operational planning, plans are created for calendar days. Since these plans need

to be created for every calendar day, it would simply be too much work to create

these plans from scratch, therefore only necessary changes are made to the generic

plans.

These include changes due to rail infrastructure maintenance works and due to

events, like sports events, which require additional capacity. Most of the changes

are caused by maintenance work. The problems described in this section show a lot

of similarities with the ones described in the previous section on tactical planning.

Therefore, we mainly describe the di!erences with the previously described problems.
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2.5.1 Timetable Rescheduling

In this planning phase, the timetable is updated according the required changes to

the plan. Extra trains can be scheduled for events, or trains can be canceled because

a part of the rail network cannot be used during maintenance work at those tracks.

Sometimes it is su"cient to schedule another route for the train, so the service can

still be provided. As stated, the timetable is updated, which means that only small

changes are made, and the goal is to keep as much as possible of the original plan

created in the tactical planning phase.

2.5.2 Rolling Stock Rescheduling

Due to the changes in the timetable, also the scheduled rolling stock duties need to

be adapted. Assignments to canceled trains need to be removed, and added trains

need a new rolling stock assignment. Also, due to changes in the timetable, it might

be that the expected number of passengers per train changes as well, and a di!erent

seating capacity is required.

While creating the rolling stock duties, one of the goals is to minimize changes

in the start and end balances (the number of units stored at a station during the

night), and in the included couplings and uncouplings in the duties. Changes in these

aspects require that the shunt plans need to be revised. Therefore, one of the goals

is to limit the number of these changes.

As a result, it could be that the seating capacity and costs are not optimal, they

can be improved when additional changes to the plan would be allowed, or even

when plans could completely be rescheduled. The main problem in this is that shunt

planning is still a very labor-intensive process.

It can happen that the shunting areas cannot be reached or are di"cult to reach,

due to maintenance work at the infrastructure. Either because the track that leads

to the area is out of service, or because part of the route towards the station where

the area is located is out of service. This implies that the capacity to park the rolling

stock units can be limited. Therefore, rolling stock duties need to be adapted such

that the number of units at a station, at the start and end of a day, does not exceed

the number that can be parked.

For maintenance purposes, NS lets each rolling stock unit visit a maintenance fa-

cility on a regular basis, generally, after approximately 30,000 km. At the facility, the

unit is checked and, if necessary, repaired. Next to that, preventive maintenance can

be carried out. At NS, each day it is decided which units need to visit a maintenance
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facility in the coming days, and how they are routed towards that facility. To pre-

vent additional costs, this routing is done preferably with a minimum of additional

dead-headings (train movements without passengers).

Usually, each rolling stock unit has been assigned to a chain of train movements

during the planning of the rolling stock circulations. These chains determine the

path through the network that a unit will operate during several days. Some of these

chains pass by a maintenance facility in the coming days.

The problem is to assign units, that need maintenance, to a chain in which it

is passing a maintenance facility at the right time interval, see also Maróti (2006).

This assignment can be achieved by swaps of chains. If two units, of the same

type, have an overlap of standstill time at the same station, they can be swapped.

This means that they will operate the remainder of each other’s scheduled chain of

trains. Sometimes multiple swaps are needed to get the unit in an appropriate chain.

Each swap, generally, requires some shunting at the involved station. If swapping is

not possible, for example, in case of urgent repair, the unit can be transported by

dead-heading towards the maintenance facility.

2.5.3 Crew Rescheduling

Due to the changes in the timetable and the rolling stock schedules, also the scheduled

crew duties need to be adapted. Canceled trains need to be removed from the duties,

and added trains need a driver and one or more conductors. Also, due to changes in

the rolling stock schedules, it might be that the required number of conductors per

train changes as well.

The crew schedules for the calendar days (e.g., Friday, October 3, 2014), are

based on the schedules for the corresponding generic day (e.g. Friday). To limit

changes to the rosters, the time intervals of the scheduled duties must not change

too much. Therefore, duties can start early or end late, with a maximum di!erence

of half an hour. These small changes in time generally fit in the rosters created in

the tactical planning phase. Also, the goal is to change the contents of the duties

as little as possible. Other tasks might need di!erent route knowledge or rolling

stock knowledge. This might require to re-assign a duty to another crew member in

the roster. A change of contents of the duties might also lead to a violation of the

“Sharing-Sweet-and-Sour” rules, introduced in Section 2.4.3, which is not allowed.

Included in the duties for the generic days are a set of reserve duties. These can be

used in case additional duties are needed to accommodate the extra trains that need

to be operated on a calendar day. These duties also can be used to limit the number
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of changes to the other scheduled duties. Overall, modifications in the generic crew

schedules for adapting them to the calendar days should fit in the rosters. Only if the

CSP cannot be solved otherwise, the rosters may be modified. For a description on

the Operations Research models used to solve this crew duty rescheduling problem,

we refer to Huisman (2007). A modification of the roster might also be required

due to absences of the crew members themselves. It might be that they request a

leave, need to attend a training session, or become ill. In this case, the duties are

reassigned to other crew members. For this reason, there are reserve duties included

in the rosters. With one or more swaps, the duties can be reassigned to one of these

reserves. In general, changes to the rosters are limited, and the crew members know

their required attendance at work already a long time in advance.

Quality aspects of crew rescheduling We discuss the quality attributes of

adapted crew schedules, based on the 3 aspects introduced in Section 1.1: (1) ef-

ficiency, (2) robustness, and (3) quality of work.

E"ciency means that the total crew costs are as small as possible. The number

of crew members is already given in this planning phase. Therefore, the costs in

this phase relate to the compensations paid for late modifications to the rosters.

Therefore, the main focus is on producing the rescheduled duties in time, before

additional compensation fees need to be paid to the employees.

The robustness of the crew duties, i.e., preventing the propagation of delays via

the crew schedules, is handled similarly to the scheduling phase. E.g., minimum

transfer times between two consecutive tasks are required during rescheduling as

well.

The quality of work is the perceived quality of duties by the crew members. The

original duties and rosters are considered to be of good quality. Therefore, one would

like to limit changes to the duties and the rosters. During rescheduling, the objective

is to limit the number of changes, computed by the number of tasks that changed

in the duties and by the minutes that the start and end times of the duties shift in

time.

2.6 Operations Control

After the planning phases, the daily plans are carried out in the real-time operations.

Preferably, the plans are carried out exactly as scheduled. However, in the real-time

operations plans have to be updated continuously in order to deal with delays of
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trains and larger disruptions of the railway system. A disruption may be due to an

incident, or a breakdown of infrastructure or rolling stock. On the Dutch rail network

(with more than 5,000 daily trains), on average 10 disruptions of (part of) a route

occur per day. Delays occur more frequently: About 450 trains experience one or

more delays (" 3 minutes) per day. These delays lead to the removal of on average

10 train services per day.

The problems solved in operations control are very similar to operational plan-

ning, with the major di!erence that decisions need to be made in minutes. Moreover,

the decisions need to be made under a lot of uncertainty; estimates of the time-span

of a disruption are often not accurate.

2.6.1 Timetable Dispatching

For handling small delays, rules of thumb are in place. For example, it is predefined

for connecting trains (trains for which NS o!ers a transfer to the customer), how

many minutes a train should wait for the arrival of another delayed train. For more

details on this problem, we refer to Dollevoet (2013).

Large disruptions, e.g., a complete blockage of a track, where several train services

need to be canceled, require a fast response to prevent spreading the problems to other

parts of the network. Therefore, predefined solutions are developed in advance. These

predefined solutions describe an alternative timetable for the part of the network on

which the disruption occurs. The problem is to select the right solution and to adjust

this solution to the specific circumstances on the day of operations.

For example, in case of a blockage one can decide to operate regional train services

dwelling at every station close to the disruption, and to skip the intercity train

services between the larger stations at the ends railway line where the blockage

occurs. When a train service starts and ends in a di!erent station, this requires

that the routing through the station is adapted, which is, generally, included in the

solutions.

The predefined solutions do not include specific situations. For example, when

there is a blockage where a train is involved in an accident, it might be needed to

send a locomotive or other train to the location of the incident to tow the train away.

Also, it might be useful to let the first intercity train, that runs after the blockage is

finished, stop at stations where passengers have crowded due to the limited services

during the blockage. These exceptions are not included in the predefined solutions

and are handled by ad-hoc measures.
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2.6.2 Rolling Stock Dispatching

For small delays, no changes are made to the rolling stock schedules. This means

that the delays simply propagate to the next trains to which the rolling stock units

are assigned, until the bu!ers in the schedules have absorbed the delays. Important

in this are the bu!ers at the turning stations. In general, these bu!ers are su"cient

to absorb the delays.

If a defect in a rolling stock unit is repaired within a few minutes, the train can

depart with some minutes delay. If repairing a train takes more time, the unit needs

to be put at a siding track and cannot be operated as planned anymore. If possible,

a spare unit will replace the broken unit, otherwise, trains will be operated with

smaller capacity.

When the timetable is changed due to a large disruption or canceled train, the

rolling stock schedules need to be adapted, as well. Similar to the tactical planning

phase, the schedules need to be adapted, fulfilling the operational constraints, with

the general goal to minimize changes to the original plan. Changes to the plan may

require changes to the local shunting plan, supplying and storing of the rolling stock

units needed for operating the schedules. For more information on the rolling stock

rescheduling problem, we refer to Nielsen (2011).

2.6.3 Crew Dispatching

Each working day, a crew member is scheduled to carry out a number of tasks,

according to the planned duty assigned to him/her. A number of duties may become

infeasible, due to cancellations and delays of trains or rescheduling of the rolling

stock. A duty may become infeasible due to a time conflict (often caused by delays)

and/or a location conflict (often caused by canceled train services). In both cases, a

conflict occurs between two consecutive tasks in the duty.

Each day, about 2300 duties are carried out (1000 drivers and 1300 conductors).

Furthermore, at any moment in time, the number of active duties at that moment is

about 700. Dispatchers are responsible for rescheduling tasks among crew members

so that all trains are manned with su"cient sta!. Next to that, a crew member can

become sick, which also leads to reassigning or rescheduling the duties. A number of

spare crew members is available to resolve rescheduling problems.

An example of a reassignment is given in Figure 2.17. One task is canceled,

depicted in black, due to a canceled train service. This makes it impossible to perform

the dark gray task (C–D) in the first duty. The task can be inserted in another duty
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Figure 2.17. Example: Rescheduling of an infeasible duty

(requiring a positioning task depicted in white). This, in turn, requires the task

from F to D in the second duty to be rescheduled. In this example, this task can be

inserted in the first duty, basically swapping the two tasks.

In practice, rescheduling can be much harder than in the given example, requiring

multiple changed duties. In the case of a large disruption, for example, a complete

blockage of part of the railway network, the number of a!ected duties is large but a

positive aspect is that they all have more or less a gap where inconsistent parts of

other duties can be included. At both sides of the blockage, there are crew members

that can exchange tasks with crew at the other side of the blockage. This property

of the problem ensures that a solution can be found with only a limited number of

changed duties.

Many of the constraints and rules that apply to the planning problems do not

apply to the real-time crew rescheduling problem. There is no need to follow the

“Sharing-Sweet-and-Sour” rules, transfer times can be minimal (even negative, which

results in a train waiting for a late crew member), and duty duration can be extended.

This makes the number of possible solutions su"ciently large to solve most of the

problems.

Especially in the first phase after a disruption, when a train and its crew do

not arrive at the planned station, there might be a shortage of crew for operating

a departing train. There is no time to reposition crew members to this location in

time, and therefore, a number of spare drivers are available at the important stations.

In general, these stations are equal to the locations where the crew members are

allowed to switch trains in the planning phase. There are more spare drivers than

spare conductors, because a train is allowed to drive without a conductor or with

fewer conductors, but can obviously not be operated without a driver.
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Dispatchers are organized into four regions, where they are responsible for re-

scheduling train crew who currently reside in their region. Often dispatchers need to

handle task-rescheduling recursion, which they can handle to a certain extent given

the available time and resources. Typically, about five minutes are spent to resolve

an inconsistent duty. Frequently, rescheduling problems are left “open ended” for

later resolution by other dispatchers (often in another region). In larger disruptions,

some trains simply cannot be operated, as dispatchers are busy rescheduling train

crew, causing additional delays for passengers.

Quality aspects of crew dispatching We discuss the quality attributes of crew

dispatching, based on the 3 aspects introduced in Section 1.1: (1) e"ciency, (2)

robustness, and (3) quality of work.

E"ciency means that the total crew costs are as small as possible. In real time

operations, the number of crew members is given. Overtime due to arriving late at

the crew depot, as a result of incidents and rescheduled duties, can be compensated.

The indicator for this is the amount of additional working time, which should be

minimized. Next to this, additional costs might occur when crew members need to

be repositioned by taxi or other means of transport. In crew dispatching, the goal is

to minimize these additional costs.

For robustness, also in crew dispatching the goal is to have su"cient transfer time.

However, sometimes a dispatcher can choose to have a smaller (or even negative)

transfer time if a train service has to be canceled otherwise. The use of spare crew

is minimized in order to be able to react to future disruptions.

The quality of work is less of an issue in real-time dispatching. One tries to limit

the number of changes, and also shortened transfers and meal-breaks are considered

to be unattractive. However, the crew members understand that this is sometimes

unavoidable.

2.7 Summary

In this chapter, we described the main railway planning problem and their important

aspects. Sub-problems of the Crew Management Problem are described in the context

of the other planning problems. The problems are illustrated by NS examples. This

answers research question 1:“What are the important aspects of Crew Management?”
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In addition to the general description of the problem, we elaborated on the im-

portant criteria for assessing the quality of a crew plan. In Sections 2.3.4, 2.4.3, 2.4.3,

2.5.3, and 2.6.3 we described the quality attributes of the crew plans. This answers

research question 2:“How can we quantify the quality of a plan?”

Based on our knowledge of the problems and processes of other railway operators

(most of the operators in Europe) we consider the situation at NS as representative

for many other rail operators.
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Crew Scheduling

This chapter describes the development of decision support for the Crew Scheduling

Problem (CSP) at NS. In Section 2.4.3, the CSP was described in general terms.

The problem deals with assigning (driver and/or conductor) tasks, derived from the

planned timetable, to anonymous duties. A duty is a day of work for one crew

member. More formally we define the CSP as follows: Given a set of tasks, find a

feasible schedule with minimal costs such that all tasks are covered. In this context

feasible means that all rules are satisfied.

We will show that, because many rules deal with a whole week instead of a single

day, it is more e"cient to solve the crew scheduling problem (CSP) for a whole

week as one optimization problem. Because we will consider instances for a whole

week, the instances that we solve are a magnitude larger than one typically finds in

the Operations Research (OR) literature. A typical crew scheduling instance of NS,

related to a whole week, requires assigning about 90,000 timetabled tasks to 6,400+

duties for drivers and about 120,000 timetabled tasks to 7,600+ duties for conductors.

NS is one of the first railway operators that successfully introduced advanced decision

support systems in practice, for a CSP of this size.

This chapter describes the algorithms used to solve the problem and the appli-

cability of these algorithms is illustrated by computational results. In this chapter,

because of the complexity of the problem, we do not solve the problems to optimality.

We consider a problem to be solved when the solution algorithm has found a solution

and we can determine, based on the lower bounds, that the solution is near to the

optimal solution.

53
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3.1 Literature Overview and Related Work

Initially, research related to the application of Operations Research (OR) models and

techniques (as introduced in the previous section) to solve crew scheduling problems

dealt with the airline industry, see e.g., Barnhart et al. (1998), Desrosiers et al.

(1995), Ho!man and Padberg (1993), and Wedelin (1995).

The airline industry has used such models to solve crew scheduling problems

for many years. However, in the railway industry the sizes of the crew scheduling

instances are, in general, a magnitude larger than in the airline industry. Moreover,

crew can be relieved during the drive of a train resulting in many more tasks per

duty than typical in airlines. In other words, the combinatorial explosion is much

higher. The latter has made the application of these models in the railway industry

prohibitive until the late nineties.

Developments in hardware and software enable the railway industry to use these

models nowadays as well, see Caprara et al. (1997, 1999), Kohl (2003), Kroon and

Fischetti (2001), and Kwan et al. (1999), among others. Fores et al. (2001) describe

the work that has been done and used by several operators in the UK. In 2003, Kohl

(2003) claimed to solve the largest Crew Scheduling Problem (CSP) in the world,

namely the instance for one day of the German long-distance tra"c. The instances

that we will consider in this thesis are at least of the same magnitude.

The main optimization models and solution techniques used in these papers are

introduced in Appendix A. In this appendix the Minimum Cost Flow problem and the

Set Partitioning problem are described. Also, a basic introduction into Lagrangian

Relaxation and Column Generation techniques is given there. These models and

solution techniques are commonly used for crew scheduling problems and form the

basis of the work performed at NS, to support the CSP.

3.2 Problem Formulation

As described in Section 2.4.3, a set of tasks is derived, based on the timetable and

the rolling stock roster. We will formulate the CSP as a Set Covering Problem. Let

T be the set of tasks to be covered. Furthermore, D denotes the set of potential

duties. The subset Dt of D consists of the set of duties containing task t # T . The

binary decision variable xd indicates whether duty d # D is included in the solution

or not. Every duty d has positive costs cd. Furthermore, let S be the set of additional

constraints and let ls and us be the lower and upper bound for constraint s # S.
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Finally, let ws
d be the coe"cient of duty d # D for constraint s.

Then the set-covering model, with additional constraints, can be formulated as

follows:

min
!

d!D

cdxd (3.1)

s.t.
!

d!Dt

xd " 1 $t # T, (3.2)

ls %
!

d!D

ws
dxd % us $s # S, (3.3)

xd # {0, 1} $d # D (3.4)

Equation (3.1) is the objective function, which states that the sum of the duty

costs is minimized. Constraints (3.2) guarantee that for each task t, at least one

duty that contains this task is selected. It may sometimes be better to perform a

task more than once. If, for example, the number of tasks going out of a crew depot

di!ers from the number of tasks going into the crew depot on a day, over-covering

is necessary. Moreover, even if over-covering is unnecessary, it may be e"cient to

allow over-covering. By allowing over-covered tasks, it can be that other tasks are

covered easier, resulting in a larger decrease in costs than the additional costs for the

over-covered tasks.

Besides the regular tasks that must be covered, the formulation also allows one

to include a number of suggested or additional tasks in the model. E.g., one can

add possible taxi trips to reposition crew members from one to another location.

These taxi trips have higher costs, but might make the schedules feasible and/or

more e"cient. Tasks related to shunting activities are examples of suggested tasks.

They can preferably be included in the drivers’ schedules, but can also be performed

by crew members locally at the stations, when the schedules become ine"cient by

including the suggested tasks.

These suggested and additional tasks may be covered with a duty, but they need

not be covered. As stated, adding such tasks to an instance may be helpful for finding

a feasible schedule or for improving the overall e"ciency of the schedule. There is

no constraint (3.2) corresponding to the additional tasks, which are considered only

within the duty-generation module. For each additional task t, we have a dummy

duty that covers task t only, and has a cost equal to the user-defined penalty for

leaving task t uncovered.

The additional constraints (3.3) are not related to the individual duties (such
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constraints are handled at the duty-generation level), but to certain forbidden com-

binations of duties. Often, these are constraints at the so-called depot-level. In these

constraints, one can see us as the availability of a certain resource and ws
d as a param-

eter describing the amount of this resource that is used by duty d. These additional

constraints may be related to several issues, such as the number of duties per crew

depot, or the average length of the duties per crew depot.

For example, let K be the set of depots, if kd and ld denote the crew depot and

the length of duty d, respectively, and L denotes the maximum average length of the

duties of each crew depot (say, eight hours), then the following constraints guarantee

that the maximum average duty length for each crew depot k # K is respected.

!

d:kd=k

(ld & L)xd % 0 $k # K (3.5)

The constraints (3.4) indicate that the decision variables are binary. The cost

coe"cients cd in (3.1) represent the fact that the main objective is to minimize

the number of duties required to cover all tasks. However, these coe"cients also

handle additional penalties for discouraging undesirable characteristics of the duties,

such as an unfair allocation of the (Sharing-)Sweet–and–Sour workloads (see Section

2.4.3), uncovered suggested tasks, covered additional tasks, or positioning tasks. In

particular, we can use a penalty term for each unit of slack in constraints (3.2) to

reduce (or even forbid) positioning tasks (recall that, on a positioning task, a driver

or conductor is traveling as a passenger to the start of his next task).

3.3 Solution techniques

To solve the CSP formulated (as a Set Covering Problem) in the previous section, we

apply the technique of dynamic column generation in combination with Lagrangian

relaxation. As stated, for an introduction into these techniques we refer to Ap-

pendix A. This section describes how these techniques are used to solve the CSP.

For solving the CSP, the solution process usually consists of a duty-generation

module and a duty-selection module. The algorithm first generates a large set of

potential feasible duties. A duty is feasible if it satisfies all constraints at the duty

level, for example, the maximum duty length, the location, and the duration of the

meal break.

We apply column generation for duty-generation, which is frequently used for this

purpose. This technique does not generate all duties a priori, but on-the-fly during
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the solution process. A reason to use this approach for generating the duties is that

the set of feasible duties can be extremely large. Hence enumerating all possible

duties a priori is not feasible.

The duties are generated by solving a resource constrained shortest path problem

in an acyclic network G = (N,A). In this network, the nodes (N) correspond to the

tasks, and there are arcs (A) between two nodes if the two tasks can be assigned to

the same crew member. Moreover, a path in the network corresponds to a feasible

duty, when it starts (at source s) and finishes (at sink t) in the same depot, and all

kind of additional constraints, such as duty length and break rules, are satisfied.

We define the costs of the arcs such that the total cost of a path is equal to the

reduced cost of a duty. By finding the shortest, feasible path and checking whether

its cost is negative or not, it is possible to check if there are still duties with negative

reduced costs. If not, we stop the column generation procedure.

After the duty-generation, the duty-selection module aims at selecting a subset

of these potential duties to cover each of the tasks with at least one of the selected

duties, to satisfy the additional constraints at the depot-level, and to minimize the

total costs. In other words, the algorithm solves the model (3.1) - (3.4) with the

generated set of potential duties as input. All duties of a depot taken together must

satisfy the additional constraints at the crew-depot level.

We use Lagrangian relaxation and sub-gradient optimization instead of linear

programming to calculate the required dual information. Huisman et al. (2005),

Huisman (2004), and Pottho! (2010) give the following reasons to use this approach

to solve the CSP:

• For the CSP, a set of columns generated to compute a strong lower bound, is

a set which can be used to select a reasonably good feasible solution.

• Lagrangian relaxation provides tight bounds for set partitioning type of prob-

lems (e.g., see Beasley (1990)).

• Using a linear programming relaxation is not a realistic option for some of the

proposed models, because of the high number of constraints.

We organize the solution process in a sequence of iterations, in each of which

the algorithm tries to obtain better and better solutions. Within each iteration,

the algorithm iterates between the duty-generation module and the duty-selection

module, in an attempt to update the best solution found. In this way, the algorithm

typically considers several million of potential duties in the duty-generation phase,
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and it constructs and evaluates thousands of alternative solutions during the selection

phase.

3.4 Initial Solution Approach: TURNI

As described in Section 2.4.3, due to the complex set of labor rules, automated sup-

port in the crew scheduling process is necessary. Typical crew scheduling instances of

NS produce set-covering instances that are much larger than the instances addressed

in the literature so far, and they have many additional nasty crew-depot constraints.

Even if we solve these problems for a single day, the resulting instances are extremely

large.

The next three sections describe how we initially implemented a commercial soft-

ware package named TURNI to support the CSP. After the initial implementation,

we developed a heuristic to improve the results, which we describe in Section 3.5.

Next, we started a new project where we joined forces with a commercial vendor to

create a new algorithm called LUCIA, which resulted in a solution capable of solving

the CSP instance as a whole for a whole week. We describe this algorithm and the

corresponding results in Section 3.6. All the presented solutions are based on the

application of dynamic column generation combined with Lagrangian relaxation as

described in the previous section.

The first solution approach was to implement TURNI to support the CSP. NS

has been using the automated crew scheduling algorithm TURNI since 2000 (until

2007, when it was replaced by LUCIA, see Section 3.6). NS successfully used the

TURNI system in practice, see Abbink et al. (2005), and the business e!ect of using

the system is discussed in Appendix B.

Because of the highly sophisticated algorithms included, TURNI solves extremely

di"cult crew scheduling instances in 24 hours of computing time on a personal com-

puter. Therefore, NS could construct all crew schedules for all days of the week within

just a few days. TURNI was developed by Double-Click sas 1, which has customized

it several times to cope with the complex rules that govern NS crew schedules.

3.4.1 TURNI solution method

In the initial approach, we generated the crew schedules using the TURNI system.

TURNI (Kroon and Fischetti (2001)) includes an algorithm specifically developed to

1www.turni.it
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solve large crew scheduling problems. The model behind TURNI is a set-covering

model as introduced in Section 3.2. TURNI solves the set-covering model by applying

column generation combined with a Lagrangian-based heuristic. This Lagrangian-

based heuristic, called CFT-heuristic, in which CFT stands for Caprara, Fischetti

and Toth, forms the basis of TURNI (see Caprara et al. (1999)). The main charac-

teristics of the heuristic are a dynamic pricing scheme for the variables, coupled with

subgradient optimization and greedy heuristics, and the systematic use of column

fixing to obtain improved solutions.

As described, the algorithm iterates between the duty-generation module and the

duty-selection module. The algorithm deletes feasible duties that were generated

in earlier stages and whose e!ectiveness turns out to be low during later stages of

the process. The latter is done to keep the number of active duties manageable.

These active duties are the potentially “good” duties. The duty-selection module

heuristically looks for a solution for the overall model, based on the currently available

set of feasible duties. The algorithm applies the generation and selection modules

cyclically for a number of iterations, in an attempt to update the best solution found.

Thereafter, it activates a fixing procedure to select some duties that appear to

be particularly e"cient and to fix them as belonging to the final solution. Then the

algorithm repeats the overall process on the tasks not covered by the fixed duties; it

iterates the duty-generation and duty-selection phases for a while on the sub-problem

(without the fixed duties), fixes new duties, and so on. It also applies a heuristic

refinement procedure from time to time, in an attempt to improve the best solution

by locally exchanging tasks among duties.

A relevant detail is the fact that in the TURNI output, not only the final set of

created duties is presented, but also a large number of “good” duties are available,

generated during the process. We will use this additional information for constructing

sub-cases as described in Section 3.5.2.

3.4.2 Computational Results TURNI

Figure 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate the performance of TURNI on a real-life case involving

14,678 tasks related to all the work for the drivers on a typical Tuesday.

Figure 3.1 plots the number of duties in the current best solution (Heu. Sol.)

and the current number of fixed duties (Fixed duties) over the CPU time.2 The

first fixing phase produces a solution involving 982 drivers after about 2 hours. Pass

1 ends after 4:06h and delivers an almost-optimal solution with 971 drivers. The

2hours on a PC Pentium 4 with 512 Mbyte RAM and a clock speed of 3.0 GHz
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Figure 3.1. Computational results of TURNI

eventually best solution delivered by TURNI had 965 duties (only 0.6 percent less).

This best solution was found in pass 3, after 14:47h of computation. The cost of

this solution was slightly refined in subsequent passes. The results represented in the

figure are typical for runs of TURNI on instances of comparable size.

Figure 3.2 shows the Lagrangian lower bound, given the generated set of duties,

on the optimal solution cost over the computational time. This is shown for the

same 14,678 task instance as in the previous figure. In this run, the solution cost is

mainly related to the number of duties, but it also involved additional terms such as

operational costs, and penalties for task over-covering. The value of the Lagrangian

lower bound goes down quickly at the very beginning of the computation, when

better and better duties are generated, and stabilizes after about 45 minutes, which

confirms the e!ectiveness of the TURNI column generation procedures.

3.5 Second Solution Approach: Iterative Partition-

ing

As described in the introduction of this chapter, it is potentially more e"cient to

solve the CSP instance as a whole for the whole week. At the time that TURNI

was implemented at NS, there was no available crew scheduling algorithm capable

of solving such huge instances at once. A common approach to deal with these

huge weekly instances, is to split them into several daily instances and solve those
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Figure 3.2. Lower bound of a typical instance with TURNI

separately. This was also the case in the initial approach. However, this section will

show that this is ine"cient.

In this section, we discuss several methods to partition huge instances into sev-

eral smaller ones. These smaller instances are then solved with the crew scheduling

algorithm TURNI. We compare these partitioning methods with each other, and

we report several results where we applied di!erent partitioning methods after each

other. The results show that all methods significantly improve the solution.

3.5.1 Argumentation

NS, not being the developer, considered the TURNI software to be a black box

where data is inserted, and duties are returned. During the initial years of using

the software, we determined that although the system was capable of handling quite

large instances, the results could be improved using the characteristics of the problem.

This is based on two reasonings.

The first reasoning is that the global constraints should be validated on a weekly

basis. The original method used a static partitioning of the complete problem into

separate days of the week. The tasks can easily be assigned to a single weekday

because there are almost no trains running through the night, so there is a natural

moment in time to split the problem. Before a solution was computed, an estimate
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was made on the e!ect that the sub-problem would have on the complete problem.

For example, the maximum average duration of the duties for a crew depot is 8:00h.

Originally, based on many years of planner’s experience, this was replaced by a limit

of 7:40h on the average duty duration of a working day and a limit of 9:30h in the

weekend. In this way, the global average is still approximately 8:00h. However, it

is obvious that applying these bounds in a rigid way does not guarantee optimality.

We reason that planning for a whole week, and taking into account the real week

constraints, will lead to a better overall solution.

The second reasoning is that, in some cases, the solution was improved if, for

instance, the solution for one large crew depot was re-scheduled. For this, the duties

and tasks for that depot are given to the TURNI software. The solution for this

smaller problem is often better than the original solution. This also indicates that

solving the larger instances is di"cult for this initial implementation. Combining the

two reasonings, we posed that we could improve the overall solution if we take the

solution for one or more depots for the separate days and combine them into a case

for the whole week.

Furthermore, we had the idea that it is good to consider several iterative combina-

tions of depots in order to reduce the negative e!ect of optimizing over a sub-problem.

We are also interested in the e!ect of varying sizes of the cases. The most important

dimensions in scheduling are time and location of the activities. It seems natural to

use these dimensions to partition the overall problem.

3.5.2 Partitioning methods

We have selected four methods for partitioning the CSP: (1) Weekday, (2) Geograph-

ical, (3) Line, and (4) Column Information based partitioning. In this section, we

will describe the four di!erent partitioning methods one by one.

Weekday partitioning

In this method, we create a sub-problem per weekday. All tasks belonging to the

same weekday are combined in a sub-problem. For the Friday (as representative for

a working day), the Saturday and the Sunday a separate solution is created. The

advantage of this method is that it can be used without an initial solution. Because

tasks of di!erent weekdays cannot be scheduled together in a single duty at NS, this

method is a good option to create an initial solution. In fact, this method was used

as the only partitioning method in the initial approach.
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Geographical partitioning

The primary geographical partitioning is the depot for which a duty is created and

assigned to. After an initial solution has been created, we can combine all duties

assigned to a depot for all weekdays. This results in 29 sub-problems, one for each

depot. These sub-problems are very small and do not provide significant room for

improvement. Therefore, we create some larger cases by clustering some depots

based on the geographical location. For this, we split the country into a number of

equally sized regions. We create small partitions where, on average, three depots

are clustered, and we create large partitions where, on average, seven depots are

clustered.

Line based partitioning

The railway product is defined by railway lines. Trains are operated along several

railway lines at a certain frequency. For example, consider the 800 line3 in Figure 3.3.

Alkmaar

Amsterdam

Utrecht

Den Bosch

Eindhoven

Maastricht
Heerlen

Figure 3.3. The 800-line with adjacent depots

3This line was operated in the timetable of 2007, currently the line plan has changed on this
route.
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This line passes through several depots, which can be grouped into one cluster. We

have done this for four important long-distance lines, obtaining four clusters.

Partitioning based on column information

The last partitioning method we present is based on the information that is generated

by the scheduling algorithm. As indicated before, TURNI uses a mechanism to rank

duties according to their likelihood to be selected in an optimal solution. In this

way, good duties are created that have a high probability to be part of the optimal

solution. Duties that have no contribution to a good solution are removed from the

set, while new duties that have a positive contribution are added. Therefore, the

total set of duties is continuously improving. TURNI not only returns the duties

that are in the final solution, but it also returns good duties which were generated

during the solution process.

These duties give us additional information. If two tasks appear together in many

potentially useful duties, it is likely that these two tasks will be assigned to the same

duty in the optimal solution. If, on the other hand, two tasks (almost) never appear

together in a duty, these tasks will probably be assigned to di!erent duties in the

optimal solution. Now, it is possible to give each pair of duties in the current solution

a score that can be used as a measure for inserting a pair into a partition. This score

is based on how often tasks from these two duties appear together in the set of all

duties.

We calculate the score for each pair as follows. First, we count for each combina-

tion of tasks in these duties, say t1 and t2, the number of duties in the whole set that

cover task t1 and t2. Then, we add all these numbers. In this way, we can construct

a graph G = (V,E), where the duties are represented by the vertices, and the edges

represent a positive score. We define a weight q(u, v) for each edge (u, v) # E. This

weight corresponds to the score calculated above. We want to find a partition of the

vertices of G into k equal subsets V1, ..., Vk, such that the total weight of the edges

between di!erent subsets is minimized, or more formally

min
!

(u,v)!E,u!Vi,v!Vj ,i "=j

q(u, v). (3.6)

We use a generic algorithm for graph partitioning, based on Kernighan and Lin

(1970), to solve this problem. For the details, we refer to Van ’t Wout (2007).
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3.5.3 Results iterative partitioning approach

First, we evaluated the di!erent partitioning methods by running them after a base

run in which we used the weekday partitioning. We set up several experiments, and

tested the performance of a partitioning method based on the results of the base run.

Next to that, we performed experiments in which all methods were applied sequen-

tially. We terminated TURNI, solving a sub-problem, if there was no improvement

anymore. All experiments were carried out on the same hardware4.

The obtained results are based on both optimizing over the week constraints

and on iteratively solving smaller sub-problems. To evaluate both aspects, we also

performed runs in which we did not optimize over the week, but only applied the

method on individual weekday cases. Furthermore, we wanted to evaluate the method

for both drivers and conductors, so we made separate experiments for them.

In Tables 3.1-3.4, we present the results of the experiments. The first line cor-

responds to the di!erent partitioning methods explained in Section 3.5.2 that we

applied:

• Weekday partitioning (column “Day”),

• Geographical partitioning with about 7 depots together

(column “Geo L”),

• Geographical partitioning with about 3 depots together

(column “Geo S”),

• Line based partitioning (column “Line”)

• Partitioning based on column information (column “Info”).

The numbers in the columns corresponding to the di!erent methods indicate the

order in which the methods are applied. An empty cell indicates that the method was

not used in the experiment. In the last two columns, we report the number of duties

and the relative improvement compared to the base case. We choose to report the

number of duties instead of the objective function, because the value of the objective

function is mainly determined by the number of duties.

The first series of experiments, as reported in Table 3.1, deal with a driver’s

instance (all tasks to be operated by the drivers for a whole week) and a limit on the

average duration of 7:40h for the weekday and 9:30h for the Saturday and Sunday.

4Intel Quad Core, 2.6GHz, 4Gb RAM
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Day Geo L Geo S Line Info #Duties Av. Dur. #Duties
1 6072 7:31h -
1 2 5964 7:37h -1.8%
1 2 3 4 5 5964 7:45h -1.8%

Table 3.1. Results of a week instance for drivers with all con-
straints

In these experiments, we have not relaxed any of the global constraints meaning

that we have dealt with a real-world problem. Moreover, in these experiments, we

applied only the partitioning to the individual days. In other words, we have not

optimized over the week constraints. We can see that the partitioning method shows

a significant reduction in the number of duties (1.8%). Applying the sequence of par-

titioning methods does not improve the solution compared with only the geographic

partitioning.

Day Geo L Geo S Line Info #Duties Av. Dur. #Duties
1 6180 7:39h -
1 2 5969 7:54h -3.4%
1 2 3 4 5 5944 7:54h -3.8%

Table 3.2. Results of a week instance for drivers based on
di!erent average durations

The second series of experiments (Table 3.2) deal with the same driver’s instance

as in the previous experiments. The di!erences are that the constraints on variation

and number of duties are relaxed, and that we optimized over the whole week. We

can see, in these experiments, that the initial solution is worse (6180 versus 6072

duties), although several constraints are relaxed. It seems that this is di"cult for the

TURNI algorithm. It is obvious that the solutions of the first series of experiments

are also feasible solutions for the second series of experiments. Because the initial

solution is worse, the potential improvement is at least 6180 – 5964 (3.5%), the best

solution found in the first series of experiments. The best solution is even better

than the best solution in the first series of experiments, which could also be expected

because some constraints are relaxed.

The third range of experiments shown in Table 3.3 is again the instance for drivers.

These experiments were similar to the previous ones except that we used a maximum

average duration of 8:00h for all sub-problems.
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Day Geo L Geo S Line Info #Duties Av. Dur. #Duties
1 6235 7:43h -
1 2 6006 7:53h -3.7%
1 2 6045 7:54h -3.0%
1 2 6022 7:53h -3.4%
1 2 6064 7:50h -2.7%
1 2 3 4 5 5971 7:54h -4.2%

Table 3.3. Results of a week instance for drivers based on an
average duration of 8:00h a day

Compared to the previous range of experiments, we can see that the initial solu-

tion is worse because the wrong maximum average duration was chosen. We see that

the partitioning method works very well giving an overall e"ciency improvement

of 4.2% after sequentially applying all methods. We can also see that the second

partitioning method has the largest e"ciency improvement if we apply it after the

weekday instances. Unfortunately, although the relative improvement is larger, we

do not get such a good solution as in the previous experiments. It seems that the

bad solution of the weekday runs has its e!ect on the final solution. This indicates

that making a good guess (based on the experience of the planners) on the average

in the weekday instances has a significant e!ect.

Day Geo L Geo S Line Info #Duties Av. Dur. #Duties
1 7432 7:49h -
1 2 7339 7:56h -1.3%
1 2 7318 7:55h -1.5%
1 2 7335 7:56h -1.3%
1 2 7331 7:54h -1.4%
1 2 3 4 5 7335 7:57h -1.3%

Table 3.4. Results of a week instance for conductors with all
constraints

The last set of experiments, presented in Table 3.4, is about an instance for

conductors (all tasks to be operated by the conductors for a whole week). This

instance has 18,000 tasks compared to 15,000 for the drivers, because on several

trains two conductors are required. In these experiments, we used the averages 7:40h

for the weekday and 9:30h for the Saturday and Sunday as used in the planning of

the previous years. Next to that, we have applied tight constraints on the number of

duties per depot. In this case, we applied the optimization over the week constraints.

We can see that two methods outperform the solution where we apply all methods
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sequentially. The best results are obtained by applying the partitioning into small

geographically oriented sub-problems. It seems that because the conductor’s case

is larger than the driver’s case, it helps to reduce the size of the sub-problems by

using the small geographical partitioning, which creates the smallest sub-problems

compared to the other methods.

Overall, we see that all partitioning methods give more or less the same results.

For drivers, by applying them all after each other, the largest improvement can be

gained. For conductors, it seems su"cient to apply only one of the partitioning

methods. The partitioning based on small geographical regions (Geo S) gives good

results in the conductors case. The best solution of the iterative partitioning methods

was implemented in practice for the crew schedules corresponding to the timetable

of the year 2007. Together with some other small improvements in the process, this

led to an e"ciency improvement of about 2%. For more details on the presented

approach, we refer to Van ’t Wout (2007).

3.6 Third solution approach: LUCIA

The (second) iterative partitioning approach showed an improvement of the results of

TURNI. The method used was a very pragmatic one that could be realized on short

notice. The third approach is based on the idea that a new algorithm, based on the

state-of-the-art techniques, possibly gives better results than the second approach.

NS started a joined project with Siscog 5, the provider of the crew scheduling system

called Crews. The project aimed at developing an optimization model capable of

solving from scratch large-scale duty scheduling problems, with results that would

be comparable to the results presented in the second approach. The result of this

project is an algorithm called LUCIA. This section is based on the paper Abbink

et al. (2011).

3.6.1 LUCIA solution method

In this section, we describe the LUCIA algorithm that was developed to solve the

CSP. LUCIA has been fully integrated in the CREWS package developed by SISCOG.

The algorithm uses dedicated networks where nodes correspond to tasks, and arcs

to connections between tasks. A path in such a network corresponds to a duty. The

CSP is solved by a Lagrangian-based heuristic combined with column generation (see

5www.siscog.pt
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Section 3.3), similar to the techniques used in TURNI. Because we were involved in

the development of the algorithm, we can discuss some of the details of the algorithm.

There are two significant di!erences with TURNI. The first di!erence is that

the system was designed to take advantage of the modern CPU architectures with

multiple cores. The pricing problems (generation of the duties) per depot and parts

of the master problem can be processed in parallel. The second di!erence is the

applied concept of connections, which will be explained in this section.

Network of connections

First, we explain how we construct the networks, where paths represent all possible

duties. We construct such a network for each crew base, taking the route and the

rolling stock knowledge of a crew base directly into account. Since we are planning

duties for a whole week, a task in this context refers to an activity that the crew

member has to perform on a particular weekday. This means that in this network: (i)

a train that runs from Monday to Friday corresponds to five nodes, one per weekday;

(ii) the starting time of a task is the time elapsed between 0:00 of the first day of the

week and 0:00 of the day where the task starts plus the clock time where the task

starts. This also means that the network contains all tasks operated in a standard

week.

Arcs in this network connect either: (i) nodes on the same weekday, (ii) nodes at

the end of a weekday to nodes at the beginning of the next weekday, and (iii) nodes

at the end of the week to nodes at the beginning of the week. The length of an arc is

limited, as will be explained later. The network is typically continuous, because the

subnetworks of consecutive weekdays may be connected to each other. The network

is also cyclic, because it can contain cycles that take one or more weeks to complete.

The length of an arc in this network is limited. More precisely, two tasks i and

j can only be connected by an arc if the time between them satisfies the following

upper bound:

[(taskStartTimej & taskEndTimei) mod weekTime] % maxArcLength, (3.7)

where taskStartTimej is the starting time of task j, taskEndTimei is the ending

time of task i, mod is the modulo operator, weekTime is a constant representing the

time elapsed in one entire week, and maxArcLength is a parameter representing the

maximum length allowed for an arc, which must always be smaller than the maximum

duty length.
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To check whether an arc between two nodes exists and is useful, we solve a

shortest path problem in another network, which contains many more details. This

is necessary because the minimal transfer time between two trains di!ers when a

crew member is a passenger or is working on a certain train. In this second network,

the nodes correspond to tasks. Here, a task is defined as the movement of a train

between a pair of stations. There are arcs between two nodes if two tasks can be

assigned to the same crew member and when there is enough transfer time between

two tasks. Figure 3.4 shows a graph with five nodes and the corresponding arcs. A

solution can be made with three duties (1,2,3), (4), and (5).

1 3 

5 4 

2 

Figure 3.4. Basic Graph

In addition to this basic network, we introduce a copy of each node that represents

the same task, but it is used as a positioning task (with the shorter transfer time).

We illustrate this with an example (see Figure 3.5). In this example, six nodes are

1 3

52’4

2

Figure 3.5. Graph with optional node
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depicted. There is not enough transfer time between node 4 and node 2, so there is

no connecting arc. Node 2# is added as an optional task, and there is an arc between

node 4 and 2#. By adding the optional task, the solution can be made with two

duties: (1, 2, 3) and (4, 2#, 5), due to the shorter transfer time for optional tasks.

Without the optional task, it would be required to generate an additional duty. A

drawback of this formulation is that the size of the problem increases significantly

when the number of additional optional tasks is large.

A simple, yet very e"cient alternative solution is depicted in Figure 3.6. We add

1 3

54

2

Figure 3.6. Graph with additional arc

a (positioning) arc between node 4 and node 5 (and between node 4 and 3) because

we know that there is a possibility to get from the end location of node 4 to the

start location of node 5 by using a positioning task. Note that we could also add an

arc between node 1 and node 3, but due to the mechanism of allowing node 2 to be

over-covered, this arc would be redundant.

This idea can also be found in the work of Rezanova and Ryan (2010). A spe-

cial preprocessing procedure determines when such additional arcs are to be added.

In theory, the process of generating these additional positioning arcs can be quite

complex if we would consider all possible arcs. Arcs can be based on multiple task

nodes and on other modes of transport like taxi and bus. We only need to add arcs

between nodes with a limited time interval in between, namely two hours, due to

the high frequency of train services. When the interval is large, and the distance is

small, it will be possible to connect the nodes using the regular network. When the

distance is large, there is not much use in generating connecting arcs because a long

distance positioning task is not e"cient. This limits the sets of nodes for which we

try to generate the additional arcs.
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For each set of nodes, we first try to find an arc with a meal break opportunity.

Only if this is not found, we try to find an arc without a meal break opportunity. In

order to further reduce the number of additional arcs, we also set the maximum num-

ber of rolling stock changes, in arcs based on multiple task nodes, to one. Adding arcs

instead of nodes is computationally e"cient and solves the problem of formulating

di!erentiated transfer times.

Lagrangian heuristic combined with column generation

The main characteristics of the algorithm are a dynamic pricing scheme for the

variables, coupled with subgradient optimization and greedy algorithms, and the

systematic use of column fixing to obtain improved solutions. To tackle the large

number of potential duties, LUCIA uses column generation to generate feasible duties

(“columns”). These duties are generated by solving a resource constrained shortest

path problem in a network of connections (see Section 3.6.1).

At the top level, as shown in Table 3.5, the algorithm obtains solutions based on

a given network of connections by executing a loop (line 4), that alternates between

column generation and optimization, that is fed by the columns stored in the pool

cols, and the set $ of Lagrange multipliers (line 3) related with the constraints (3.2)

and (3.3).

1 algorithm Solve (network) returns sols
2 begin
3 (cols,$) ' GenerateInitialSetOfColumns(network)
4 return GenerateAndoptimize(network, cols,$)
5 end

Table 3.5. The main algorithm

The generation of the initial set of columns is shown in Table 3.6. The algorithm

starts by generating for each task in the network a column representing an infeasible

duty that covers that task (line 3). These duties have a very high cost so that they

are included in the solution only if there is no feasible way of covering the task. Next

to that, the algorithm enters an iterative process where several steps are executed.
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1 algorithm GenerateInitialSetOfColumns (network) returns(cols,$)
2 begin
3 cols ' GenerateSlackVariableColumns(tasks(network))
4 $ ' (0, 0, . . . , 0)
5 while Number of iterations without improving lBound($, cols)

smaller or equal than 5 and
6 Total number of iterations smaller or equal than 100 do
7 begin
8 cols ' cols \ ChooseColumnsToDelete(cols,$)
9 $ ' SolveLagrangeanRelaxation($, cols)
10 aggregLevel ' 100%& (percentage of iterations done so far)
11 cols ' cols ( GenerateColumns(network, ),$, aggregLevel)
12 end
13 return(cols,$)
14 end

Table 3.6. Algorithm that generates the initial set of columns

First (line 8), uninteresting columns are removed from the column pool cols. Un-

interesting columns are identified by having reduced cost larger than the maximum

variable cost, i.e., max{c#sj |s # S, j # Js}, that can be found in a potential duty.

Then (line 9), the Lagrangian multipliers $ are updated by solving the Lagrangian

relaxation problem as in Caprara et al. (1999), but in an extended way, i.e., with

the capability of handling additional constraints. Finally (line 11), the columns are

generated (i.e., the pricing problem is solved) for the updated multipliers. Later in

this chapter we will explain how this works.

In order to speed up the column generation process, tasks that share the same

rolling stock are aggregated in a decreasing degree of strength during the iterative

process. Aggregating a set of tasks means considering them (temporarily) as just one

task, so that they all must be assigned to the same duty. By doing so, the number

of nodes in the network reduces, as well as the number of arcs (up to 75%), and,

therefore, the pricing problems become easier and faster to solve.

The loop that alternates between column generation and optimization is the most

important part of the algorithm and is shown in Table 3.7. In the main loop, that

terminates when the gap between the lower and upper bound becomes small enough,

or when a set number of iterations is reached (line 5). After updating the Lagrangian

multipliers in line 8, the optimization problem is solved for the current set of columns

and multipliers (line 9) to obtain solutions. The optimization problem is solved with

a heuristic that extends the Lagrangian-based heuristic described in Caprara et al.
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1 algorithm GenerateAndoptimize (network, cols,$) returns sols
2 begin
3 sols ' )
4 fixedCols ' )
5 while uBound(sols)& lBound($, cols) " 1 and
6 Total number of iterations smaller or equal than 300
7 begin
8 $ ' SolveLagrangeanRelaxation($, cols)
9 ($, sols) ' SolveoptimizationProblem(cols,$,fixedCols, sols)
10 fixedCols ' ChooseColumnsToFix(cols,$)
11 cols ' cols \ ChooseColumnsToDelete(cols,fixedCols,$)
12 while Number of sub-iterations smaller or equal than 10 do
13 begin
14 cols’ ' GenerateColumns(network,fixedCols,$, 0%)
15 cols ' cols ( cols’
16 $ ' SolveLagrangeanRelaxation($, cols)
17 if |cols’| < 5 then exit while
18 end
19 end
20 return sols
21 end

Table 3.7. Algorithm that combines generation and optimiza-
tion phases

(1999), with the capability of handling additional constraints.

Before switching to the column generation phase, the most interesting columns

fixedCols are fixed (line 10), to reduce the complexity of the problem, and uninterest-

ing columns are removed from the column pool cols (line 11). The size of fixedCols is

at most the number of tasks divided by 200, and contains, among the columns with

reduced cost smaller than 0.1, the ones that have the smallest reduced cost. The

uninteresting columns are obtained exactly in the same way as in the generation of

the initial set of columns. The column generation (line 14) is executed several times

in a secondary loop where the multipliers are updated (line 16) to reflect the new

columns that were added to the container.

Column generation

The generation of columns (i.e., the resolution of the pricing problem) is done by an

algorithm that uses, as a starting point, the solution of the shortest path problem

over the network of connections. As in Huisman (2007), the algorithm looks for a
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number of variations over the shortest path (including the shortest path itself), and

it collects the ones that have negative reduced cost and are feasible. A path is feasible

if it satisfies some additional constraints such as the meal break constraint.

The fact that the network is cyclic poses a problem to the shortest path algo-

rithm. However, this problem is easily handled by solving the pricing problem over

di!erent (acyclic) parts of the network (subnetworks), instead of doing it over the

entire network. Splitting the pricing problem in parts, solves the cyclic network

problem, and opens a door for running the algorithm in parallel. A natural way

of dividing the network in parts is by weekday. This means that each of the seven

subnetworks is associated to a particular weekday and that the columns generated

inside it correspond to all duties that start on that weekday (and therefore belong

to that weekday).

Following these guidelines, we defined the subnetwork of weekday j as the part

of the overall network containing all sign on and sign o! nodes and the tasks (nodes)

that fit inside the following time intervals:

"
dayStartj , dayEndj +maxDutyLength

#
, if j = 1, ..., 6 (3.8)

[dayStart1, maxDutyLength] ( [dayStart7, dayEnd7] , if j = 7 (3.9)

where: dayStartj is the time elapsed between the start of the week and the time

where weekday j starts, dayEndj is the time elapsed between the start of the week

and the time where weekday j ends, and maxDutyLength is the maximum time length

allowed for a duty. From this definition, we can conclude that the subnetwork of a

weekday overlaps with the subnetwork of the next weekday, in a time length that is

equal to maxDutyLength. These overlapping areas contain tasks that belong to both

weekdays (can be covered by duties of both weekdays). This way of splitting the

pricing problem in parts, with overlapping areas, ensures that all possible duties are

included, and there is no loss of optimality. By looking at the definition, it is also

possible to confirm that the subnetworks are acyclic, as required beforehand.

Solving the pricing problem is usually a very time consuming process, due to the

size of the network. In order to obtain very significant performance improvements,

we run the algorithm in parallel. The number of parallel threads depends on the

number of cores available. If there are enough cores, there can be a thread for each

weekday and crew base. In this case, each thread would run the pricing algorithm

over a subnetwork corresponding to a given weekday with a sign in and sign o! node

corresponding to a given crew base. As will be shown in the next section, with this

improvement, we are able to compute a solution for the largest instance within 30
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hours. Without running the algorithm in parallel, it would take much more time,

which is not desired (see Section 2.4.3).

3.6.2 Computational Results LUCIA

In this section, we illustrate the performance of LUCIA on the real-life cases of NS.

First, we describe the e!ect on the computation time of applying parallel process-

ing in the algorithm. Second, we compare the results of LUCIA with the previous

approaches. Finally, we discuss the results of applying the algorithm on the week

instances of the CSP.

E!ect of Parallel Computing

The algorithm was designed to take advantage of the multi-core architecture of mod-

ern CPUs. To show the e!ect of using multiple cores, we have performed three sets

of tests on one, two, and four of the available CPU-cores.

0,0%

0,5%

1,0%

1,5%

2,0%

2,5%

3,0%

3,5%

4,0%

0:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00

Core1-UB Core1-LB Core2-UB Core2-LB Core4-UB Core4-LB

Figure 3.7. E!ect of Parallel Computing
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Figure 3.7 plots average current best lower and upper bounds (in percentage of

the best lower bound) over the computation time6 for the test instances. The dotted

lines show the decrease of the Lagrangian lower bound on the optimal solution costs.

This lower bound is dependent on the set of generated columns and, therefore, it is

not exact.

In the first phase, the algorithm generates a large amount of columns. With one

CPU-core, this takes about four hours. After this, the algorithm applies its heuristic,

to find a feasible solution, and within 24 hours, the algorithm has found a feasible

solution, with an upper bound (the solution value) which is within 2% of the best

lower bound found.

The figure shows that it requires 11:32h to get the same result with two CPU-

cores. Using four CPU-cores, the algorithm reaches a gap of less than 2% within

7:26h of computation time. The graph shows that, after seven hours, very good

solutions are generated with the four CPU-cores. From that moment, the average

gap is only 2%, and the solution does not significantly improve anymore.

When we compare the three di!erent runs, we can see that doubling the processor

capacity speeds-up the solution process with 50 percent. Quadrupling the capacity

speeds-up the solution process with 68 percent. This large improvement can be

explained by the fact that a large part of the algorithm is parallelized. There is

a limited contribution of adding additional CPU-cores, because some parts of the

algorithm cannot be split. When these parts are computed, only one single CPU-

core is active, and the others are idle. For the LUCIA algorithm and the instances

of NS, it seems su"cient to use four CPU-Cores per instance. The results show that

the algorithm is capable of generating solutions within short computational times.

Comparison with Previous Approaches

Next to the computation time discussed in the previous section, we will discuss the

quality of the solutions. To evaluate if the LUCIA solutions are at least as good as

the approach described in the previous section, we created ten benchmark cases as

shown in Table 3.8.

We want to evaluate the method for both drivers and conductors, so we make

separate cases for them. The column Crew Type indicates drivers (“D”), conductors

(“C”), or both (“D + C”). The column “Case Size” indicates the size of the problem.

100% means that all tasks to be assigned to the drivers or conductors are included.

50% (drivers) indicates that about half of the set of tasks is included. We construct

6hours on a PC Xeon Quad Core, 4Gb RAM and a clock speed of 2.6 GHz
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Crew Type Case Size Day Transfer
Time

Meal Break
Time

BC1 D 50% Thursday 0:20h 0:30h
BC2 D 100% Thursday 0:20h 0:30h
BC3 D 100% Thursday 0:15h 0:30h
BC4 C 100% Thursday 0:20h 0:30h
BC5 C 100% Thursday 0:15h 0:30h
BC6 C 70% Thursday 0:15h 0:30h
BC7 C 30% Thursday 0:15h 0:30h
BC8 C 100% Sunday 0:15h 0:30h
BC9 C 70% Sunday 0:15h 0:30h
BC10 C 30% Sunday 0:15h 0:30h

Table 3.8. Benchmark cases

the case by taking all tasks that run along a part of the network. “70% of the

conductors” relates to only including one (first or head) conductor per train. The

other 30% are the tasks related to the additional conductors (second or third) per

train. NS can decide to plan them separately, such that these tasks can be assigned

to personnel with lower qualifications, e.g., so called service personnel. When a duty

contains at least one task for a first conductor, it should be operated by a fully

qualified conductor. Planning them separately is less e"cient, but can be useful

when there is a shortage of fully qualified conductors.

We also varied in the day of the week, minimum duration of the transfer time

and of the meal break. All cases were constructed with global labor rule constraints

and variation constraints.

All experiments were carried out on the same hardware. Table 3.9 shows the

results for the benchmark cases. The column “TURNI” shows the number of duties

# TURNI # IIP # LUCIA #
BC1 439 436 437 1
BC2 837 830 822 -8
BC3 833 825 824 -1
BC6 850 835 832 -3
BC7 315 315 314 -1
BC8 760 747 739 -8
BC9 6167 616 615 -1
BC10 141 141 138 -3
Total 4791 4745 4721 -24

Table 3.9. Results of the benchmark cases
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generated by TURNI, after a 24h of computation time. In fact, four parallel runs

were performed, each with some minor adjustments in the internal solution strategy.

The results of the best run are presented. The column “IIP” shows the results

of applying the iterative improvement procedure as described in Section 3.5. This

procedure started with the best solution, presented in the “TURNI” column, and was

given 24h of computation time to improve the solution. The column “LUCIA” shows

the result of applying the new algorithm, with a computation time of 48h. Note

that this computation time is much longer than practically used at NS. The focus

of the benchmark was on the quality of the solutions and we want to be sure that

convergence is reached by the algorithms. The last column shows the improvement

that is achieved by applying LUCIA.

The results of the benchmark cases BC4 and BC5 are not in the table because

TURNI could not find a solution without constraint violations. This would make it

unfair to compare them. LUCIA did find a feasible solution for all the benchmark

cases. Overall, we conclude that we reach an improvement of at least 0.5% (24 duties)

on the benchmark cases.

Results Week Instances

In this section, we present the improvement we reach by solving the CSP for a whole

week. As shown in the previous section, the results of the LUCIA algorithm already

had a high quality for the individual weekday instances. In the presented second

approach, we already addressed the issue of the global (week) constraints. However,

in this second approach the problem was not solved as a whole, as we present here.

To compare the results of optimizing the CSP instances per weekday with the

results of optimizing the CSP as a single instance, we have created two cases: (i) all

tasks for the drivers and (ii) all tasks for the conductors. With these two cases we

vary the number of applied constraints. All experiments are carried out on the same

hardware8. For each experiment addressing a single day instance, we let the algorithm

run for 30 hours. After these 30 hours, we see that convergence has been reached and

that the solution does not improve anymore. For the experiments addressing the week

instances, we let the algorithm run for 7*30 hours to give it the same computation

time as the separate runs. In all cases the best solution was found before half of the

available computation time has been used. After this, no improvement was found by

the algorithm.

8Intel Octo Core (2x4 Cores), 3.0GHz, 8Gb RAM
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First, we made an experiment without global constraints. In the second exper-

iment, we added the constraints on the duration (D) of the duties. To be specific,

the constraint of 8:00 hours on the maximum average duration of the duties and the

constraint saying that no more than 5% of the duties can have a length of more than

9:00 hours. In a third experiment, we added the constraint on having a minimum of

40% and a maximum of 70% of work on preferred trains (PT) per crew depot. As

explained in Section 3.7, incorporating a minimum and maximum percentage we can

satisfy the constraint on the standard deviation. Also, notice that when we solve the

single day instances, all global constraints should be satisfied for each individual day.

In this way, the constraints are per definition satisfied for the whole week as well.

We have created these three experiment instances for both drivers and conductors.

Tables 3.10 and 3.11 show the results for each of the instances. The first two

columns indicate the type of the problem. The third column shows the results for the

individual day cases, and the fourth column shows the results for the week instances.

Case Constraints Indiv. Days Week Delta Relative
D 1 none 22907166 22962526 55360 0.2%
D 2 D 23079190 22882933 –196257 –0.9%
D 3 D & PT 23403709 23097736 –305973 –1.3%
C 1 none 27608478 27738766 130288 0.5%
C 2 D 27863687 27790539 –73148 –0.3%
C 3 D & PT 28229258 28094205 –135053 –0.5%
C+D 1 none 50515644 50701292 185648 0.4%
C+D 2 D 50942877 50673472 –269405 –0.5%
C+D 3 D & PT 51632967 51191941 –441026 –0.9%

Table 3.10. Results Week Optimization, Costs

Case Constraints Indiv. Days Week Delta Relative
D 1 none 5198 5221 23 0.4%
D 2 D 5393 5324 –69 –1.3%
D 3 D & PT 5489 5400 –89 –1.6%
C 1 none 6388 6428 40 0.6%
C 2 D 6588 6552 –36 –0.5%
C 3 D & PT 6715 6636 –79 –1.2%
C+D 1 none 11586 11649 63 0.5%
C+D 2 D 11984 11876 –105 –0.9%
C+D 3 D & PT 12204 12036 –168 –1.4%

Table 3.11. Results Week Optimization, Number of Duties
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Table 3.10 shows the results in terms of the value of the cost function and 3.11

shows the results in terms of the number of generated duties.

The first set of experiments shows that solving the whole week as a single instance

gives a worse result. In theory, the solution can be better because the solver can

decide to plan a task in a duty of a di!erent day than the day it was assigned to in

the runs for the individual days. However, the experiments show that the increased

size of the problem makes the problem harder to solve which results in a worse

solution. The negative e!ect is larger for the conductors, which can be explained by

the fact that these instances are larger than the drivers instances, and more di"cult

to solve. The other experiments show that solving the whole week as a single instance

gives a better result than solving the single weekday instances. The positive e!ect

for the conductor’s instances is somewhat smaller than for the drivers.

When comparing the di!erent sets of experiments, it is shown that adding con-

straints (like duration and preferred trains) leads to a more expensive solution in

terms of costs and number of duties. For the week instances, there is an increase of

387 duties between the first and third experiment. This is about three percent. For

the individual day instances, this increase is equal to 618 generated duties (about

five percent).

The positive e!ect of solving the problem as a single instance, can be explained

by the fact that in the week instances, the algorithm has the possibility to have a

larger average duration for the duties in the weekend, as long as it compensates this

with shorter duties during the weekdays.

It is not shown in the table, but when we inspect the solutions in more detail, this

is exactly what happens for some crew depots. For other crew depots, the system

decides to have longer duties during the weekdays and to have shorter duties during

the weekend. For the total set of crew depots, we see that the average duration gets

longer in the weekend and also the related percentage of long duties (with a duration

of more than 9:00 hours), is higher than during weekdays.

Having short duties during the weekdays is e"cient because, in railway operations,

there is generally a peak–hour pattern for the commuters. During these peak-hours,

there is a higher need for crew than during the rest of the day and this need can be

covered e"ciently with short duties. In the weekend, there is no peak-hour pattern,

and it is e"cient to create long duties. The positive e!ect of this is the fact that

the number of duties during the weekend is reduced. Crew members in general like

to have the weekend o!, so for them, to operate relatively fewer duties during the

weekend is attractive.
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Table 3.12 shows the number of duties per day for the third set of experiments,

with constraints on duration and preferred trains. It shows that the e"ciency gain is

not only achieved on Saturday and Sunday, but also on the other days of the week.

We see that, for two days the solution is worse, in number of duties.

Case Type Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun
D 3 Individual 816 813 805 821 838 736 660

Week 802 796 807 815 835 709 636
Delta –14 –17 2 –6 –3 -27 -24

C 3 Individual 1047 1046 1045 1046 1038 797 696
Week 1032 1040 1036 1054 1030 769 675
Delta –15 –6 –9 8 –8 –28 –21

Table 3.12. Results Per Individual Day

Overall, the results show that the gain in solving the week as a single instance

gets larger when there are more global constraints that apply for the whole week.

Even though the problem has more global constraints, in some cases, the algorithm

is still able to find better solutions. With the presented approach, we are able to

solve the whole week instance with global constraints that are to be applied in the

NS case. The overall e!ect is that we gain an e"ciency increase of about 1%.

3.7 Practical Details

This section elaborates on a few specific issues that illustrate the complexity of imple-

menting a crew scheduling algorithm in practice. The issues, that we present, relate

to the Sharing-Sweet-and-Sour rules (see 2.4.3), and address the issue of generating

attractive duties for the personnel. The examples and the results are created with

the LUCIA algorithm introduced in Section 3.6

Route Variation

Driving di!erent routes is considered to be attractive by the drivers. At NS, there

is a labor rule on the minimum number of di!erent routes per depot. This rule

implies that we need to find a mechanism to get some depots on routes that they

would not operate otherwise. For example, the aim is to get depot Emmen9 on

the route Utrecht-Rhenen. Without guiding the system, it generated solutions in

which this depot passes Utrecht, but no tasks towards Rhenen are included. Another

9Currently this depot is not operated by NS anymore.
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variation rule is the minimum percentage of preferred work per depot. Because

depot Utrecht has a large amount of non-preferred work, it helps when another

depot operates on non-preferred work starting in Utrecht. On the route Utrecht-

Rhenen, the corresponding tasks are categorized as non-preferred work. Assigning

depot Emmen to work on this route gives them an additional route and reduces the

amount of non-preferred work of depot Utrecht.

A first solution is to select specific tasks on this route and tell the system that

only Emmen has the required knowledge to operate these tasks. This works fine when

the number of these requirements is small. Another option is to add a constraint.

For example, let K be the set of depots and R be the set of routes. If kd and rd

denote the crew depot and the existence of route r in duty d, respectively, and Vkr

denotes the minimum number of duties containing route r, for each crew depot, then

the following constraints guarantee that the minimum number of duties containing

required routes for each crew depot is respected:

!

d:kd=k

rdxd " Vkr $k # K, r # R (3.10)

Recall that xd indicates whether duty d is included in the solution. The advantage

of adding these constraints is that the algorithm has the possibility to select the

tasks that are best for the overall solution. This is illustrated in Table 3.13. The

Case description Cost #Duties Increase
1: None 38448930 917 0%
2a: Task Assignment 38633970 917 0.5%
2b: Route Constraints 39038637 925 1.5%
3a: Task Assignment 39061230 925 1.6%
3b: Route Constraints 39146680 932 1.8%

Table 3.13. Approaches for Route Assignment

first column describes the experiment instance. Case 1 is the instance without task

assignment or route variation constraints. Case 2 is the instance with about 150

routes that need to be assigned to a certain depot, either by a manually created fixed

task assignment, or by an additional constraint. In Case 3, we create an instance

for about 300 routes that need to be assigned to a depot. The second column shows

the solution costs, the third column shows the number of generated duties, and the

fourth column shows the increase in solution costs in relation to Case 1.

The experiments show that using fixed task assignments gives better results than
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adding additional constraints. Although the second method has a larger solution

space and, therefore, theoretically can give better solutions than the first method,

the algorithm does not find this better solution.

The results show that when the number of constraints increases, the relative

di!erence between the two methods decreases. Although the number of generated

duties in the third case is much higher, compare for instance 3b in relation to instance

3a, the di!erence in the cost function is not so large. This can be explained by the

fact that the average duration of the duties is somewhat larger (3 minutes) in instance

3a and that there are more additional costs. For example, these additional costs can

be costs related to taxi tasks. This indicates that the tasks with fixed assignment

can be covered, but that the corresponding duties have a relatively large duration

and that some additional taxis are needed to cover the tasks.

In practice, creating the fixed task assignments is a time consuming task and it

is preferred to use the method of adding constraints. The experiments indicate that

there is still some improvement possible in the algorithm in handling the additional

constraints.

Standard Deviation on Aggression

One of the Sharing-Sweet-and-Sour rules is that the computed standard deviation on

the percentage of aggression work should not be higher than 11.5. This is not a linear

constraint, and, therefore, it is di"cult to explicitly deal with it in the optimization

model. We choose to use a work-around on this issue.

The standard deviation " can be computed using the formulation in equations

(3.11–3.13).

" =

$%
k!K vk
D

(3.11)

D =
!

k!K

nk (3.12)

vk = nk(ak & ā)2, $k # K (3.13)

Formula (3.11) computes the weighted standard deviation. In formula (3.12), the

total number of duties D is computed. vk is the contribution of depot k # K to the

value of the standard deviation, where ak is the percentage of aggression work of the

depot. The average percentage of aggression work ā can be considered a constant

because the amount of aggression work is given as input.

When a solution is generated by the algorithm, we compute the corresponding
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standard deviation ". If this is too high, we look at the contribution vk of the depot

to this value. For the depots that have a high contribution, by a high (or low)

value of ak and a high number of duties nk, we change the maximum (or minimum)

percentage of aggression work per depot uk (or lk) in the algorithm. Note that the

default value of the maximum percentage of aggression per depot is 50%, based on

the corresponding labor rule.

We illustrate this using the case BC5 as introduced in Section 3.6.2. In a first

experiment, we ran this case with all values for the upper bound on the aggression

constraint per depot set to 50%. The lower bound is set to 0% for all bases, and is

not included in the table. The results are shown in Table 3.14. The first four columns

(after the column with the depots), show the results of an initial run. The last row

of the column vk shows the value of the standard deviation (12.1), which exceeds the

maximum labor rule value (11.5). We see that three depots (Amr, Asd and Lls) have

a large contribution to the standard deviation because they have a relatively high

value vk and a relatively large amount of duties.

The columns u1
k to v1k, show the results of a second run, with adjusted values of

the upper bounds on aggression work. We lowered the maximum value for the three

depots (Amr, Asd and Lls) to respectively 35%, 25% and 43%. The contribution of

Lls is the highest, so we subtract about 5% of the realized aggression value to obtain

a new upper bound. For the depots Amr and Asd, where the contribution is smaller,

we subtract about 2.5% of the realized aggression value to obtain a new upper bound.

Without running the new instance, we can compute if the standard deviation

is valid when all contributions remain the same, except for the depots with a new

upper bound. For these depots, we use the upper bound value in the computation of

the standard deviation. If the result is feasible, we run the new instance. Note that

there is no guarantee of finding a feasible solution because the aggression values of

the other depots will be changed as well. Part of the aggression work assigned to the

three depots mentioned will have to be reassigned to other depots.

In this run, the value of the standard deviation is allowed (smaller than the

maximum value of 11.5). One can see that the aggression work has been reassigned

to neighboring depots. For example, Hfdo (geographically close to Asd) has a much

higher percentage of aggression work. The number of duties is similar to the number

of duties in the original run, which implies that the constraint on the standard

deviation is not so tight.

Another option would be to set the lower bound L and upper bound U to an

equal value for all depots. We have performed two experiments with this method.
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Depot uk nk ak vk u1
k n1

k a1k v1k
Ah 50% 43 6.15 3553 50% 43 10.97 738
Amf 50% 41 18.58 457 50% 41 18.31 419
Amr 50% 39 37.26 18911 35% 38 33.3 12568
Asd 50% 91 27.62 13948 25% 92 24.01 7281
Ddr 50% 20 15.06 1 50% 20 15.46 2
Ehv 50% 63 6.54 4768 50% 64 7.58 3633
Ekz 50% 16 15.2 0 50% 16 15.98 12
Emn 50% 10 0 2322 50% 10 0 2284
Es 50% 27 3.69 3602 50% 27 3.67 3536
Gn 50% 30 8.15 1508 50% 31 8.58 1323
Gvc 50% 93 9.48 3085 50% 90 9.54 2796
Hdr 50% 21 33.19 6767 50% 21 36.39 9506
Hfdo 50% 27 29.52 5506 50% 27 38.71 15033
Hgl 50% 21 3.19 3049 50% 21 1.09 4130
Hlm 50% 21 27.12 2964 50% 24 28.41 4243
Hn 50% 15 36.69 6902 50% 15 37.09 7244
Hrl 50% 21 7.42 1284 50% 24 5.47 2232
Ht 50% 17 6.46 1310 50% 17 9.39 557
Lls 50% 48 48.53 53196 43% 48 42.9 37059
Lw 50% 23 2.07 3989 50% 22 3.61 2911
Mt 50% 31 5.81 2756 50% 30 4.57 3335
Nm 50% 39 11.52 540 50% 40 11.44 540
Rsd 50% 44 5.35 4303 50% 42 6.41 3182
Rtd 50% 77 16.42 107 50% 77 18.03 655
Ut 50% 105 13.42 348 50% 105 11.88 1098
Vl 50% 22 1.09 4405 50% 20 2.29 3289
Vs 50% 13 16.09 9 50% 13 14.83 1
Zl 50% 45 4 5685 50% 45 3.18 6409
Zp 50% 19 2.07 3295 50% 19 0.08 4294
Total 1082 15.2 12.1 variable 1083 15.2 11.4

Table 3.14. Example Standard Deviation
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In Experiment 3, we set the values to L = 5 and upper bound U = 45, and in

Experiment 4, we set the values to L = 8 and upper bound U = 40. Table 3.15

Experiment L U D s
1 0% 50% 1082 12.1
2 0% variable 1083 11.4
3 5% 45% 1076 11.1
4 8% 40% 1089 9.8

Table 3.15. Overview Experiments on Aggression Work

shows the results of the experiments.

The experiments show that a correct value of the standard deviation is found

by setting the lower and upper bound to a value that is larger respectively smaller

than required on a depot level. Experiment 4 shows that setting these constraints

too tight gives a more expensive solution than can be achieved by some fine-tuning.

When there are significant changes in the timetable, this fine-tuning can be easily

repeated.

Standard Deviation on Preferred Trains

The constraint on the maximum value (10.5) of the standard deviation on the pre-

ferred trains can be handled in a similar way as the aggression work. We have created

four experiments based on the drivers instance BC3. Experiment 1 is the base run

with the lower bound set to the labor rule value of 25% per depot. In Experiment 2,

we have increased the value of the lower bound, or lowered the upper bound, for the

depots with the highest contribution to the standard deviation. Experiment 3 shows

the result of increasing the lower bound to 35% per depot, and setting the upper

bound to 75%. Experiments 4 (and 5) show the result of increasing the lower bound

to 42% (40%) per depot, and setting the upper bound to 72% (70%). Table 3.16

shows the results of the experiments.

Experiment L U D s
1 25% 100% 822 13.2
2 variable variable 826 10.5
3 35% 75% 821 11.1
4 42% 72% 822 9.6
5 40% 70% 829 9.3

Table 3.16. Overview Experiments on Preferred Trains
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The first experiment shows that the standard deviation on the percentage of

preferred trains per depot is too high when the lower bound is set to 25%, the

required minimum per depot. In experiment 2, we have fine-tuned the lower and

upper bounds, and get a valid standard deviation and a solution with 826 duties.

In experiment 3, we have increased all lower bounds to 35% and lowered the upper

bounds to 74%. This gives an improvement of the standard deviation, but not enough

to satisfy the labor rule. In experiment 4, we have set the lower bounds to 42% and

the upper bound to 72%. With this experiment, we get a valid standard deviation

and a solution with 822 duties. The results of experiment 5 show that setting the

lower bound to 40% and the upper bound to 70% is too tight because there are more

duties generated than in experiment 4 which also gives a valid value for the standard

deviation. Because the lower bound is less restrictive than in experiment 4, the upper

bound seems to be too tight.

Overall, the method of experiment 4 gives the best result. Next to the low number

of duties, an attractive aspect of this method is that the preferred work is spread

evenly over the depots, which is in line with the philosophy behind the rule.

3.8 Conclusions

In Section 3.1, we addressed the research question 3: “What are commonly used meth-

ods for supporting the Crew Management process?” In particular, we have answered

the question for the duty scheduling process. We have formulated the problem using

set-covering models and have described commonly used mathematical programming

techniques for solving the problem, in particular dynamic column generation.

In this chapter, we have shown that these techniques can be applied to the research

problem, although this is certainly not trivial. During the years, we have improved

the application of techniques by adding an iterative heuristic to improve the solution

of the algorithm and we have found a good way to handle positioning tasks. Currently

we are able to solve instances for a whole week.

The presented work shows that solving the whole week can be done with the

current state-of-the-art techniques and that it leads to a significant improvement.

We tried several alternative approaches to achieve the required variation with the

aim to increase the crew satisfaction and we have selected the best approaches. This

answers research question 4: “What is a good way of applying these methods to the

research problem?”
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The techniques presented in this chapter are commonly used in practice for solving

crew scheduling problems. We show that, after several adjustments and fine-tuning,

the extremely di"cult instances of NS can be solved. We are aware that other Euro-

pean railway companies are using these techniques for solving their cases. Using the

adjustments and fine-tuning, other railway companies could also use these methods

to improve their schedules.
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Chapter 4

Cyclic Crew Rostering

In the previous chapter, we elaborated on decision support for the crew scheduling

problem where anonymous duties are created. Per crew depot, these duties need to

be assigned to individual crew members. This is the so called crew rostering problem,

which is the topic of this chapter. NS uses a cyclic rostering approach. The Cyclic

Crew Rostering Problem (CCRP) was introduced in Section 2.4.3.

This chapter describes the algorithms used to solve the CCRP. The applicability of

these algorithms will be illustrated by computational results. The rostering problem

is solved in two steps: (i) the allocation of the duties among the di!erent groups

of crew members, and (ii) the actual construction of the rosters for each group.

The focus in this chapter is on the second step. However, in Section 4.2, we briefly

discuss a straightforward solution approach for the allocation of the duties to the

groups. In Section 4.3.1, we provide a mathematical formulation for the cyclic crew

rostering problem. This formulation is solved with a standard commercial solver.

Computational results that show the suitability of this approach are provided in this

section as well.

To test the approach in practice, in 2005 we did an experiment for conductors in

the crew depot Utrecht of NS Reizigers. The examples and labor rules presented in

this chapter reflect the 2005 situation. The results of this experiment are described

in Section 4.4. We end this chapter with some concluding remarks.

91
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4.1 Literature Overview and Related Work

Only a few papers have studied the CCRP. For example, Caprara et al. (1998) devel-

oped a heuristic, based on a mixed integer programming formulation, to determine

a roster with a minimum number of weeks, such that each duty is done once every

day.

Sodhi and Norris (2004) deal with the rostering problem at the London Un-

derground, which is a complex problem considering all kinds of hard practical con-

straints. The authors decompose the problem into two stages, where in the first stage

a pattern of rest-days and duty types is created for each depot, and afterward the

individual duties are assigned to this pattern. The first phase is the most complex

part, which is further decomposed into three steps. The most complicated step is

to find the “optimal” rest-day pattern for each depot. This problem is solved as a

mixed integer program. The second phase can be formulated straightforwardly and

solved as an assignment problem with side constraints.

As explained before, the rostering problem at NS is solved in two steps: (i) the

allocation of the duties among the di!erent groups of crew members, and (ii) the

actual construction of the rosters for each group. In our solution approach, we have

developed support for both steps. Splitting the problem into smaller problems can

decrease the quality of the solution. However, the aim of developing support is not to

generate more e"cient rosters, but to speed up the solution process and get attractive

rosters. We will show that our approach both leads to a shorter lead time and to

attractive rosters.

4.2 Allocating the duties to groups

The first step is to allocate the duties to the di!erent groups as fairly as possible. This

can be seen as an assignment problem where duties should be assigned to di!erent

groups. The basic requirements are that each duty should be assigned to exactly

one group, and that each group should not have more duties than the number that

could be assigned to that group on each individual day. In addition, some restrictions

should be taken into account such that each group has a large probability of being

able to construct a feasible roster afterward (see Section 4.3).

To allocate the work to the groups as fairly as possible, one could apply two

strategies. The first one is that constraints are added which deal with the minimum

(maximum) amount of (un)popular work. Alternatively, one could take as objective
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that the deviation from the average of popular and unpopular work should be as

small as possible for each group. We choose for a combination of these two strategies.

Several aspects of the duties are considered to be (un)popular. For instance if a task

is performed on a route where there is, in general, a higher amount of aggressive

behavior of passengers, this is considered to be an unattractive aspect.

The duty assignment problem above can be formulated as an assignment problem,

with additional constraints. In the following, I denotes the set of duties, G denotes

the set of roster groups, and A denotes the set of defined aspects of the work. For

example, these aspects A can include the amount of popular work in a duty, but

it can also be the duration of a duty. The set of possible combinations of di!erent

types of roster days (i.e. early, late and night duties), and di!erent weekdays (i.e.,

Monday, Tuesday, etc.), is denoted as M . Before allocating the duties to the groups,

the maximum number of duties per combination m and per roster group g is given,

and denoted by Nmg. Also, Im denotes the subset of duties corresponding to weekday

m.

For every duty i, we introduce the score function sa(i), which provides the score

on aspect a. Furthermore, we introduce lag and uag as the lower and upper bound

for the amount of work on every aspect a for every group g. Because we sum the

scores for all aspects individually, a high score on one aspect could be compensated

by a low score on another aspect. To prevent this, we have added the weight wa,

which enables us to use a weighted sum. We define two types of decision variables.

First, the assignment variable xig is equal to 1 if duty i is assigned to group g and 0

otherwise. Second, variables Za and Va are values per attribute smaller respectively

larger than the sum of the function sa(i) over the duties (i # I) assigned to group g.

The mathematical formulation of problem reads as follows:

min
!

a!A

wa

&
Za & Va

'
(4.1)

s.t.
!

g!G

xig = 1 $i # I, (4.2)

!

i!Im

xig % Nmg $m # M, g # G, (4.3)

Va %
!

i!I

sa(i)xig % Za $a # A, g # G, (4.4)

lag %
!

i!I

sa(i)xig % uag $a # A, g # G, (4.5)

xig # {0, 1} $i # I, g # G. (4.6)
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Constraints (4.2) ensure that every duty is assigned to exactly one group. Con-

straints (4.3) ensure that the number of duties assigned is less or equal to the maxi-

mum number of duties Nmg, for every weekday and group. Constraints (4.4) ensure

that variables Za and Va are smaller respectively larger than the sum of the score

function sa(i) over the duties (i # I) assigned to group g. Because the values are

on the minimized objective function, they will be equal to the lowest and highest

score over the groups. For every aspect, the di!erence between the highest and the

lowest score, over the groups, is minimized. Also, for every group, we introduce lower

bound (lag) and upper bound (uag) constraints (4.5) on the aspects. Next to that, it

is important to use the same scale for the score function sa, for the di!erent aspects.

Together with the introduced upper and lower bounds on the aspects, we obtain an

allocation of the duties to the rosters that is as fair as possible.

We solve this MIP with the commercial solver CPLEX 9.1, where we put emphasis

on finding good and feasible solutions quickly. Moreover, we use CPLEX’s local

branching heuristic in every fifth node of the branch-and-bound tree. In this way,

we could easily find a fair division in several minutes. Because this problem is solved

only once a year, and manually it can take days, solving the problem in minutes is

considered fast enough.

As an example, we consider the allocation problem for the conductors of depot

Utrecht, the largest depot of the Netherlands. The problem at hand consisted of 14

groups with 3 general, 3 late, 3 early and 5 part time rosters. By using the model, we

can allocate the duties in such a way that almost all the popular and unpopular work

is allocated more or less fairly. The solution time to solve the optimization problem

is about 20 minutes, which is much less than the 3 days needed to solve the problem

by hand, based on a complex negotiation process.

4.3 Constructing the rosters

When the duties have been allocated to the di!erent groups, each group has to

construct its own feasible cyclic crew roster. Since the CCRP is a hard problem to

solve, we split it into two phases. In the first phase, we create a pattern where we

assign to each day in the roster an early, late or night duty, a day o!, a WTV day,

a CO day, or a RES day (see also Section 2.4.3. In other words, we assign a type

of duty to each day in the roster and not the specific duty. In the second phase, we

assign the specific duties to the places in the roster. Note that this split is rather

similar to the split that is described in Sodhi and Norris (2004).
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Both phases can be formulated as an assignment problem with additional con-

straints. The objective is to minimize the total sum of the penalties, which are

determined by undesirable combinations of duties, days o!, etc. The details are

provided in the following sections.

4.3.1 Mathematical formulation CCRP

We will first describe the mathematical formulation for the first phase of the CCRP.

In the following, T denotes the set of days in the roster, where |T | = 7k for a roster

of size k. Since the roster is cyclic, day |T |+ 1 is the same day as day 1. We define

I as the set of roster days. Note that in the first phase the specific duties are not

considered. Therefore, only the following type of roster days exist: Early, late and

night duties, days o!, and CO, WTV and RES days.

The number of duties for each type per day of the week is given and based on the

number of specific duties of that type to be assigned to that day in the second phase.

All possible combinations of di!erent types of roster days and di!erent weekdays

(i.e., Monday, Tuesday, etc.) are denoted by the set M , where for each combination

m the number of roster days is denoted as bm. For some type of roster days (e.g.,

WTV days), there is no assignment to the di!erent weekdays a priori, in other words

it still has to be decided in the CCRP. In that case, bm gives the total number of

these roster days and only one constraint for this type of roster days is added.

Finally, we define two types of decision variables. The assignment variable wit is

equal to 1 if roster day i is assigned to day t and 0 otherwise. Note that we only

define these variables for feasible assignments, i.e., a roster day representing one of

the duties on a Monday can only be assigned to a Monday. Therefore, we define the

set TP as all possible combinations of assignments of roster days to days. TPm is

the subset of TP for combination m of a type of roster day and weekday, e.g., all

early roster days on Mondays.

The second type of decision variables deals with undesirable patterns of adjacent

roster days. These patterns (denoted by the set P ) are penalized in the objective

function. For each possible pattern p that starts on day t, we define a binary variable

ypt, which is 1 if this pattern starts there and 0 otherwise. Its corresponding penalty

is denoted by cpt. Note that the value of this penalty can be di!erent on di!erent

days of the week.
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The mathematical formulation reads as follows:

min
!

p!P

!

t!T

cptypt (4.7)

s.t.
!

i:(i,t)!TP

wit = 1, $t # T, (4.8)

!

(i,t)!TPm

wit = bm, $m # M, (4.9)

!

i:early duty,
(i,t)!TP

wit +
!

i:night duty,
(j,t+1)!TP

wj,t+1 & 1 % y1t, $t # T, (4.10)

wit # {0, 1}, $(i, t) # TP, (4.11)

ypt # {0, 1}, $p # P, t # T. (4.12)

The objective (4.7) is to minimize the total sum of the penalties assigned to the

di!erent undesirable patterns. Constraints (4.8) and (4.9) assure that each day has

exactly one roster day assigned to it and that each roster day occurs on a particular

weekday exactly the right number of times, respectively.

As an example, we included one set of constraints (4.10) in the model. This states

that, if there is an early duty on day t and a night duty on the next day t+ 1, then

the corresponding y-variable to this pattern y1t should be equal to 1. In that case,

we count the corresponding penalty in the objective. Since the rosters are cyclic, the

first day of the roster group is the successor of the last day of the roster group. In

a similar way, all other undesirable patterns can be defined and added to the model.

This is not included in the presented formulation. In our computations, the set P

contained 48 undesirable patterns. Moreover, all labor rules can be added in a similar

way. We discuss some examples in the next section.

For the second phase the mathematical formulation is almost identical. The main

di!erence is that the roster days are replaced by specific duties. This implies that

bm = 1, $m # M , a specific duty can only be assigned to the corresponding specific

day of the week.

4.3.2 Labor rules constraints

In Section 2.4.3, we gave a few examples of labor rules. We will now show for

these examples how we model them into additional constraints. For the additional

constraints, the set of days T is split in sets T1,. . . ,T7, where T1 represents the set of

Mondays, T2 represents the set of Tuesdays, etc.
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The first example of a labor rule deals with the rest time between two duties. In

the first phase we do not take the specific duties into account, therefore, we cannot

handle this rule directly . However, we know that, if we do not take it into account at

all, it is likely that we cannot find a feasible solution in the second phase. Therefore,

we do not allow some combinations in the first phase that give a large probability of

a too short rest time. Alternatively, we could allow them but with a high penalty. In

other words, we could translate this rule in both phases into a rule, which says that

roster day i could not be followed by roster day j on the next day, or in mathematical

terms:

wit + wj,t+1 % 1. (4.13)

The maximum working time per calendar week is the second example. This rule

is taken into account in the second phase. By defining di as the working time of duty

i, D as the maximum working time, and s as the number of days in this period, we

can formulate this as:

t+s$1!

n=t

!

i:(i,n)!TP

diwin % D $t # T1 (4.14)

The next example, also taken into account in the second phase, deals with the

fact that a day o! should cover at least 30 hours. In other words, it tells something

about the time between two duties, on days t and t + 2, with a day o! in between.

The following constraints are added to the second phase:

wht +
!

day o! i:
(i,t+1)!TP

wi,t+1 + wj,t+2 % 2 $t # T, (4.15)

where the start time of duty j is less than 30 hours after the end time of duty h and

(h, t), (j, t+ 2) # TP .

The so-called “Red Weekend” is an example, which results in constraints in the

first and second phase. In both phases, we add the constraints:

!

p!RW

(yp,t + yp,t+7 + yp,t+14) " 1 $t # T5 (4.16)

where the set RW defines all patterns containing a Red Weekend. The di!erence

between the first and second phase is in the definition of RW . In the second phase,

we take the end time of the duty on Friday and the start time of the duty on Monday

into account as well.
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Our last example deals with the duties which cover a part of the period between

midnight and 6:00 AM1. These duties form the set ZN . We define s as the period

length in days in which at most Z of these duties are allowed. This can be modeled

as:

t+s$1!

n=t

!

i!ZN:
(i,n)!TP

win % Z $t # T1 (4.17)

This constraint is taken into account in the second phase only.

4.3.3 Computational results

In 2005, we performed some experiments for the crew depot Utrecht of NS Reizigers,

which contains 12 groups of train drivers. Some characteristics of the groups are

given in Table 4.1. These data correspond to the year of the experiments.

group size average working time specifics
A 12 36 hours no night duties
B 20 36 hours no night duties
C 20 36 hours no night duties
D 20 36 hours all types
E 20 36 hours all types
O1 20 36 hours only early duties
O2 10 36 hours only early duties
L1 20 36 hours no early duties
L2 12 36 hours no early duties
DO 10 32 hours only early duties
DR 12 32 hours all types
DL 12 32 hours no early duties

Table 4.1. Driver groups of the crew depot Utrecht

We have developed and tested our model on 7 of these groups. The computational

results for the first phase are given in Table 4.2. In this table, the objective values,

lower bounds and computation times are reported every time that a significantly

better feasible solution is found. In addition, we report these values after a reasonably

long computation time.

1All night duties cover a part of this period. However, some early and late duties cover a part
of this period as well. Due to a change in the o!cial Driving Time Law, this period was changed,
after the experiment in 2005
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group computation time objective value lower bound
A 1 min 37.3 0

10 min 34 0.43
1 hour 34 2.6

B 23 min 80.8 6.2
45 min 58.9 6.6
2 hours 58.9 7.5

D 48 min 99.9 6.2
6 hours 82.6 6.9
11 hours 68.9 7.5
16 hours 68.9 7.5

O2 1 min 42.6 0
16 min 27.4 3.7
1 hour 27.4 6.6

L2 3 min 58 0
30 min 37.1 0.5
1 hour 37.1 1.3

DO 1 min 12.4 4.1
17,5 hours 12.4 (optimal) –

DR 1 min 37.3 2.3
20 min 16.5 4.9
1 hour 16.5 7

Table 4.2. Results first phase

For group DO, we can see that we find after 1 minute a solution with value 12.4.

At that moment, the lower bound is 4.1 and the gap is very large. However, for this

instance we could prove after 17.5 hours of computation time that the solution with

value 12.4 is indeed the optimal one. For the larger instances, we could not prove

this. However, we noticed that the solution is never improving after 30 minutes of

computation time, while the lower bound only slightly increases. We believe that at

the end one could prove that the solution we found is indeed the optimal one (or

very close to it). So we conclude that we find a “good” solution quickly.

To help CPLEX find good feasible solutions early in the process and, therefore,

to reduce computing time, we have added a redundant constraint:

!

p!P

!

t!T

cptypt % #k (4.18)

for an appropriate choice of #. This gives an upper bound on the objective function,

which depends on the size of the roster as well as on the penalties for the undesirable
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patterns. The parameter # should be selected with care in order to assure that the

feasible region is non-empty.

For the second phase, the results are given in Table 4.3. For almost all groups, an

optimal solution can be found within a reasonable amount of time. An exception is

group B, where no optimal solution is found after more than 20 hours of computing

time. Adding constraint (4.18) gives much better results for group B. After 7 minutes,

a solution with objective 231.6 and lower bound 67.8 is found and after two hours

for the same solution the lower bound has increased to 100. This shows that adding

the constraint can lead to finding better results in shorter computing time.

group computation time objective value lower bound
A 2.5 min 209 68

1.7 hours 93.6 90.5
8.8 hours 93.6 (optimal) –

B 30 min 752.3 76.2
4 hours 583.7 84.3
20 hours 583.7 90

D 8 min 871.1 149
10 min 245.5 170

3.2 hours 217.5 (optimal) –
O2 2 min 56 39

3 min 48 40
7 hours 48 (optimal) –

L2 2 min 33 12.8
17 min 27 (optimal) –

DO 2 min 150 32.9
3.6 hours 73 68
11 hours 73 (optimal) –

DR 1.5 min 129.3 (optimal) –

Table 4.3. Results second phase

As an example of the solutions found, we present the obtained first [phase solution

for group D in Table 4.4. This roster is a full-time roster for 20 weeks (crew members)

and contains all types of duties. Early, late and night duties are denoted by E, L

and N, respectively. A day o! is denoted by R. The solution for the first phase is

found after 11 hours with an objective value of 68.9 and a lower bound of 7.5. For

the second phase, the optimal solution is found after 3 hours with an objective value

of 217.5. Only the results of the first phase are presented in the table.
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Wk Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su
1 RES E R L WTV R R
2 E E E E E E R
3 R L WTV R R E E
4 E E E E E R R
5 L L WTV R L N N
6 N R R L L L L
7 WTV R L L RES R R
8 E E E E E R R
9 L WTV R R N N R
10 R L L RES CO E E
11 WTV R E E E R R
12 L N N R L L L
13 R R RES L L L L
14 CO L L L WTV R R
15 L L L L L R R
16 E WTV R R L L L
17 R RES E E E R R
18 L L L WTV R E L
19 L N N N CO R R
20 L L L WTV R E E

Table 4.4. Example roster group D

First, we give some remarks about the results of the first phase. Within the

roster, the WTV days are nicely spread over the weekdays and the weeks, and are

all followed by a rest day. Ten times there is a single day o!, but in most of the

cases days o! are clustered. Three times, a night duty is scheduled after a late

duty, and once a night duty is scheduled after an early duty. These are undesirable

combinations. However, in general the sequencing of the duties is quite attractive.

The next remarks are related to the results of the second phase, for the same

roster group D, not included in the table. The generated roster contains only two

weeks with an average working time above 36 hours. The roster contains two duties

with a post time of 13 hours, seven with a post time of 14 hours, 15 with a post time

of 15 hours and 57 duties with a post time of more than 16 hours. Most of the routes

occur in every week in less than 3 duties (which spreads the routes equally over the

weeks). Also, the nice trains have been spread over the weeks fairly.
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4.3.4 Portability

Cyclic Crew Rosters are commonly used in many public transport companies. We

present a generic approach of modeling the problem, which can be applied to these

other companies as well. We have modeled the regular labor rules as well as the

variation rules in a manner that can easily be extended. Due to the decomposition of

the problem, we are able to solve quite large rostering instances. The sub-problems

themselves are solved with a general purpose solver which can be bought o! the shelf.

The main contribution of this work is the way of modeling the desired roster patterns

which can be used in other companies as well.

4.4 Experiments

The conductors in the crew depot Utrecht had some problems with the creation of

the rosters in 2005, and we were asked by the management to support the planning

of the rosters for the year 2006. The management was aware of our research that we

performed in 2005. The idea was to generate rosters parallel to the manual planning

process and to evaluate the di!erences.

As mentioned in Section 4.2, the first step in the rostering process is to allocate

the duties to the di!erent roster groups. The problem at hand in Utrecht consisted

of 14 groups with 3 general, 3 late, 3 early and 5 part time rosters, all for train

conductors. Representatives of the di!erent groups took 3 days to allocate the duties

over the di!erent groups. The popular and unpopular work was allocated reasonably

fairly to the di!erent groups. However, there was one group with a lot of unpopular

work. By using the approach described in Section 4.2, we could allocate the duties in

such a way that almost all the popular and unpopular work was allocated more or less

fairly. The solution time to solve the optimization problem was about 20 minutes,

which is much less than the 3 days needed by the representatives. The representatives

did not use the generated solution, but slightly modified their allocation based on

our solution, such that the group with a lot of unpopular work got some other duties

in order to increase the overall fairness of the allocation.

In the next step, the construction of the cyclic rosters, the main practical problem

was related to the assignment of the duties to the pattern rosters, the second phase in

our approach. The first phase, where the patterns are created, were less important in

our experiment. The groups used the same patterns for the rosters as in the previous

year. Based on the patterns, an attractive solution for the second phase was found

within one hour for all groups, except for the C group. In this case, it was not
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possible to find a feasible solution based on the given pattern.

After generating a new pattern, we were able to find a good roster for group C.

For the smaller or part time rosters we found an optimal solution almost instantly.

The larger cases took some hours to be solved to optimality. Manually, the planners

were not able to find a feasible solution for three rosters within the available time.

In these cases, we presented both the manually created roster and the roster

generated by the model, where the manually created rosters did not obey all labor

rules. The violated rules were related to the o"cial national regulations. However,

these violations are not commonly known and hard to detect. The personnel did not

know which rosters were generated by the model, and which ones were generated

manually. In all three cases, the personnel preferred the rosters generated by the

model. As a result of this, three of the rosters generated by the model have been

implemented in practice. This shows that our model is not only successful in creating

valid rosters but also creates attractive rosters.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we described a model for solving the CCRP. The model was tested

on several instances involving groups of train drivers or conductors of NS, the largest

operator of passenger trains in the Netherlands. The results were promising: Ros-

ters for the crew depot Utrecht were generated in a fraction of the time that was

required by the manual rostering process. In addition, the rosters generated by the

model satisfied all the relevant rules, which was not the case for the manually gener-

ated rosters. Moreover, the rosters generated by the model were preferred over the

manually generated ones.

In Section 4.1, we answered research question 3: “What are commonly used meth-

ods for supporting the Crew Management process?”, by elaborating on the commonly

used techniques for solving the CCRP. We presented a formulation to describe the de-

sired roster patterns and have shown that solving the problem using this formulation

with a general purpose solver (CPLEX) gives good results. This answers research

question 4: “What is a good way of applying these methods to the research problem?”

As stated in the introduction of this chapter, next to cyclic rosters, rostering can

be done in several ways. NS is also interested in creating a roster for individual crew

members where individual preferences (e.g., their vacations) can also be taken into

account. NS has performed some experiments with this way of creating rosters and

wants to implement this in the future rostering system. Therefore, the introduction
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of decision support for the current method was halted. A project on the development

of a new roster system was halted shortly after initiating it. This because there was

no real need to change working methods and the current system was stable enough

to be used for several more years. Since then, no improvements have been made on

the development of a decision support system for the rostering problem.

Summarizing, we have shown once more that the application of Operations Re-

search techniques for solving a practical problem may lead to a shorter throughput

time in the planning process, as well as to a higher quality of the obtained results.

In particular, since the results are appreciated by the crew, this can lead to more

satisfied crew. It can be expected that the more satisfied crew will lead to a higher

productivity of the crew and to a better punctuality of the railway services. Due to

circumstances outside the scope of this research, the results were not implemented

in practice.
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Real-time Crew Rescheduling

Railway operations are based on an extensive planning process. As illustrated in the

previous chapters, crew scheduling and rostering are complex processes. After the

planning process, the daily plans are carried out on the day of operation. Preferably,

the plans are carried out as scheduled. However, at the day of operation, plans have

to be updated frequently to deal with delays of trains and disruptions of the railway

system.

For example, a disruption may be due to an incident, or a breakdown of infras-

tructure or rolling stock. On the Dutch rail network (with more than 5,000 trains per

day), on average 3 larger disruptions occur per day, where a number of train services

need to be canceled. Each day, about 2,300 crew duties are carried out. Furthermore,

at any moment in time, the number of active crew duties at that moment is about

700. Several trains may have to be canceled, due to a disruption. As a result, the

planned rolling stock circulation and crew duties are not feasible anymore and must

be rescheduled. For an overview of the disruption management process, we refer to

Jespersen-Groth et al. (2009). This chapter presents a method, based on multi-agent

techniques, to solve the crew rescheduling problem in case of a large disruption with

multiple train services canceled.

The presented research system is structured according to the Actor–Agent para-

digm: Here agents assist in rescheduling tasks of train drivers or conductors. Co-

ordination between agents is based on a team formation process in which possible

rescheduling alternatives can be evaluated, based on constraints and preferences of

involved human train crew and dispatchers. The main objectives of the train-driver

rescheduling system described in this chapter are to explore the e!ectiveness and

105
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suitability of a decentralized, actor-agent based approach to crew rescheduling and

to determine whether multi-agent technology is su"ciently mature to be used in a

real-world decision support system.

Important aspects are the ability to generate adequate solutions in a reasonable

time, and to be able to communicate them before changed duties need to be carried

out. Next to that, reality is changing constantly, and solutions might not be valid

anymore if the solution process takes too much time.

We compare this method with an alternative approach called Column Generation

with Dynamic Duty Selection (CGDDS), which was developed by Pottho! et al.

(2010) (see also Pottho! (2010)).

5.1 Literature Overview and Related Work

Traditionally, crew scheduling problems are approached using Operations Research

techniques. Real-time crew rescheduling, however, is a relatively new area of research.

NS decided to evaluate two techniques on their suitability to solve the Real-time Crew

Rescheduling Problem.

First, Pottho! et al. (2010) present an algorithm to reschedule NS crew when

a disruption occurs. They study the same problem as presented in this chapter.

Their CGDDS algorithm is based on column generation techniques combined with

Lagrangian heuristics from Operations Research. To handle the very large number of

duties in practical instances, they first define a core problem, with a limited number

of duties. If some tasks remain uncovered in the solution of the core problem, they

perform a neighborhood exploration to improve the solution by adding additional

duties to the core problem. Computational experiments with real-life instances show

that their method is capable of producing good solutions within a couple of minutes

of computation time.

This chapter describes a second approach, agent-based crew-rescheduling, which

is a relatively new area of research. We will compare the results of CGDDS with

the solutions of the method presented in this chapter (see Section 5.4.3). To our

knowledge, no research has been published on agent-based crew rescheduling appli-

cations in the railway domain. We will first discuss some literature, related to our

agent-based approach to solve the problem.

Shibghatullah et al. (2006) propose an agent-based framework for bus crew sched-

uling including crew-reassignment. The paper provides an overview of the potential

advantages of agent-based approaches (e.g., modeling individual preferences, more
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suited for partial, on-demand rescheduling), but lacks further details of the proposed

framework.

In Castro and Oliveira (2011), an agent-based approach to airline operations

recovery is described, part of which concerns crew recovery. The architecture consists

of specialized agents representing parts of the traditional Airline Operations Control

Center organization. Similar to our approach, costs are assigned to various factors

such as hotels and extra crew tasks between the di!erent operational depots. One

of the agents handles the crew rescheduling problem integrally, using a hill climb

algorithm from artificial intelligence. In our method, we propose a more decentralized

approach, using multiple agents to solve the crew rescheduling problem.

Tranvouez and Ferrarini (2006) present a multi-agent based approach to disrup-

tion management in the supply chain domain. A distinction is made between partial

and complete rescheduling, as well as periodic and event driven rescheduling. Par-

tial rescheduling involves only the a!ected operations, not the complete schedule; it

is denoted as repair scheduling when it refers to local repair of the current sched-

ule. Event driven rescheduling means that the rescheduling process is started when

events occur that make the current schedule infeasible. It is argued that partial,

event driven rescheduling appears to increase schedule stability. Schedule stability is

an important and desirable characteristic in the railway crew rescheduling domain,

given the fact that initial crew schedules have already been optimized for e"ciency,

and changes should be minimized. Tranvouez and Ferrarini (2006) further describe a

BDI architecture, for its potential to design complex decision making processes and

to represent rich domain expert knowledge.

Mao et al. (2007) recognize the need for short-term operational planning and

scheduling methods in the domain of airport resource scheduling, and present an

agent-based approach based on two coordination mechanisms: Decommitment penal-

ties and a Vickrey auction mechanism. In this chapter, we present a coordination

approach, based on a combination of similar mechanisms: A driver-agent interaction

protocol with auction-like properties (agents report costs (i.e., bid) for taking over

tasks), and decommitment penalties are determined based on increasing commitment

levels.

An important factor to consider when dealing with rescheduling in this domain

is the dynamic environment and the related uncertainty. Estimates of the dura-

tion of a disruption can be changed as more information is obtained; the timetable

can be adjusted during the disruption due to knock-on e!ects, etc. De Weerdt et al.

(2005) state in their overview of multi-agent planning, that although most researchers
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recognize the importance of dealing with changing environments, most planning ap-

proaches still assume fairly stable worlds. The authors mention contingency planning

(plans for all contingencies that might occur) as a traditional approach of handling

changes in the environment. As in many situations planning for all possible contin-

gencies is not feasible, the authors argue that so-called plan repair approaches are

more realistic: Detecting deviations from the original plan through monitoring, and

adjusting the plan as needed.

DesJardins et al. (2000) present an overview of approaches in the field of dis-

tributed planning. In the paper, approaches are classified according to the properties

they share with cooperative distributed planning (emphasis on forming a global (op-

timal) plan and negotiated distributed planning (emphasis on satisfying local goals).

The authors argue that only recently research in this field has been concerned with

coping with dynamic, realistic environments. To cover this emerging work, the au-

thors introduce the distributed, continual planning paradigm. This paradigm consid-

ers planning to be a dynamic ongoing process combining both planning and execution.

The work presented in this chapter, fits this paradigm, as the crew rescheduling pro-

cess is performed in real-time and disruptions continuously require agents to revise

their duties to cope with new circumstances.

5.2 Solution Approach

In this section, the main principles underlying the actor-agent based crew reschedul-

ing process are introduced. First, the applied design paradigm is introduced. After

this, the two main elements of the rescheduling system are described.

5.2.1 Actor-Agent Paradigm

Wijngaards et al. (2006) define that the actor-agent paradigm explicitly recognizes

both human actors and artificial agents as equivalent team members, each fulfilling

their respective roles in order to reach the team objectives. The involved agents have

quasi cognitive capabilities that are complementary to (as opposed to mimicking)

human cognition. Actor-agent teams and communities are hybrid collectives of hu-

man experts (“actors”) and agents with complementary cognitive capabilities which

are focused on a particular problem and reach a structural and functional complexity

that matches the size and nature of the problem as well as possible.

The actor-agent based design process provides the system with several useful

global system characteristics. First, the decentralized approach in which agents use
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local knowledge, world views, and interactions, contributes to an open system design.

This openness facilitates easy reconfiguration and/or adaptation to changing system

requirements. Second, combining humans and agents within the system design allows

for integrating them at their appropriate abstraction levels.

The main objective of the crew rescheduling application is to realize a decen-

tralized (multi-agent based) application which provides solutions faster than human

dispatchers. In addition, the solutions should preferably minimize changes to original

duties.

5.2.2 System Architecture

Team leader

Dispatcher-
agent

Process-
manager

Dispatcher-
actor

Driver-
actor

Network-
agentDriver-agent

Route-analyzer-agent

Figure 5.1. Current system architecture.

The following actors and agents are recognized in the system architecture (see

Figure 5.1):

• Dispatcher-actor: A (human) dispatcher, who interacts with the rescheduling

system via one dispatcher-agent.

• Driver–actor: A (human) train driver1, who imposes constraints on the re-

scheduling process based on the preferences he/she may have with respect to

1In this research we addressed the train driver rescheduling problem. This approach can also be
used for train conductors.
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performing his/her duties. These constraints can be hard (e.g., familiarity with

rolling stock types) or soft (preferences for certain lines). Each driver–actor is

associated with one driver–agent.

• Dispatcher–agent: Presents a monitoring and control interface on the resched-

uling process to the dispatcher–actor.

• Process–manager–agent: The process–manager–agent (PMA) manages the re-

scheduling process, and provides a contact point for the rescheduling subsys-

tem to dispatcher–agents. The PMA coordinates the rescheduling process by

communicating the disruption information and parameters to the driver-agent

population. The PMA maintains status information of the negotiation process

and informs the dispatcher–agents.

• Driver–agent: Responsible for resolving conflicts arising in duties due to dis-

ruptions. Each driver–agent (DA) represents a specific driver–actor2 in the re-

scheduling process. Driver–agents are capable of forming task exchange teams,

resolving a scheduling problem, and participating in multiples of such teams.

• Route–analyzer–agent: To determine the impact of changes to their existing

duties, driver–agents interact with a route–analyzer–agent (RAA). The RAA

interacts with network–agents.

• Network–agent: A network–agent (NA) maintains an up–to–date view of the

railway network, reflecting any changes in the timetable and rolling stock sched-

ules due to disruptions. The NA processes queries from the route–analyzer–

agent.

In the implemented system, we developed versions of the (software) agents as

presented in the system architecture. During the research, we acted as Dispatcher–

actors, using the system interface provided by the developed Dispatcher–agent. This

interface enabled us to start and stop the solution process, monitor progress and

evaluate the results. There was no specific interface developed between the Driver–

actor and the Driver–agent. This was outside the scope of our research.

5.2.3 Crew Rescheduling

The main principle for the crew rescheduling application is to model the solution

based on “levels of responsibility” in the dispatch and rescheduling process:

2In case of a train conductor, the corresponding actor is a conductor–actor.
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1. Human dispatchers at the management level;

2. Human train crew at the level of defining and guarding their personal interests;

3. Their respective agents at the level of implementing the management decisions

and resolving actual schedule conflicts.

In our approach driver-agents represent driver-actors in the rescheduling process.

Schedule conflicts can be divided into two categories (see Jespersen-Groth et al.

(2009): Time-based and location-based. A location-conflict can occur when one or

more tasks are removed from a schedule due to a disruption. A time conflict occurs

when due to a delay the arrival time of one task in a duty is later in time than the

departure time of the following task. Other disruptive circumstances (such as a train

driver becoming unavailable to perform the remainder of his duty) are translated

into these two types of conflicts. For instance, the unavailable train driver can be

considered to have a location conflict because he is not at the location at the time he

should perform the remainder of his duty. As an alternative, he could have a time

conflict, with the introduction of a task of type “absent” into his duty which overlaps

in time with the other tasks.

The basic principle underlying the solution process is called task exchange. Each

driver’s schedule consists of a number of tasks. If, in the event of a disruption, a

driver can no longer perform one or more tasks due to one of the two types of schedule

conflicts, these tasks are taken over by another driver. In turn, this driver may have

to hand over tasks which conflict with the newly accepted tasks to another driver.

The process of finding task exchanges which are feasible and desirable is performed

by the driver-agent population. In the event of a disruption, all driver-agents are

informed of the disruption details (i.e., removed/delayed train services). The driver-

agent(s) directly a!ected by a disruption (i.e., the disrupted train service is associated

with a task in the driver’s schedule) assume the role of team leader. Each team

leader starts a team-configuration process in order to resolve their respective schedule

conflicts. Using cost functions, the most favorable solution is selected. In the next

section, this process is described in more detail.

5.2.4 Task Exchange Teams

A team leader starts a recursive team extension process by announcing its set of

conflicting tasks to the driver–agent population. The main principle underlying the

actor-agent based rescheduling process is that of task exchange teams: Each team is
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extended with additional team members able to take over tasks from agents already

participating in the team. A driver-agent may be able to take over tasks without

a!ecting other tasks already present in its schedule, for example replacing a position-

ing task with a task on the same task (unconditional takeover). However, in many

cases, a driver-agent will only be able to take over tasks by replacing existing tasks

in its schedule (conditional takeover). This will then lead to a new set of conflicting

tasks to be taken over by another driver-agent.

Figure 5.2. The task takeover process

In Figure 5.2, an example of this process is shown: Driver-agent 2 replaces task

F-D with task C-D from driver-agent 1. Driver-agent 1 now takes over task F-D from

driver-agent 2 unconditionally. In a task exchange, driver–agents assume the role of

team leader or team member. In both cases, the aim of the agent is to resolve a

conflict: In case of the team leader role, the conflict is due to modified tasks (e.g.,

as a result of a disruption, tasks may have been removed or delayed). In case of the

team member role, the conflict is due to additional tasks originating from another

driver-agent.

It is possible for driver-agents to participate multiple times in task exchanges

within the same team (and in other teams). This allows teams to discover configu-

rations in which driver-agents “trade” tasks. Figure 5.3 shows an example of three

team configurations: A–B, A–C–D and A–C–A.
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A (team leader)

B C

D A

e gf

b c
no conflict

no conflict no conflict

Figure 5.3. Team configuration example

In case a driver-agent has determined that tasks can be taken over, a cost-function

is applied to determine the costs associated with the takeover: Costs are assigned

to various aspects such as the amount of overtime introduced, replacement of meal

breaks, etc. Subsequently the set of new conflicting tasks of this agent (if any) is

announced to other driver-agents. This leads to a recursive addition of layers of

team members to the team, resulting in a team consisting of multiple task exchange

configurations, originating at the team-leader.

In Figure 5.4, two team configurations are shown, consisting of three driver-agents

(A, B and C): In the left team, driver-agent A is a team leader and starts the task

exchange process. The same driver-agent participates as a team member in its own

team, as well as (in two di!erent configurations) in the team led by driver-agent

B: This feature allows for any driver-agent to participate in possible task exchange

configurations and thus to facilitate the solution process to find the best task exchange

configurations for each team.

Driver-agents can withdraw themselves from teams and team configurations based

on commitment levels in the task exchange protocol, ensuring local and global con-

sistency when final team-configurations are determined. This is described in more

detail in the next section.
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A

A

A

A

B

C

D

C

5

5 + 105 + 15

5

5 + 20

45

Figure 5.4. Two example task exchange teams consisting of
three agents.

The team extension process is considered complete when a configuration of task

exchanges is determined in which all conflicts are resolved, or any remaining conflicts

are su"ciently shifted forward in time to be resolved at a later point in time (re-

introduced as new conflicts later). At this point, the recursive team formation process

is reversed: Each layer within a team selects the task exchange associated with the

lowest cost, starting at the lowest layer.

Once all team leaders have determined a final team configuration, the entire

solution is presented to the dispatcher. During the team formation process, a number

of protocols are used, aimed at limiting team extension to promising additional team

members. These formation protocols are described in Section 5.2.5.

Task Exchange Protocol

When a driver-agent is a team leader or left with a new conflict as a result of accepting

a task exchange, an attempt is made to hand over the conflict to another driver-agent

using the task exchange protocol. In Figure 5.5, the message exchange is shown for

a number of scenarios, discussed below.

The protocol is initiated by a driver–agent in the role of team leader (TL): A call

is issued by TL announcing the conflicting tasks to all driver–agents. Driver–agent

DA1 has determined that it cannot participate in the task exchange (i.e., either the

exchange is infeasible or the associated costs are too high), and informs the TL by

responding with a “not-interested” message. Driver–agent DA2, on the other hand,

is able to participate in the exchange, and indicates this by responding with an

“interested” message. DA2 indicates that its interest is “conditional”, meaning that
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call
call

not interested

Interested (conditional) call
interested

quote
accept

confirmquote
accept

confirm

order order

confirmconfirm

finalize finalize

team done

TL DA 1 DA 2 DA 3 

CL: 1

CL: 1

CL: 2
CL: 2

Figure 5.5. Task exchange protocol

DA2 first has to exchange a new conflict to another driver-agent to solve the conflict

from TL. DA2 now initiates its own task exchange protocol, to which DA3 responds

with an “interested” message. In this case, DA3 does not generate a new conflict.

Instead, the costs for the task exchange are calculated by DA3 and communicated

to DA2 using a “quote” message.

When DA2 has received su"cient quotes, the most favorable quote is selected.

In this example, DA3’s quote is selected, and DA3 is informed using an “accept”

message. DA3 confirms the acceptance using a “confirm” message. Based on the

confirmed quote received from DA3, and the costs calculated for its own task exchange

with TL, DA2 can now report the total costs for the takeover to TL by sending a

quote to TL. Similar to DA2, TL collects quotes and confirms the quote received

from DA2. TL can finally decide on finishing the task–takeover process by issuing

an order to DA2 (which is passed on to DA3): The returned “confirm” messages

indicate that the team is ready to be finalized, which is the final message sent by TL.

The protocol ends by DA3 returning a “team done” message to TL.
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Commitment Management

The design of the task exchange process explicitly supports agents participating mul-

tiple times in task exchange teams. To prevent driver-agents from committing in con-

flicting task exchanges, a commitment management mechanism is included, based on

commitment-levels, see Sandholm and Lesser (2002).

The task exchange protocol is divided into sections. Each section is assigned a

commitment level. At specific points in the protocol (i.e., between these sections),

a commitment level change occurs. In Figure 5.5 the commitment level changes

are shown (CL). At these points, a driver-agent applies a commitment strategy,

which specifies whether ongoing task exchanges are allowed to proceed to the next

commitment level:

• CL 1: Upon receiving an “accept message”, a driver-agent needs to decide

whether the task exchange is still favorable, before confirming the acceptance.

• CL 2: Upon receiving an “order” message, a driver-agent must ensure that only

non-overlapping task exchanges are allowed to proceed, before confirming the

order.

Every commitment level increase makes it more di"cult for that driver-agent to

decommit from this specific task exchange. In the final commitment level (i.e., CL:2),

a driver-agent must ensure that any ongoing task exchanges, that overlap with the

fully committed task exchange, is decommitted.

Determining Duty Impact

Upon receiving a request for a task–takeover, a driver-agent sends its (up-to-date)

duty and the received conflict (i.e., tasks to be taken over) to the route-analyzer-

agent (RAA). The RAA processes the request. In case the RAA has determined

that the conflict can be integrated into the current driver’s duty, the RAA’s reply

to the driver-agent contains two parts: A delta on the original duty (#) describing

the required modifications to the duty, and a new conflict (NC) resulting from the

modifications (i.e., tasks replaced with tasks from the conflict). The second part may

contain zero or more tasks: In the first case # did not lead to any tasks being replaced

(i.e., the conflict is resolved without introducing another conflict, e.g., because the

new tasks are replacing a break in the driver’s duty). For more information on the

process of determining routes, see Section 5.2.6.
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5.2.5 Team Formation Protocols

Due to the large number of driver-agents, engaged in various roles in the team for-

mation process, and the fact that a short calculation time is an important success

factor (as explained at the beginning of this chapter), protocols are used to constrain

the extension of teams with additional team members. The main goal behind the

applied protocols is to only let driver-agents participate that have a high probability

of improving the solution found. In this section, the applied protocols are described:

Interest determination, cost calculation, evaluating team score and decommitment

determination. Below, these will be discussed in more detail.

Interest Determination

Based upon the schedule impact determined earlier, a driver-agent decides whether

it is interested in joining a team. Several domain-specific criteria are evaluated to

determine a takeover desirability:

• If the impact of taking over a conflict results in a new conflict which is larger

than the original one, the agent is not interested.

• Taking over tasks from a driver-agent may only result in introducing a new

conflict if the tasks in the new conflict are situated later in time.

• If the new conflict introduced by taking over tasks from a driver-agent consists

of the same set (or superset) of tasks introduced by this agent elsewhere in the

team, the agent will not be interested. This prevents repeating evaluation of

sequences of task exchanges that have already been evaluated.

Cost Calculation

A driver-agent interested in taking over tasks must determine the costs associated

with this takeover. The cost function is non-decreasing and assigns costs to the

following elements:

• The amount of overtime introduced by extending a schedule past the original

end time;

• An a!ected meal break;

• The use of spare drivers. Spare drivers are preferred in case of larger disrup-

tions, and should not be used for resolving small/simple conflicts;
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• The size of the team (e.g., preferring recurring team members);

• The individual train driver preferences (i.e., modifiers to the above elements).

The relative weights of the cost elements can be varied to prioritize di!erent aspects

of the solutions that are found (e.g., prevent the use of spare drivers by increasing

their relative cost). The costs are subsequently compared to costs of other exchanges

using a scoreboard mechanism, described below.

Team-Configuration Scoreboard

Upon starting a task exchange process, each team leader publishes a scoreboard,

which can be used by team members to inform other driver-agents of the progress

within a task exchange team. The scoreboard is based on the principle that every

driver-agent in a configuration of a team has knowledge of the “cost” of the exchange

configuration (the task exchanges leading up to the task exchange this driver-agent

is currently examining).

The moment a driver-agent has determined that a conflict can be resolved without

generating a new conflict, it publishes the value of the current solution (i.e., the cost

of one complete (possible) configuration) on the scoreboard. All driver-agents can

access the scoreboard and examine the costs of the solutions which have already

been found. Driver-agents can use the values on the scoreboard to decide whether to

continue a task exchange or not. If the cost of the current partial solution is already

the same or higher than the scoreboard value, the driver-agent will terminate its

involvement in this branch of the task exchange.

In Figure 5.6, an example is shown: First, driver-agent B determines that it can

solve the conflict of driver-agent A(TL). It finds that the scoreboard is still empty,

and updates it with the calculated costs (arrow 1). Subsequently, driver-agent C

finds that in order to solve the TL’s conflict, it has to introduce a new conflict.

Before continuing, it checks the scoreboard to determine if the current costs still are

an improvement.

In this case, driver-agent C continues. Driver-agent D determines that it can solve

the conflict of driver-agent B without introducing a new conflict. It also determines

that the cost of the solution improves the current score on the scoreboard. Driver-

agent D updates the scoreboard (arrow 2). Finally, driver-agent A(DA) aborts, as it

has determined that its (partial) solution does not improve the team’s current score.

The scoreboard mechanism ensures that only solution alternatives are evaluated

which improve the currently found solution(s). Note that this mechanism depends on
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Figure 5.6. The task takeover process

the cost function to accurately discriminate between “better”, “similar” and “worse”

solutions.

5.2.6 Analyzing Routes

In this section, the agents involved in determining the feasibility and impact of sched-

ule changes on driver schedules are discussed. When a driver-agent intends to take

over a task, or set of tasks, he needs to determine how to get from his current location

to the station where the task(s) starts and he needs to determine how to get back

from the station where the task(s) ends. This means that he needs to determine a

route or path through the available tasks, preferably including as much as possible

the original tasks of his current duty. He has to make sure that the route is also

valid in time, he needs to arrive before the start time of the task(s), and he can only

return after the task(s) ends.

This rather computationally expensive functionality is deliberately separated from

the driver-agents task exchange capabilities to enhance performance and ensure

cleaner division of responsibilities. The route-analyzer-agent (RAA) is the central

point of contact for the driver-agents which can request to determine routes; dis-

tributed network-agents (NA) support the RAA in actually computing the routes.

Route-Analyzer-Agent

Requests for route calculations from the driver-agents are handled by a RAA. A re-

quest consists of a duty and a conflict. The duty is the current duty of the requesting
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driver-agent. The conflict consists of one or more tasks to take over from another

driver-agent. The answer returned by the RAA can either be feasible, feasible con-

ditional or not feasible. “Feasible” indicates that it is possible to add the conflict to

the duty of the driver-agent without introducing a new conflict. In addition to the

conflict, one or more passenger tasks (tasks to/from the conflict) may be added to

the duty. If it is possible to add the conflict to the duty of the driver-agent, a new

conflict is introduced in the process, and the answer is “conditional feasible.” In this

case, the new conflict may not contain any tasks contained in the old conflict. When

it is not possible to add the conflict to the duty of the driver-agent at all, the answer

will be “not feasible,” meaning that this agent cannot help in solving the problem.

The RAA attempts to determine the correct answer to a request without having

to take into account the detailed current state of the rail network. To this end, the

RAA performs three steps. First, a check is performed to determine if a negative

answer can be given quickly. After this, the request is compared to a history of

previously received requests. If no answer is found, the requests are distributed over

the available NAs for detailed examination. Below, these steps are described in more

detail.

Step 1: Sanity Check: In a large number of cases (5̃0%) it can be easily determined

that a request is not feasible. Consider, for example, a request where a driver-agent’s

current location is Rotterdam and tasks to take over are in the vicinity of Groningen,

and take place within 15 minutes. The distance between Rotterdam and Groningen is

more than 200 kilometers. This clearly is an impossible takeover. The RAA uses an

origin-destination matrix with lower bounds on the travel time between all stations.

These lower bounds are static and calculated beforehand by taking into account only

the track kilometers in the network and maximum driving speeds of the available

train-units. If the lower bound is larger than the available time we know it is not

possible to find any route.

Step 2: Request History: The RAA retains all calculated routes in memory. If the

same request is received more than once (possibly from di!erent driver-agents), the

answer is retrieved from this history (about 5% of the remaining requests). Further-

more, if a previous request with a wider time-interval for the same route resulted in

“not feasible”, the route-analyzer-agent can conclude the current request also results

in a “not feasible” answer. This history is reset when changes on the rail network or

in the actual timetable occur.

Step 3: Send to network-agent: If no relevant requests are found in the request

history, the RAA sends the request to one of the NAs and returns the thus obtained
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answer to the driver-agent.

Departure Destination Departure time Arrival time
Rotterdam Utrecht 7:45 8:24
Utrecht Woerden 9:08 9:22
Woerden Rotterdam 9:32 10:08
Rotterdam Maassluis 10:58 11:21
Maassluis Rotterdam 11:29 11:52
Rotterdam Eindhoven 12:17 13:30
Eindhoven Rotterdam 14:02 15:15

Table 5.1. Example duty for a driver-agent

As an illustration, consider a driver-agent with a duty as shown in Table 5.1.

This driver-agent wants to know if he can take over a task from another agent. This

task departs at 10:51 from Den Haag (The Hague) and arrives at 11:10 in Gouda

(not shown in Table 5.1; this driver-agent is not a team leader, i.e., not directly

a!ected). The driver-agent sends this request to the route-analyzer-agent when the

actual time is 9:00. The RAA determines that the driver-agent’s current location

is Utrecht. The minimal time to get from Utrecht to Den Haag is 35 minutes. In

this case, the driver-agent has 111 minutes available (i.e., from 9:00 to 10:51) so a

route might exist. Similarly, the RAA concludes that a route from Gouda back to

Rotterdam could also exist. The RAA concludes that further examination of the

request is necessary.

When all NAs are unavailable the RAA maintains a priority queue of requests

to send to a network-agent. For each request, the RAA assigns a prediction-value

and keeps the queue sorted according to this value. When a NA becomes available

the RAA sends the request with the best prediction-value. The prediction-value

represents an expectation by the RAA of how well the conflict can be fit into the

duty. This is the weighted sum of:

• Lengths of the train driver duty tasks in the conflict time interval.

• Lower bounds on the travel time from the current location to the start of the

conflict, and lower bounds on the travel time from the end of the conflict to

the base.

These items are determined by an initial analysis of the outcome of a couple of

thousand requests, where the weights were determined by regression analysis. For

example, it is straightforward to understand that if a driver-agent has a lot of work
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within the time interval of the conflict he will surely have to send out a new conflict

if he takes over the current conflict in his request. Similarly, agents that are located

closer to a conflict are more likely to take over the conflict in an e"cient way. An

important factor contributing to the success of this scoreboard mechanism is a first

value being published as soon as possible. Sorting the requests this way helps to find

good solutions more quickly. Once a good solution is found in a team, the scoreboard

is seeded with this first score, activating the score-board mechanism.

Network-Agents

The NA maintains knowledge of the current timetable, including all disruptions and

delays. In the system, at least one NA has to exist, but possibly more if needed

to improve computational performance. NAs can easily be distributed over multiple

platforms (no cooperation is necessary and the data can be replicated). Based on

this timetable the NA can determine, by using a shortest-path algorithm, if a route

between two stations exists, and if so, which route.

The objectives in this process are to (i) maintain as much of the original duty of

the driver-agent as possible, and (ii) to arrive at the destination (i.e., the conflict’s

location) as soon as possible. To illustrate this, consider again the example of Table

5.1, continued in Table 5.2.

Departure Destination Departure time Arrival time
Rotterdam Utrecht 7:45h 8:24h
Utrecht Woerden 9:08h 9:22h
Woerden Rotterdam 9:32h 10:08h
Rotterdam Den Haag 10:14h 10:40h
Den Haag Gouda 10:51h 11:10h
Gouda Rotterdam 11:16h 11:38h
Rotterdam Eindhoven 12:17h 13:30h
Eindhoven Rotterdam 14:02h 15:15h

Table 5.2. New duty for driver–agent

The NA attempts to find a route from Utrecht to Den Haag between 9:00h and

10:51h. The fastest way to get to Den Haag is a direct connection which departs

from Utrecht at 9:03h and arrives in Den Haag at 9:51h. This means a route actually

does exist. But, there also exists a better alternative for this driver-agent: The NA

also finds a direct connection between Rotterdam and Den Haag departing at 10:14h

and arriving at 10:40h. This way the train driver can still perform the tasks of its

own duty until 10:08h and be in time for the task exchange task.
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Finally, the NA is able to find a task from Gouda to Rotterdam, so the driver-

agent can also perform the last two tasks of its own duty. This means, if the driver-

agent wants to take over the requested task, its new duty will be as shown in Table

5.2. The italic task is taken over by this driver-agent, while for the bold tasks, the

driver takes the train as a passenger. In this case, the driver-actor can no longer

perform the task from Rotterdam to Maassluis (10:38h–11:21h) and from Maassluis

to Rotterdam (11:29h–11:53h). This is the “conditional feasible” answer the NA will

return to the RAA, which forwards this to the driver-agent.

Note that this change to the driver–agent’s duty also means that the 50 minute

break in Rotterdam from 10:08h until 10:58h no longer exists. The driver–agent

will take this into account when examining the schedule changes (#); the NA only

assesses if a route is possible, not whether the route is desirable.

In case the conflict can be fit into the duty (as specified in the request received

by the NA), the returned answer consists of the necessary duty adjustments and a

set of tasks which can no longer be performed. This set of tasks can be empty; in

that case the conflict can be fit into the duty without introducing a new conflict.

When the conflict cannot be fit into the duty (“failure”), the NA returns “no duty

adjustments nor a set of tasks.”

5.3 Implementation

For the implementation of the research system, the Cougaar agent framework (see

Helsinger et al. (2004)) is used. Cougaar has initially been developed for logistics op-

erations and provides a useful Java-based agent platform with emphasis on stability.

Cougaar provides an agent model based on plugins, allowing for clean separation of

functionality within agents. Furthermore, Cougaar allows for implementing services,

which can be made available to agents running on a Cougaar node. Cougaar agents

use a distributed blackboard for storing information and communication purposes.

To start the system a bootstrap-agent dynamically instantiates the driver-agent

population and other main agents. This allows for a flexible startup process, enabling

for example dynamic instantiation of the agents across a multiple-node configuration.

In order to run realistic scenarios, a dataset containing train activities and driver

tasks for a full day has been provided by NS. The dataset is distilled from multiple

data sources, is stored in a MySQL database, and is made available to agents through

a SQL-Service. The database is to be connected to real-time disruption information

for more continuous experimentation of the research system.
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5.4 Computational Results

This section provides an overview of our findings. The system is able to find solutions

for relatively large disruptions, using sizable driver–agent populations. To illustrate

this, results of two relatively complex example scenarios are presented.

Scenario 3 

Scenario 1 

Scenario 2 

Figure 5.7. Simplified Dutch railway network and location of
disruption scenarios.

Figure 5.7 provides a simplified overview of the Dutch railway network, in which

the locations of the disruption scenarios are indicated. Solid lines denote the network

responsibilities of NS, dotted lines are handled by other operators.

The first scenario consists of a complete blockage between stations Groningen and

Zwolle from 16:00h to 17:00h. The second scenario consists of a complete blockage at

station Vught from 15:15h to 16:15h. The third scenario consists of a partial blockage

at station Rottedam Lombardijen, starting at 18:10h, and lasting the remainder of

the evening. This third scenario will be discussed in Section 5.4.3.

The results discussed in this section are evaluated on the number of driver–agents

involved in the final solution, as well as the number of spare drivers and additional
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overtime introduced. The aim of the analysis of the two scenarios is to assess scala-

bility and behavior of the system.

The number of messages exchanged between agents provides an indication of the

performance of the system. The route-analyzer-agent together with the network-

agents comprise the computationally most expensive part of the system; the number

of routes calculated provides an indication of the e!ort spent. In addition, calculation

times are provided. These times are indicative only (although they do indicate that

the system outperforms a single human dispatcher), as the system has not been

(re-)engineered as a real-time operational system.

5.4.1 Scenario 1: Blockage Groningen-Zwolle

For scenario 1, the number of canceled train services due to the blockage is 11, which

leads to 11 driver–agents to act as team-leaders. Table 5.3 shows the results for the

first scenario of various runs with di!erent driver–agent populations.

run # driver–
agents

spare
driver–
agents

# team
members

minutes
overtime

# spare
driver–
agents in
solution

avg time
per team

1 59 0 21 237 0 32s
2 59 1 14 0 1 06s
3 87 0 14 0 0 08s
4 87 4 14 0 0 07s
5 135 4 14 0 0 10s
6 183 4 14 0 0 18s

Table 5.3. Results Scenario 1

In run 1, all 59 selected driver–agents are located near the disruption at the time

of the disruption: In this case, a solution can be found. This solution could be

improved by including a spare driver–agent, as is shown in run 2. In run 3, there are

28 additional driver–agents included that are located near the disruption, but after

the actual disruption itself has already been solved. This also improves the solution

found, as driver–agents now have the possibility to exchange tasks forward in time

until later in the evening, when more capacity is available.

In this case, adding extra spare driver–agents does not contribute to a better

solution. It does, however, help to find the same solution more quickly, as is shown

in run 4. This can be explained by the scoreboard mechanism: Even though the

spare driver–agent is not chosen in the final solution, these driver–agents publish a
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value on the scoreboard early in the process, eliminating many, more costly solutions

at an early stage.

In run 5, 48 driver–agents are added which are located relatively far from the

disruption at the time of the disruption. None of these added agents contributes to

an actual solution. This is detected quickly by the system: The final solution remains

the same and the time needed to find the solution increases only marginally.

In run 6, 49 driver–agents are added that are located relatively close to the dis-

ruption. These agents do not contribute to an improvement of the final solution but

did participate in the team-formation process. Therefore, the calculation time for

this run increased substantially as opposed to the previous runs.

Run # messages RAA # routes calculated # messages sent
1 41.314 13.920 398.000
2 4.826 1.944 52.250
3 6.943 1.952 73.500
4 4.893 2.033 61.500
5 8.465 2.390 108.750
6 14.182 4.171 167.000

Table 5.4. Communication statistics for scenario 1.

As shown in Table 5.4, a large amount of communication between the agents

was needed to find the final solution for run 1. Because the final solution is not a

very good solution in terms of overtime and number of participating agents, a large

number of alternatives have to be considered during the negotiation process in order

to conclude that a better solution does not exist. In run 2 where the final solution

has no overtime, a large number of alternatives which were explored in run 1 can

now be eliminated beforehand due to the score-board mechanism.

This leads to much less communication. In runs 3, 4 and 5 there are more agents

in the system, which leads to more communication; in these cases most of the extra

requests for routes from the driver–agents can be handled by the route-analyzer-agent

without sending them to the network-agents. Because of this, the calculation time

increases only marginally. Only in run 6 the network-agent has to process almost

twice as many requests, which leads to the increase in calculation time.

5.4.2 Scenario 2: Blockage Vught station

For scenario 2, the number of canceled train services due to the blockage is 14. Table

5.5 shows the results for the first scenario of various runs with di!erent driver–agent
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populations.

Run # driver–
agents

spare
driver–
agents

# Team
members

Minutes
overtime

# spare-
drivers in
solution

avg time
per team

1 33 0 20 501 0 19s
2 33 2 19 386 2 15s
3 106 2 28 121 2 39s
4 106 10 26 0 4 37s
5 157 10 26 87 3 44s

Table 5.5. Results for scenario 2.

In the first run, only the driver–agents who are located close to the disruption, at

the time of the disruption, were included. These agents were able to find a solution

for the disruption, but they needed to introduce a lot of overtime. After including

two spare driver–agents in run 2, the system was able to find a better solution. In run

3, more agents that are located relatively close to the disruption were included. This

resulted in a more acceptable solution, but also in more than twice the calculation

time. Including all available spare driver–agents in the neighborhood of the disruption

improved this solution further. In this case, 4 spare driver–agents were actually used

in the final solution, the others helped to find the solution more quickly.

In run 5, 51 driver–agents are added that are located further away from the

disruption at the time of the disruption. In this case, there are 87 minutes of overtime

in the final solution where there was no overtime in the solution of run 4. This can

be explained by the fact that the solution found in run 5 contains one less spare

driver–agent in the final solution.

Run # messages to RAA # routes calculated # messages sent
1 20.190 9.246 190.841
2 20.056 8.260 187.033
3 46.012 10.136 431.528
4 33.741 11.421 341.316
5 37.551 12.561 388.892

Table 5.6. Communication statistics for scenario 2.

Table 5.6 shows that when a relatively good solution can be found early in the

negotiation process, the score-board mechanism is able to reduce the total amount

of communication needed. In run 4, the total number of requests from driver–agents

to the route analyzer-agents decreased with almost 30% and the total number of
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messages decreased by more than 20% compared to run 3. The number of requests

processed by the network-agent increased slightly, because additionally the routes for

the spare driver–agents had to be calculated. In run 5, there was more communication

needed than in the fourth run, but still less than in the third run.

As shown in the results discussed above, the score-board mechanism helps to find

good solutions quickly, in cases where a good solution exists. In cases where only

solutions with high costs exist (i.e., complex solutions with many task exchanges) the

scoreboard is not seeded with relatively low-cost values, leading to the evaluation of

almost all alternatives in the search-space, before concluding that the best solution

has very high costs. A possible approach to solve this problem could be to allow

partial solutions of a conflict to be published on the scoreboard. A partial solution

means that a conflict is moved su"ciently forward in time to be solved at a later

point in time. The reasoning behind this that it is better to find two partial solutions

quickly, possibly having little higher costs, than wait too long for a complete solution.

5.4.3 Comparison MAS versus CGDDS

We have made a small study to compare the results of the agent based algorithm

Multi Agent System (MAS) presented in this chapter and the work of Pottho! et al.

(2010), called CGDDS (Column Generation with Dynamic Duty Selection). We have

developed a set of cases and computed solutions for them with both approaches. We

have used the cases presented earlier in this chapter (scenario 1 and scenario 2), and

added a third scenario.

Scenario 3 represents a blockage of 3 out of 4 tracks at station Rotterdam Lom-

bardijen. This disruption starts at the beginning of the evening (18:10h) and remains

for the rest of the evening. Some trains can still be operated, but 58 duties need to

be recovered, due to the canceled trains.

There are a few problems in comparing both approaches. First of all, MAS and

CGDDS are not tuned on performance issues. We are aware that performance can be

improved by making the code more e"cient. During the project, the focus was on the

quality of the plan and not on the computational performance, which was su"cient

for the purpose of the research. Next to that, the cost functions are not the same. For

example, CGDDS does not include costs for overtime (at the moment of comparing

both algorithms), where MAS has a large penalty for every minute of overtime. MAS,

especially the scoreboard algorithm, uses these costs to di!erentiate solutions during

the solution process. These additional costs reduce the computational time a lot,

are essential for the system, and we cannot set them to zero for comparison with
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the results of the CGDDS algorithm. The other way around, there are easy ways

to implement these extra cost function elements into CGDDS, but this has not been

implemented yet. Therefore, we cannot compare the value of the cost function of

the algorithms, but look at other indicators. This implies that the results of this

comparison are indicative, current di!erences in both approaches make it impossible

to compare them objectively.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
MAS CGDDS MAS CGDDS MAS CGDDS

spare duties 4 2 5 2 6 3
normal duties 1 0 8 0 4 1
overtime 97 97 68 312 357 59
computation time 149 534 (5) 948 405 583 516 (30)

Table 5.7. Comparison MAS versus CGDDS

Table 5.7 shows some di!erences in the solutions generated. The row “spare

duties” shows the number of spare duties that are used. In all three cases, CGDDS

used less spare duties. The column “normal duties” shows the number of normal

duties that are changed, on top of the duties that were directly a!ected by the

disruption. Again CGDDS provides better solutions on this indicator. The third

row, “overtime” shows the amount of overtime in minutes of work. Here, it is not

clear which algorithm scores better. As stated before, there was no mechanism in

CGDDS to penalize overtime, and it can be expected that results can be improved if

a penalty is included. Overall the quality of the solutions of CGDDS are better for

the three scenarios.

The final row indicates the computation time. It shows that CGDDS is quite

stable in the computation time, and MAS is faster for the smaller scenario 1 and

slower for the larger scenario 2. It seems to be more sensitive to the size of the prob-

lem. Between brackets, the computation time is shown after adapting the CGDDS

algorithm a little, making the neighborhood search somewhat smaller. This leads to

the same solution, but in much shorter time. This improvement was studied in more

detail in the work of Pottho! et al. (2010), but the results were not available at the

moment of performing this benchmark study.

Based on this benchmark, NS decided to implement CGDDS in a production

system, and developments of MAS were halted. The fact that CGDDS is based

on the techniques described in Chapter 3, which are well known at NS, helped in

making this choice. CGDDS became an extension of the CREWS system, provided
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by the software vendor SISCOG, which was also used to improve the crew scheduling

process.

5.4.4 Discussion

In the real-world domain of train crew rescheduling in the Netherlands, we presented

an actor-agent based approach to (a) support human dispatchers and (b) accommo-

date individual train crews’ preferences. The previous sections provided an outline of

the task exchange team-configuration process including the formation protocols used

to regulate the process and the role of the various rescheduling constraints. Summa-

rizing, two multi-agent sub-systems have been co-developed in the system: The crew

rescheduler and the route-analyzer.

The system aims to find a balance between optimizing for performance, quality

and clarity of solutions. With respect to performance and quality, good results have

been obtained. An important factor contributing to the clarity of the solutions is the

fact that the basic principle of task exchange teams is straightforward and resembles

in many ways the rescheduling process human dispatchers use.

The presented actor-agent approach is based on cooperative agents, to solve the

crew rescheduling problem. This means that they share all information required

to solve the problem. However, the problem is solved sequentially for each driver-

agent that has a problem, and not integrally as with the CGDDS algorithm. The

system shows much similarity to a local search approach, with less focus on the global

optimum. This is compensated by the RAA, who has a global perspective on the

requests and the scoreboard mechanism, which prevents many unnecessary searches.

This, however, mainly leads to shorter computation time and not to better solutions.

The solution is optimal per task exchange team, but not necessarily for the com-

plete problem. A choice made for one team can influence the potential solutions for

the remaining teams. This is not taken into account while selecting the solutions.

As shown, this leads to sub-optimal solutions for larger cases, where CGDDS gives

better results. For smaller cases, this e!ect is shown to be limited, and the system

gives very good solutions, and has a potential advantage over CGDDS. On the other

hand, for smaller cases, the human dispatcher is usually able to find solutions and

the need for support is not yet apparent.

In a dynamic environment, with a lot of uncertainty on the information that is

input for the algorithm, solutions can become infeasible due to changes in reality. In

this case, the agent approach could be in favor because it generates partial solutions

(for each driver-agent) that can be used. For instance if the disruption time is
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reduced, e.g., the blockage is cleared earlier than expected, one could remove the

changes for the driver-agents that were expected to have an infeasible duty, but in

fact have a feasible duty. In our agent approach, however, driver-agents participate

in solving problems of other driver-agents based on the assumption that the trains

during the disruption are canceled. Canceled trains create gaps in their duties, which

enables these driver-agents to take over tasks from other driver-agents. This means

that, although the problem is solved per a!ected duty, when a train is not canceled

as expected, the original duty might be not valid anymore because the driver-agent

already accepted work from another driver-agent.

The advantage of having partial solutions is that they can be applied before

the complete solution is found, which makes computation time less important. The

system first generates solutions for the most urgent problems, the problems later on

the day can be solved after that. The CGDDS algorithm has proven to be fast enough

to solve the complete problem in a short time, so there is no need to partition the

problem in time. Once new information arrives, and the plan becomes infeasible, one

can simply apply the algorithm again and solve the new problem. Both algorithms

present total solutions before the new information generally arrives. Because CGDDS

delivers better solutions, the starting point for a new computation will be better as

well. Therefore, we think that CGDDS will at least perform as well as MAS, probably

better, in case of dynamic updates on the situation at hand. We did not evaluate

this with scenario studies.

5.4.5 Future Research

In this section, a number of possible changes to the system are discussed, aimed

at improving the performance of the solution finding process and quality as well

as clarity of the solutions found. With respect to performance, the main factor

impacting performance is the route finding process. In addition to the mechanisms

described in this chapter, the route finding capacity of the system can be scaled up

relatively easily, by adding more network-agents and additional supporting hardware.

With respect to solution quality, the e!ectiveness of the protocols influencing the

team formation process is the determining factor. Although the protocols described

in this chapter could be evaluated and improved, NS decided to halt the research

process on this.

One of the key principles in CGDDS is the selection of the duties that should

be considered for computing a solution. This seems to work fine for medium to

large cases. For smaller cases, like a delayed train causing an inconsistent duty, this
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selection mechanism can be improved. Some practical experiments show that MAS

is very e"cient in these cases, because it does not depend on an initial selection of

duties. Future research on CGDDS could focus on integrating techniques from MAS

into the duty selection mechanism of CGDDS.

During the development of MAS, we also performed some initial research on

extending the system for crew rescheduling with agents representing train stations,

thereby introducing a di!erent view on the railway network than that of the driver–

agents, who are mainly concerned with their own duties. Station-agents aim to

improve the robustness of the resulting crew duties against future disruptions. When

facing new disruptions, a robust set of duties gives a larger probability of feasible

solutions, or solutions in which all trains can be operated in case of new disruptions.

For instance, if spare drivers are used to drive trains, then in case of a new disruption

there are fewer drivers available at a station to drive trains for which no other driver

is available. The Station-agents monitor the amount of spare-drivers and the amount

of free time (time between two consecutive tasks of a driver).

The proposed extension is to measure such robustness by monitoring the “inven-

tory” of train crew at interesting (i.e., large) stations during the day, i.e., the station

fitness. When this fitness becomes too small, the Station-agents start a similar solu-

tion process to change the duties of the crew, with the aim that this fitness reaches a

certain level. A spare driver can be repositioned from one station to another station

where there is a higher potential that he is needed. For instance at the end stations

of a blockage, it could be wise to have additional spare drivers because there is a

reasonable chance that the duration of the blockage will be longer than expected.

Future research could study this idea in depth.

5.5 Conclusions

The crew rescheduling system MAS is a real-world application of an actor-agent

system. It has shown that it can handle large rescheduling problems. The calcu-

lation times indicate that the system easily outperforms a human dispatcher in the

quantity and thoroughness of the solutions found. Parallel to the development of

this algorithm, an alternative approach (CGDDS) was developed that outperforms

this algorithm. Nevertheless, elements of this actor-agent approach can be useful in

supporting real-time dispatching in the future.
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In Section 5.1, we partly answered research question 3:“What are commonly used

methods for supporting the Crew Management process?”, by elaborating on an al-

ternative approach based on Column Generation and Lagrangian Relaxation, and

discussing related work in applying multi-agent techniques. Both can be used for

solving the Crew Rescheduling Problem.

To answer research question 4:“How to apply these methods to the Crew Manage-

ment process?”, we have shown how the actor-agent methodology can be applied to

give good solutions for the Crew Rescheduling Problem. However, we have found that

another approach gives better results, and this other approach has been introduced

in the daily operations of NS.
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Chapter 6

Applying Operations

Research in Practice

The previous chapters focused on developing models and solutions for Crew Manage-

ment and computational results. This chapter focuses on the organizational change

process, related to the introduction of decision support systems (DSSs). This includes

the research and development process, the implementation of new working methods

and the impact of using DSSs in practice. First, we will introduce a framework for

organizational change, on which we will project the practical work done at NS, illus-

trated by some examples. We will present the goals and activities of our work and, at

the end, we will summarize the lessons learned and relate them to lessons identified

by other practitioners. We show how to introduce advanced decision support systems

successfully, resulting in a large impact on the performance of the organization.

6.1 Framework for Organizational Change

Cawsey et al. (2011) present an adapted framework for organizational change depicted

in Figure 6.1. The framework is based on work of Beckhard and Harris (1987). The

first phase of the framework starts with an initial organization analysis to determine

a well-grounded sense of what needs to be changed and how, given that there is a

problem. Second, based on an evaluation of the need for change, a sound rationale for

the change and a compelling vision of a possible future is developed. This to unfreeze

organizational members. Third, based on a description of the present state and a

definition of the desired (future) state, a gap analysis is performed, identifying nec-

135
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Initial Organization Analysis Initial Organization Analysis 

Building and Energizing the Need for Change Building and Energizing the Need for Change 

Describing the 
Present State 
Describing the 
Present State 

Defining the 
Desired State 
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Desired State Gap Analysis Gap Analysis 

Action Planning and Implementation Action Planning and Implementation 

Measuring the Change 
Designing Effective Control Systems 

Measuring the Change 
Designing Effective Control Systems 
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5 

Figure 6.1. Framework Organizational Change

essary formal structures for change, the informal organizational aspects, the change

recipients and the change agents. The fourth phase is the action and implementa-

tion. Here, an activity plan is developed, including contingency and communication

planning. The transition is managed, and at the end there is a planned moment of

celebration and after-action review. The fifth and final phase is the measurement

of the achieved change over time. After this, the process of change starts again, if

necessary.

We will fit the change process NS went through on the presented framework.

Figure 6.2 gives a global outline of the initial state and the change process considered

in this chapter. This change process ends in 2003, when the first iteration of the

change process as presented in Figure 6.1 ends. Successive iterations of the change

process are not included in the figure.
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Figure 6.2. Timeline Change process
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To support the framework, Cawsey et al. (2011) formulated several critical ques-

tions. Because this chapter discusses the performed change process in retrospective,

these questions are reformulated to:

1. What was the environment telling you prior to, at the beginning of, during,

and following the implementation of the change?

2. Why was change needed? Who saw this need?

3. What was your purpose and agenda? How did this purpose project to a worth-

while vision that went to the heart of the matter?

4. How did you implement and manage the change?

5. What have you learned about change and how can you remember it for the

future? How can you pass on what you have learned?

6. Once the change is completed, what comes next?

In the remainder of this chapter, we fit the change process to the described frame-

work and answer the questions. Each of the following sections corresponds to one

phase in the framework.

6.2 Initial Organization Analysis

In this section, we answer the first main question, “What was the environment telling

you prior to, at the beginning of, during, and following the implementation of the

change?”, and three sub-questions suggested by Cawsey et al. (2011):

1. What were your customers or clients telling you?

2. What were your competitors doing, how were they responding to you, and how

were you responding to them?

3. What was the broad environment communicating to you about future economic,

social, and technological conditions and trends?

NS as a railway operator has two types of customers: the passengers who use the

train services, and the government who is responsible for public transport. In the

early nineties, the government started to question the subsidies given to NS, which

was fully state-owned as most railway operators at that time. After the neoliberal

reforms of the eighties, the government wanted to reduce the subsidies to companies
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in general and also questioned the way the subsidies were spent by NS. The gov-

ernment decided to start privatizing NS. The idea was that rail transport should be

economically viable, and that competition could improve the e"ciency of the rail

industry, and would eventually lead to profitable rail transport, without the need for

high subsidies. This is, even currently, not fully completed because the government

is still the sole shareholder, but the idea was that NS should be fully privatized and

independent of subsidies.

In the airline industry, liberalization of the US markets in the eighties was very

successful, leading to additional services for lower costs. This successful liberalization

not only influenced national politics, but also the European Union passed a directive.

This directive prescribed, among other things, to split the management of the rail

infrastructure from train operations, at least in the bookkeeping. The Dutch govern-

ment chose a more strict division. The plan of the Dutch government entailed that

the government would remain responsible for the rail infrastructure, while NS would

commercially provide the rail transport. When part of the services would prove to

be economically unviable, the government would only subsidize that specific part.

The part that was split from NS and became responsible for the rail infrastructure

is currently called ProRail. Within NS, several business units were founded, where

NS Reizigers became responsible for operating the trains within the Netherlands.

Other large business units were NedTrain (responsible for rolling stock maintenance)

and NS Stations (responsible for commercial activities at the stations). The freight

division NS Cargo became part of Deutsche Bahn (DB), and is currently known as

DB-Schenker Rail.

Large railway companies like DB were prepared to enter the Dutch rail market.

In 1996, one of the first initiatives to enter the market, came from Lovers Rail. They

operated two railway lines but failed to commercially succeed. NS reacted to this

initiative by increasing the frequency of trains, making it di"cult for the competition

to run trains on “their” lines. After Lovers Rail ended their activities, it was agreed

that NS would be the sole operator on the main lines. Later on, a few regional lines

were tendered and foreign competition entered the Dutch rail market. For instance

Arriva, a full daughter company of Deutsche Bahn, operates lines in the north, east

and western part of the Netherlands.

Predicted future economic and social trends indicated a large increase in mobil-

ity and, therefore, required NS to prepare for increasing services. This increase in

mobility would lead to congestion on the road and an increase of CO2 emission. Rail

was considered to be the preferable alternative to facilitate the growth in mobility.
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Together with the required cost reduction, this implied a more e"cient usage of the

available resources. Technical developments enabled the increased use of advanced

IT systems in organizations. Computer hardware increased in processing capacity

and software was developed to support planning processes. In similar industries, this

became common practice.

For example, the airline industry saw the great potential in using Operations

Research techniques, originating from research in the military defense industry. There

was already a heavy competition between the airlines, due to the market liberalization

in the early eighties, which resulted in focus on improving optimization techniques

so they could be practically used.

Especially, techniques for crew pairing were improved due to the business need

from the airline industry, resulting in advanced decision support systems (DSS). The

main reason to introduce these decision support systems is to improve the quality

of the plans, both with respect to customer service (improved frequencies and more

robust schedules) and with respect to costs (more e"cient usage of resources).

We conclude that there was a strong focus on cost reduction, and that an increase

in services was expected from NS. Competition was to be introduced, and NS had to

live up to expectations, and had to demonstrate that it could improve its performance.

Technology was potentially an enabler in improving the performance.

6.3 Building and energizing the need for change

After the description of the broad environment of NS in the previous section, we will

answer the second framework question: “Why was change needed? Who saw this

need?”

As stated before, it was required from NS that the company should become more

cost e"cient because the intention was to stop subsidizing NS and it should prepare

to compete with other commercial operators. The planning process plays a very

important role in the performance of a railway company, which is basically a logistical

organization. The planning process determines the quality of the plan which is the

basis for the quality of the service delivered, and the related costs of operating it.

The expected increase in the number of passengers, combined with limited resources,

would result in more complex planning problems. It was clear that this would a!ect

the planning process and the people involved. The current process would reach its

limit and needed to be changed.

Cost reduction can be achieved by an e"cient planning process that delivers e"-
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cient plans. Most of the costs relate to the usage of the resources: rail infrastructure,

rolling stock and train crew. Here, rail infrastructure is the most expensive, followed

by rolling stock and then train crew. More e"cient plans in this context mean that

the product is delivered using fewer resources, at the same quality level. The rail

industry historically was not focused on creating e"cient plans, and it was reasonable

to expect that the e"ciency of the plans could be improved a lot.

Although less contributing to the costs, the large number of planners that created

the schedules was to be reduced as well. A couple of hundreds of planners were, and

still are, working at the department of Logistics. With new technical support, like

decision support systems, the expectation was that this number could be reduced

significantly, together with an increased e"ciency of the plans.

Not everyone at NS was aware of the great potential improvement a DSS, in

combination with a new planning process, could bring and why this change was

needed. Cawsey et al. (2011) present five approaches to create awareness for the

need of change: (1) Create a crisis, increase awareness that crisis conditions exist,

or communicate that a crisis is on the horizon; (2) Develop a vision that creates

dissatisfaction with the status quo in the organization; (3) Find a champion-of-change

leader who will build awareness of the need for change and articulate the vision for

change; (4) Focus on common or superordinate goals; (5) Create dissatisfaction with

the status quo through education, information, and exposure to superior practices

and processes of both competitors and non-competitors.

NS spent e!ort on getting information on best practices of competitors, non-

competitors like airlines, and from science. This information helped creating dissat-

isfaction with the status quo and in raising awareness that NS could really improve.

This helped, but was to our opinion not the main contribution to the increase of the

need for change.

At NS, the awareness of the need for change was basically increased by a champion-

of-change leader (being the head of Logistics), who saw the need for change and

envisioned a future in which DSS played an important role. This leader was able

to influence the higher management to start this change process and to allocate the

needed resources. With his technical background, he understood the potential of

Operations Research and was able to connect to the scientific community. Being re-

sponsible for the department of Logistics, in combination with the strong relational

skills, he was the ideal person to start the change process. With the solid support

of the champion-of-change leader, the change process was started in which the best

practices in introducing DSS were also to be implemented at NS.
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6.4 Gap Analysis

After having described the broad environment of NS and the need for change in

the previous section, we will perform a gap analysis for the changes needed. This

analysis is based on a description of the initial state of the scheduling process, before

NS introduced DSSs for the planning processes, and the desired state. This section

answers the third framework question: “What was your purpose and agenda? How

did this purpose project to a worthwhile vision that went to the heart of the matter?”

We will mainly focus on the crew scheduling process, because this is the first topic

of this thesis, where we went through a complete cycle of the change process. We

consider this part of the planning process to be representative for the other parts of

the planning process, and will discuss the other topics in Section 6.7.

6.4.1 Initial State

In the early nineties, planning the crew duties was mainly a manual task. The

construction of the crew duties was the responsibility of the department of “Planning

Rijdend Personeel” (planning train personnel), within the so-called “Jaarplan” (year

plan) organization of Netherlands Railways. In 1996, 22 full time employees worked

at this department. IT-support was limited, and planners had to compose the duties

completely by hand. In those years, IT-support was a character based registration

system. This system supported a validation of the duties against the timetable,

to check whether the train activities were consistent and whether all trains were

provided with both a driver and the right number of conductors. These checks were

all performed o!-line and reported in printed reports. The planners needed to correct

all inconsistencies by hand.

For a new timetable year, the first phase of scheduling started with creating a

pre-design. A few planners started with the distribution of trains over the di!erent

depots. This was done by using colored pencils and large papers containing the

graphical presentation (time-space diagrams) of the timetable. The planners literally

colored the train tasks on these diagrams, and each color represented a specific depot.

The assigned train activities were then manually plotted on duty charts. Then the

planner started to puzzle and to optimize the duties. This was done by moving the

tasks on the paper using pencils and erasers. One can imagine that this is a time

consuming task. This pre-design phase could take several months, up to half a year.

This pre-design was based on an initial version of the timetable. During the duty

scheduling process, the timetable and the rolling stock schedules were completed.
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Therefore, the crew duties needed to be adapted to the final changes to the timetable,

after which the rosters were created. In total, the process of completing the crew

schedules took about half a year, on top of the completion of the pre-design phase.

In total, the construction of a new crew schedule took more than a year.

In the early nineties, NS started a large IT program called “Transport By Train”

(in Dutch: Vervoer Per Trein (VPT)), resulting in a system with the same name, built

by the internal IT department. This project delivered support for the planning and

dispatching process by registration, validation and distribution of the plan. With the

continuous growth of the company, due to an increasing number of passengers, the

planning and dispatching process had become very labor intensive, and the amount

of communication between planners, on several locations in the country, increased a

lot. This made the process time consuming, inflexible, ine"cient, and mistakes were

easily made. The systems delivered by the VPT project helped in improving the

planning process by the described support.

While creating a plan, there is a trade-o! between e"ciency, expected operational

performance and the attractiveness to the crew. In general, the crew members try

to influence the planning process in order to get the most attractive set of duties

possible. This influence can be informal by discussing possibilities with the planners

or can be formalized by labor rules being the result of negotiations between the

company and the labor unions. In the early nineties, there was no technical support

for performing what-if studies. Requests from the unions were evaluated based on

an expert judgment of the (senior) planners. They estimated the consequences of a

proposal, in terms of e"ciency and expected operational performance. Also, ideas of

the management were evaluated by experts. These judgments could not be verified

objectively and were, therefore, always debatable. As described in Appendix B,

di!erent points of view could eventually lead to serious problems in the relations

between management and crew members.

6.4.2 Desired State

Inspired by external developments in IT and in related industries, the head of the

department of Logistics envisioned more than a system that supported only in regis-

tering and distributing the plan. He wanted to introduce advanced decision support

systems (DSS) to support the planners with optimization techniques. There were a

number of people in the VPT project that supported him in this ambition.

Ultimately, a DSS generates all schedules fully automatically. This is called the

“red button solution”, where a user only has to push the button and all schedules are
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generated. It was clear that this level of support could not be reached in the coming

decade, for the complicated planning problems at NS with expected technological

developments, both in hardware and software techniques.

6.4.3 Gap between Initial and Desired State

In the early nineties, the possibilities were not clear. For crew scheduling, NS ex-

pected to be able to automatically schedule several depots, which would take hours

or days to compute. Current developments (see 3.6.2) enable us to automatically

solve instances that are about fifty times as large as initially expected, still taking

days to compute. Because the desired state was not realistic, NS focused on achiev-

ing a state where (large) parts of the planning problems are supported by DSS. NS

chose a step-wise approach in which it addressed parts of the planning, which will be

described in more detail in the next section. This step-wise approach included the

gradual development of DSS, working methods and training of planners. This step-

wise approach was also reflected in the development of the R&D department that on

average hired one additional analyst every year. Section 6.6 describes the established

changes, which can be interpreted as a gap analysis of the di!erence between the

current and the initial state.

6.5 Action Planning and Implementation

This section will answer the fourth framework question, “How did you implement

and manage the change?”, and four sub-questions suggested by Cawsey et al. (2011):

• How did you resource the change initiative?

• How did you work with the broader organization?

• How did you select and work with your change team?

• How did you ensure that you acted (and were seen to act) ethically and with

integrity?

6.5.1 How did you resource the change initiative?

The work described, originated from a visionary leader that wanted to improve both

the planning product as well as the planning process. He gave the research group the

freedom to work at this without any explicit business case. The analysts were part
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of the internal sta! of the department of Logistics. In cooperation with universities,

PhD-students were sponsored for performing rail related research. The budget for

this was arranged by the leader, who convinced his managers that a small investment

would pay-o! in the long term.

6.5.2 How did you work with the broader organization?

In the beginning of the change process, NS decided to invest in advanced support for

the planning of the crew duties with the introduction of the system called CREWS,

see Morgado and Martins (1998), from the software vendor SISCOG1. In 1991 NS

visited several exhibitions and discovered SISCOG and its initial crew scheduling pro-

totype, originally made for an airline operator. SISCOG was invited to demonstrate

its system to all planners of train crew at NS.

Several workshops were held in which the system was demonstrated. Many of

the planners were impressed by the prototype and by the promised optimization tool

that would be able to generate the crew schedules. A clear advantage of the demon-

strated system was the ability to perform what-if analyses by changing parameters

and business rules. At the end of the series of workshops, having support from the

planners, NS decided to start a project aiming at the implementation of CREWS at

NS.

The project team included representatives from the department of Logistics. They

were dedicated to work for the project and worked closely with the team members

of SISCOG. They met frequently, both in Lisbon and in Utrecht. These meetings

were crucial in exchanging knowledge on the planning process in order to develop the

required functionality.

It was clear from the start of the project that introducing a new system would

also imply new working methods for the planners. These methods were developed

together with all planners. They formed working groups in which they discussed how

they could distribute the work in the system and which functionality they would need

for working in the envisioned way. This way of working was discussed with SISCOG,

and the required functionality was built in the system.

The project took several years, since the reality of NS turned out to be much

more di"cult than expected initially. In 1998, the CREWS system went operational

and was initially mainly used as a manual planning support tool, with the first 6

levels of support: Registration of schedules, distribution of schedules, generation of

1www.SISCOG.pt
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scheduling elements, graphical presentation, validation of schedules, and evaluation

of schedules (see Chapter 1).

Using CREWS was a big change for the planners. Where the former VPT system

was only used to register the duties, created by hand using pencils and paper, the

planners had to get used to working with the system. Planners had to get used to the

fact that the system showed all conflicts in the plan. At first, not all conflicts were

shown correctly, but this was corrected easily in the system. Explicitly formulating

the rules lead to the insight that planners were not all using the same rules. They

interpreted them di!erently or had their own reasons to neglect them.

With the introduction of the so-called “Circling-the-Church rules”2 in 2001 (see

Appendix B), also a new set of duty planning rules was determined, which should not

be violated while scheduling. The basic idea behind these rules was that bu!ers in the

schedules should be larger, so the duties would become more robust. Later on, when

the Sharing-Sweet-and-Sour rules were determined, the larger bu!ers were kept. The

rules for variation in the schedules were changed, but the rules for the individual

duties were kept. This straightforward set of duty rules ended the discussions on

how to apply the rules.

Having a clear set of rules also helped in introducing algorithmic support. Plan-

ners are very creative in interpreting rules. They can sometimes find “better” so-

lutions than the optimal solution found by an algorithm by violating a rule that is

strictly obeyed by the system. In order to include this kind of solutions in an algo-

rithm, the violation can be modeled in the system as an exception to the rule, or

the rule can be modeled as an objective. In the second case, a violation is penalized

in order to only allow violations when it gives a significantly better solution. At the

end, modeling all these details makes the solutions much harder to explain and this

raises the question whether the overall gain is worth the complexity of the model.

For example, a transfer time of 19 minutes, where a minimum of 20 minutes

is the rule, can result in a solution with one duty less. However, the bu!er for

absorbing a train delay is reduced with 1 minute. Too many violations would cause

the schedule to become less robust. It became a company rule that these rules should

not be violated. The e"ciency loss caused by these stricter rules was compensated

by applying the optimization algorithm.

Key in the successful research and development is that the projects were carried

out in direct contact with the department of Logistics and the planners who had

the knowledge on the problems. They explained the problem, the attributes, the

2The o!cial term for these rules were “Destination: Customer” rules, however this term is only
used inside NS
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constraints and the goals. Important is that they could also give feedback on the

generated solutions. In all cases, there were many unwritten constraints and goals

that were revealed when a solution was presented. The planner then addresses and

explains the problems in the solution. It is important to directly show that the

researchers are able to incorporate these additional constraints and goals in their

models, and show that these lead to better solutions than the ones created by hand.

While introducing the system, not all planners were used to work with computers.

Some of them never worked with a computer and did not know how to move a mouse-

pointer or to click on objects. The management even discussed what to do with the

planners who could not be taught how to use the system. Special training was

given in using computers, and at the end everybody was able to use the system.

A nice proof of this is one planner who was having troubles using the new system,

and initially showed clear resistance to work with the system, once had to work at

another department where they still used the old system. He returned, telling that

he could not understand why this department was still working in this old-fashioned

way. This was clearly a sign that everybody accepted the new system.

When the planners received the system and started using it, they found out

that it was giving them more support than they expected. Advanced drag-and-

drop functionality, search and filter options, and conflict detection enabled them to

handle a much larger part of the scheduling problem. Where, in their envisioned

working method, they split the national scheduling problem into regions, it turned

out that a single planner could handle all duties of a certain day for the whole of the

Netherlands. Key in getting the planners to adapt new working methods was their

involvement with the development of these methods, from the start. This enabled

them to adjust their working methods to the functionality provided by the system.

A planner does not need to know a lot of details by heart anymore, due to the

support the system gives. The system will validate the schedules a planner is creating

and visually show the tasks that need to be scheduled. Before the introduction of

the system, a planner needed to know the route and rolling stock per task based on

the train number, and needed to know which personnel depots had which knowledge.

Also, he needed to know all constraints by heart. Next to that, he had to perform

repetitive tasks, for instance computing a lot of time intervals to check the transfer

time constraints. With the system, it became much easier to train a new planner,

given the new functionality. Also, NS became less dependent on individual planners

skills.
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6.5.3 How did you select and work with your change team?

From the early nineties, NS started a close cooperation with universities to develop

advanced decision support systems, after an unsuccessful project with a commercial

software vendor to develop a timetabling system. Initially the research was performed

at universities, sponsored by NS. After a first successful development of DONS (see

Schrijver and Steenbeek (1993)), NS decided to hire an internal Operations Research

specialist and to invest in in-house expertise. He became responsible for the research

and development on rail related topics. At that same period, NS hired a specialist

with both a background in IT and Operations Research. He was responsible to

intermediate between the end users of the system and the external software vendors

of DSS. During the years, the number of people with Operations Research expertise

was gradually increased, and a Research & Development (R&D) department was

founded.

The goal of having this department was twofold: first, the railway domain is

very knowledge intensive and, therefore, the head of Logistics wanted to establish a

research center with its own sta!. Being NS employees, the researchers have easy

access to their colleagues with a high level of domain knowledge. Second, NS wanted

to have a strong influence on the research agenda, based on the key areas where it

needed to introduce decision support.

The head of Logistics was well aware that NS should not isolate the research de-

partment from the scientific community. This was achieved by facilitating internships

for Master and PhD students and stimulating sta! to work part-time at a university.

Having an a"liation with a university makes it easy to get Master and PhD students

to write their thesis on a rail related optimization problem. This way, the department

stayed aligned with the developments in the scientific community.

Cooperation with the university requires providing openness to the research re-

sults and publishing them. A possible drawback of this is that the competition can

also benefit from the research performed. NS considered this to be less relevant, as

long as it could maintain its strategic advantage to be ahead of its potential com-

petitors by being able to implement the results faster because it had the required

knowledge in its own organization.

After the mentioned successful implementation of the DONS system, several re-

search projects were started on improving timetabling, rolling stock planning and

crew scheduling. These projects were carried out with external partners from both

the scientific community and from commercial software vendors. We will describe

the research performed on the crew scheduling problem.
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Before the R&D department was started, an intensive e!ort for eliciting the opti-

mization goals and constraints for the crew scheduling problem was carried out. This

e!ort was part of the project described in the previous section, where we introduced

the CREWS system. First, the manual scheduling method was studied to be used for

an algorithm that mimics this manual scheduling method. This algorithm was based

on the so-called A* -heuristic from artificial intelligence, as described in Morgado and

Martins (1998), and implemented in the system.

The results generated by the algorithm showed that, although the system was able

to generate solutions for small sub-problems, it could not generate adequate solutions

for real-life instances. Analysis showed that the planners were able to provide better

results because they made exceptions to the described method, based on a more

global perspective on the problem to be solved. Because the implemented heuristic

is basically a local search heuristic, with insu"cient possibilities for adjusting the

method to provide it with a more global perspective, NS decided to search for an

alternative method to solve the problem.

A benchmark case was provided to several software vendors which could present

their solutions. The best results were provided by the system called TURNI3, de-

veloped by an Operations Research expert from Italy. NS purchased a license for

this software to use it together with the CREWS system. CREWS was operationally

used to support the planners, providing the first 5 levels of support (described in

Chapter 1). The optimization part of the software, level 6 support, was not used

and was replaced by the TURNI algorithm. Data interfaces were created with the

TURNI system to export tasks and import generated duties in order to use both

systems together in the easiest way possible.

As described in Appendix B, TURNI was successfully used in ending a conflict

between NS and its drivers and conductors, in 2001. After ending this conflict,

NS needed to use an advanced planning algorithm for producing the crew schedules

due to the very complex set of labor-rules. This complex set of labor-rules made it

impossible to schedule the duties by hand, as the planners were used to do. TURNI

became the algorithm that was not only used to perform studies, but was also used

to generate the yearly schedules.

3www.doubleclick.it
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6.5.4 How did you ensure that you acted (and were seen to

act) ethically and with integrity?

We supported the planners in the daily use of the system. We were responsible for

solving problems quickly and for defining functional changes to the system. To really

understand the needs of the planners, we worked physically at the same location as

the planners and could therefore socially integrate with them and understand their

needs. Organizational issues were handled by the management of the department.

This enabled us to focus on improving the quality of the solutions and the systems

support. Being consistent in this focus ensured that we acted ethically and with

integrity. We never felt any personal mistrust from the planners involved.

At first, there was a lot of distrust from the crew to the schedules provided by the

system. At the start of introducing the system, there was a heavy conflict between

management and crew. During the conflict, the works council was allowed to hire

an external consultancy firm to help them develop the new set of rules for the crew

schedules. This consultancy firm was specialized in applying Operations Research

techniques. They tried to create a mathematical model to study di!erent scenarios.

It turned out that this was too complicated, and when they learned about the TURNI

solution, they knew that it would be much better to use this system for performing

the analysis than creating a new model. We decided to help them in their task and

generated the duty schedules, based on the specifications provided by the consultancy

firm. This consultancy firm was responsible for formulating the requirements and for

analyzing the schedules and advising the works council in selecting the right set

of rules. At the end, the Sharing-Sweet-and-Sour rules were chosen. Appendix B

describes this process and the achieved success in detail.

After the conflict had been ended, it was clear that the TURNI system could

produce duties with the new set of rules. During the conflict, we already produced

these kind of duties with the system. Still there was some distrust from the works

council. They were worried that the system would only focus on making e"cient

duties and would prevent attractive duties from being created. To overcome this

situation, the works council was allowed to continue to hire an external specialist

from the consultancy firm that helped them during the conflict. His role was to

validate that the system was used in the proper way, fitting the requirements of the

council and to build trust on the schedules produced by the system.
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6.6 Measuring the Change and Defining E!ective

Control Systems

In this section, we describe the e!ect of applying decision support techniques on the

CSP. We will explain the improvements in the internal process, both in lead-time

and in flexibility. We describe the e!ect on the planning process and on the result of

the process, the plan. This section will give the answer to an additional sub-question

for the fourth framework question: “How did you monitor progress?”

As stated, there was no explicit business case, and there even was no described

final state. Therefore, there was no identified need to make detailed project plans

and measure progress, and no explicit control system was in place.

6.6.1 Realized changes in the planning process

The first expected change was the improvement of the planning process. Improvement

of the planning process can be measured by several performance indicators, where

the most important indicators are lead-time and number of planners involved.

Using TURNI, several alternative production models were studied, and several

di!erent sets of duty schedules were generated. Performing studies at this level of

detail was not foreseen with the introduction of the system. By hand, it simply took

too much time to create a single plan. The system made it possible to develop these

alternative schedules in a few weeks, with only a few persons using the system.

Before the introduction of the system, it would take months to create an initial

plan. This would then be finalized during several additional months. Altogether, it

would take about a year in lead time to create a new plan. After the introduction

of TURNI as an add-on to CREWS, creating the initial plan could be done in a few

weeks. The planners finalized this initial plan in a few additional weeks, with the

help of the CREWS system. Altogether, the plan could be created in a few months,

a large reduction of lead-time compared to the year it took initially.

6.6.2 Realized changes in the crew schedules

The second expected benefit, of the change initiative, was that the quality of the plan

could be improved. In the following paragraphs, we discuss the three main quality

aspects of a crew plan: (1) the impact on expected operational performance; (2) its

attractiveness to the crew; and (3) the e"ciency of the duties.

The first aspect, the expected operational performance of a plan, can be improved
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in several ways. One can add more bu!er time, between two consecutive train tasks,

to prevent that a train has to wait for a crew member that has a delay on a preceding

train. Another option is keeping a crew member on a single train as much as possible.

This way there are fewer changes from crew during a duty which results in a reduction

of potential disturbances. Also keeping crew members on a single line during the day

is considered to be better, because disruptions will not be distributed to other lines

by crew members that need to change trains.

All these elements were incorporated in the Circling-the-Church rules. The bu!ers

were increased to 20 minutes, changing trains was limited, and crew of each depot

was allocated to a given set of railway lines. In the year NS operated this plan, it

resulted in the worst performance in history. It turned out that the motivation of the

crew members, which were very dissatisfied with the monotonous duties, is crucial

in providing the operational performance needed. This aspect will be addressed in

the next section. After the replacement of the Circling-the-Church rules, NS kept

the larger bu!er time between two consecutive tasks, and the other elements were

replaced by more variation in the duties.

The system enabled the introduction of duties based on the Sharing-Sweet-and-

Sour rules, which had a strong influence on the second aspect of the quality of a

crew schedule: attractiveness to the crew members themselves. TURNI was used

successfully in ending a conflict between NS and its drivers and conductors, clearly

indicating that the related set of duties were considered far from being attractive.

Finally, for the third aspect, the e"ciency of the schedules created with CREWS

and TURNI, we did not measure an improvement over the years. About the same

percentage of work per duty was measured. This means that the benefits, of intro-

ducing the DSS, was allocated to improving the robustness and the attractiveness of

the schedules.

6.7 Iterations of the change process

In this section, we answer the sixth framework question: “Once the change is com-

pleted, what comes next? The completion of one change simply serves as the starting

point for the next.” We will describe how we developed and implemented several

improvements in the support of the crew scheduling process. After the initial imple-

mentation of the CREWS system and the TURNI system, we did not stop improving

the support for the crew scheduling problem. In this section, we describe this ad-

ditional improvement in algorithmic support for the crew scheduling process. We
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describe the development steps and the results that were achieved.

After NS had adopted TURNI, it was used in several projects to study the e!ects

of di!erent sets of rules to be applied in its crew scheduling process. For the regular

labor-rule negotiations, TURNI was used for studying the e!ect of e.g., changing

the minimum length of the meal breaks. NS also used TURNI in a bidding process,

which helped NS to win a long term concession to operate trains in the Liverpool

area (United Kingdom).

In the 2007 timetable, e!ective from December 10, 2006, per day there were about

200 trains more than in the previous timetable. All these trains require a driver and

several conductors (depending on the length of the train). Since it was expected a

year ahead that the crew capacity was insu"cient, to operate the new timetable,

further optimization of the crew schedules was necessary.

This resulted in the research described in Section 3.5, where we presented a

method that improved the usage of TURNI. We showed that applying some basic

partitioning techniques can have a significant added value when combined with an

advanced crew scheduling algorithm. This method was automated which not only

enabled creating e"cient production plans, but also enabled using it for what-if

scenario analysis. In the past, the scenarios were only studied for a single weekday.

With this method, the analysis became more accurate because the complete week is

taken into account.

Based on this improved usage of TURNI, the overall e"ciency was improved with

almost 2%, on top of the improvements due to the introduction of TURNI. In this

way, the expected crew capacity shortage for the 2007 timetable could be reduced

significantly such that the timetable went smoothly into operation. For the e!ect of

the introduction of this timetable, we refer to Appendix C.

In the years that NS used the TURNI software in combination with the CREWS

system, SISCOG started to develop its own OR based scheduling algorithms. They

adopted the work described in Huisman (2007) and implemented an algorithm for

crew rescheduling. This was successfully introduced to the short term planning pro-

cess at NS. SISCOG and NS decided to extend their partnership and started a joint

project aiming at developing an optimization model capable of solving from scratch

large-scale duty scheduling problems, with results that would be comparable to the

existing TURNI solution.

The project was done in two steps. The first challenge was to solve the duty

scheduling problem for train drivers with a reduced number of constraints. The

results of the first prototype were very promising, and a second project was started
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as a continuation of the first. The second project addressed the challenge to e"ciently

solve in a single run for a single weekday the entire duty scheduling problem both

for train drivers and conductors with all real-world constraints.

The results for the benchmark cases designed for the challenge were compared

with solutions of TURNI on these cases. All new solutions were feasible, which was

not the case for the reference solutions. They were between 0.12% and 2.84% more

e"cient. Most of the solutions were obtained in less than 12 hours of running time.

Parallel computing techniques highly contributed to short computational times. The

algorithm was called LUCIA (Lisbon Utrecht Crew schedulIng Algorithm).

For the timetable starting in December 2008, LUCIA was used as the tool to

generate the production schedules. Initially it was a stand-alone tool, but in April

2009, SISCOG delivered a version of CREWS in which LUCIA was fully integrated.

This was a major improvement for the planners, because it became much easier to

generate duties with this integrated toolset.

With the development of the rescheduling algorithms (see Chapter 5), NS is able

to compare the expected operational performance of di!erent sets of crew schedul-

ing rules. An internal NS study, comparing the Circling-the-Church rules and the

Sharing-Sweet-and-Sour rules, showed that these two models can technically provide

the same operational performance. Small delays are absorbed by the bu!ers and dis-

ruptions can be managed e!ectively in both cases. However, with duties based on the

Sharing-Sweet-and-Sour rules, on average more duties are a!ected by a blockage of

a railway line and the solution space is also larger due to the broader knowledge the

crew members have by operating on more lines. This means that more crew members

can be used while solving a disruption. The set of Circling-the-Church rules, being

subject of discussion based on debatable arguments, were evaluated, and proved to

be not having the expected e!ect. This ended the long-lasting discussion about the

e!ectiveness of this set of rules.

Although the implementation of support for the crew scheduling problem was the

first success, the research department also worked on the development of DSSs for

other topics. For instance on the rolling stock assignment problem. For this problem,

there was no existing solution on the market. Initially, NS tried to team-up with

an external software vendor specialized in constraint programming. An advanced

demonstration system was developed, but in the end, the conclusion was that the

tool was not suitable to solve the complex rolling stock assignment problems of NS.

Therefore, NS decided to start its own research program on this topic.

Several students studied sub-problems where gradually the complexity of the sub-
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problems increased over time. These students worked in close cooperation with the

internal OR-specialists. NS also provided information on this topic to scientists,

who found this problem very interesting and performed their own research. This

contributed to finding the right model and technique for solving the rolling stock

assignment problem. For publications on this topic we refer to Abbink et al. (2004),

Fioole et al. (2006), Maróti (2006), and Kroon et al. (2009).

6.8 Overall improvement

As we described in the previous section, the support for crew scheduling improved

gradually over the years. There was a need for continuously improving the algorithm,

giving better results, decreased computation times and making the systems much

easier to use by integrating all levels of support with a single system.

The introduced DSS has been used for performing what-if-scenario analysis during

labor-agreement negotiations. All recent proposals, having an e!ect on the duty

schedules, have been evaluated with the system. The results of this evaluation are

accepted to be valid, by both management and the labor unions representing the

crew members. This lead to a very stable organizational relationship and a more

open negotiation process. Also a clear set of criteria has been developed to ensure

an attractive set of duties. As the generated plans satisfy these criteria, there is

less discussion on the contents of the schedules. This also contributes to this stable

relationship.

During the years additional rules like the shorter duration of duties that start

early, and a minimum amount of unique track kilometers per driver, were introduced.

Without the changed planning process and support, it would not be possible to create

duties obeying these rules.

With these rules and the duties created, the relation between management and

train crew stabilized and the operational performance increased, reaching an all-time

high punctuality in 2007. Only part of this performance increase can be allocated

to the increased motivation of the crew members, but still this is an important

factor. Also the sickness rate was very high during the conflict with management

and decreased to normal proportions after the conflict ended in 2002.

The improved working methods and support also implied that fewer planners were

needed. Several of the experienced planners were close to retirement and management

decided not to replace them by others. This ensured that there was no agitation on

the reduction in the number of planners. In 2006, 10 full time employees worked at
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this department, which is a reduction of 55% compared to the number of employees

in 1998, before the introduction of the system. This reduction can only be explained

by the introduction of the system.

Currently, NS can theoretically create a schedule in a couple of days. For the

crew schedules of the timetable 2014, there is an available time window of 4 weeks

to create the schedules. In this period, there is still some slack for potential delays

in the delivery of the timetable and the rolling stock schedules.

During the research and development process, several benchmark cases were made

where results were compared to manually created plans and also compared to previous

versions of algorithmic support. These cases showed that, with each improvement,

NS was able to create more e"cient plans with the systems. In 2008, a study was

conducted with the then available algorithm and the planning data and planning

rules of 1999, the last crew schedule that was completely created by hand. The study

showed that NS could save about 9% on the amount of crew needed to perform the

same amount of tasks.

In reality, the e"ciency of the duties has not increased this much over the years.

All the benefits of the system have been allocated to increasing the satisfaction of

the Crew members by giving them attractive duties and to increasing the bu!ers in

the schedules to reduce the impact of delays in operations. The system has enabled

the management of NS to make this choice.

The developments in crew scheduling described in this thesis were part of a larger

e!ort to introduce DSS in the planning process of NS. In Appendix C, we describe

the impact of applying Operations Research techniques to support the construction

of a completely new timetable, introduced by NS in December 2006. We show that

close cooperation with the scientific community led to very successful applications of

Operations Research techniques.

This conclusion is based on several quantitative indicators, checked by the in-

ternal accounting department of NS. These indicators, discussed in more detail in

Appendix C, show that NS had an all-time high number of passengers in 2007 and

train punctuality reached a record high. Since then, punctuality has been stable at

or above the level reached in 2007. Also, the total annual additional profit of the

development of the new timetable is approximately e 70 million. This result was

largely based on the introduction of advanced decision support systems.

After this success NS improved the rolling stock schedules, using statistical models

for predicting the number of passengers and using an optimization module. This

improvement resulted in a further estimated cost reduction of e 30 million, so in total
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these developments have contributed to a yearly gain in profit of more than e 100

million. This partly answers research question 5: “what is the impact of decision

support on the quality of the plan?”

For extreme weather conditions, the concept of an adapted timetable has been de-

veloped, where the number of train services is reduced to be able to handle expected

problems with rail infrastructure. When such an adapted timetable is in place, on

the day before operations, the crew schedules are rescheduled with the developed

algorithm. About two-thirds of the crew duties are a!ected and need to be resched-

uled. NS is able to perform this task within a couple of hours (see Snijders et al.

(2013)). In the winter of 2012-2013, this was operationally applied on twelve days.

NS stayed in control on all of these days, even in circumstances for which expert

judgments indicated afterward that NS would not have been able to stay in control

without operating an adapted timetable. At the beginning of this change, adapting

the timetable on such short notice was simply not possible.

The availability of decision support enabled NS to create several alternative plans

providing the management with the opportunity to make a thorough decision. The

tools enabled NS to quickly create new schedules, needed because of unforeseen

events, shortly before the date of operation. This shows that we can answer re-

search question 6: “what is the e!ect of decision support on the Crew Management

process? This includes the new working methods, improvements in lead-time, reaction

time and flexibility, and support for management decisions.”

6.9 Lessons learned and recommendations

In this chapter, we first described the setting at the start of the change process.

After that, we discussed the change process and gave examples of the development of

advanced algorithms to support the initially manual planning process. Key elements

in success and failure were addressed.

In this section, we answer the two remaining (fifth and sixth) framework questions:

• What have you learned about change and how can you remember it for the

future? How can you pass on what you have learned?

• Once the change is completed, what comes next? The completion of one change

simply serves as the starting point for the next.
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6.9.1 Literature on applying OR in practice

This section starts with a summary of lessons learned on applying Operations Re-

search in Practice in other domains than NS. These lessons were found in literature,

where three papers are related to practices that were rewarded by the INFORMS

Franz Edelman Award, thus demonstrating that these practices are internationally

recognized as the best in business. We will relate these lessons learned to the best

practices we identified at NS.

1. Dutta (2000) presents some observations that influence the success of OR/MS

in Indian and US Steel plants

2. Nigam (2008) presents the approach of Merrill Lynch on delivering business

results by excellence in Management Science. Gains of several hundred million

of dollars are reported in 20 years of applying OR/MS;

3. Benoist et al. (2012) summarize their lessons learned from 15 years of practicing

OR at Bouygues e-lab, which led to a reported increase in revenue of e 20

million per year;

4. Fleuren et al. (2013) present the success story of supply chain–wide optimiza-

tion and the Global Optimization (GO) Academy at TNT Express, leading to

e 207 million of cost savings over the period 2008–2011.

6.9.2 Required Skills

OR skills Benoist et al. (2012) tell that their team has a broad knowledge on dif-

ferent optimization techniques so they can select the right technique for the problem

to be solved. Dutta (2000) states that it is less relevant to have the right up-to-date

knowledge on OR/MS techniques, and that basic knowledge is enough to start with

applying OR/MS successfully.

The R&D department at NS has analysts who are OR-professionals, with knowl-

edge on a variety of techniques. To keep that up-to-date, they work on di!erent

topics, that require di!erent techniques to solve them.

IT-Skills Next to OR/MS skills, IT skills are essential, as reported by Nigam

(2008) and Benoist et al. (2012). Fleuren et al. (2013) do not explicitly mention IT

skills, but have developed a GO data management tool to get the needed data from

several internal IT-systems, which they consider being crucial for the development of

user-friendly and fast models.
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We stress that IT-skills are essential. First of all, the data preparation is crucial

for obtaining the right results. A human planner is able to handle inconsistent or

incorrect data much better than an algorithm. IT Functionality needs to be de-

veloped so that data integrity is checked before the system can be used. It should

support the user in correcting data in an easy way. Much e!ort is invested in under-

standing the problem domain and distilling useful parts of real-world data (including

incompleteness, inaccuracy and sometimes unavailability). When creating optimiza-

tion models for a real-time system it is even more di"cult to collect the required

data and restoring solutions. Interfering with operational systems needs to be done

carefully, without risking failure of those systems.

Second, the system should present the results with an intuitive graphical represen-

tation. Analysts should be able to create the right representation of the results, not

only to communicate them with the end users, but also for their own interpretation

of the results and the development of the models. With graphical representations,

the results of the system can be analyzed, and elements of the solution that can be

improved are identified.

Finally, the system should support easy adjustment of objectives and constraints.

The user must be supported in setting the right parameters in order to achieve the

required schedules. This requires both knowledge of the model and of building IT

systems. Making the system easier to use facilitates better use of the optimization

models.

Social Skills Nigam (2008) indicates that social skills are essential. The ability

to deal with people: Ability to communicate well, negotiate, listen, resolve conflicts,

smile, make eye contact, and carry on a conversation.

The analysts at the R&D Department of NS, are expected to be able to build a

good understanding and relation with the end users. First of all, this is needed for

understanding and modeling the problems. After this, in order to get the system

to be used in operations, they need to influence and convince planners to use the

system. Next to specific training in this, a success factor is the personal attitude and

drive of an analyst.

Even when the functionality is easy to use, the user should be supported in using

the system in the best way possible. The user is trained; and the analysts coach him

while using the system and even create complete schedules. In order to supply this

support, for example, the analysts are trained in social skills like teaching.
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Find the right people Nigam (2008) strongly focuses on the people that are cru-

cial for success. Although technical and social skills are required, a positive attitude

and persistence, together with a self-drive to make a di!erence, personal account-

ability and respect for all make the di!erence between success and failure.

We agree that the people in the team make this di!erence between success and

failure. Interns and PhD-students are a good source for recruiting the right people.

When they demonstrate the right set of technical and social skills and show the

right attitude to make the di!erence, often a position within the R&D department is

created for them. The R&D Department at NS is very careful in hiring people and

seldom hires people without having worked with them in person.

6.9.3 Required Knowledge

Knowledge of domain Dutta (2000) emphasizes the need to have practical

knowledge of the domain, acquired by performing operational tasks. For example,

manning an operational control center for the allocation of power in the steel plant.

In the R&D department, we agree that, to develop a real-world DSS, knowing

the details of the problem is essential. When modeling the problem, first the formal

constraints and objectives are formulated. After generating solutions, the planner can

give feedback on these and show elements that are “not so good,” or even infeasible.

Most of the e!ort is spent on getting to understand the hidden rules that are behind

these remarks. There are many details and relations that the analyst should be aware

of in building and using the system. It takes years, and a short distance between

operations and R&D, before this knowledge elicitation is complete and incorporated

in the models.

Acquiring external knowledge Dutta (2000), Nigam (2008) and Benoist et al.

(2012) report that time needs to be reserved for performing activities that are not

directly related to the projects performed. This to keep the right knowledge, maintain

a network with other professionals and work on projects of personal interest that

stimulate the analysts on personal development.

At the R&D Department, we stimulate visiting congresses and seminars. Also

having part-time a"liations with a scientific institute, next to their a"liation at

NS, is supported. Close cooperation with the R&D department of NS and scientific

institutes enables transfer of domain knowledge as well as scientific knowledge. For

example in the project described in Chapter 5, the close cooperation between NS and

D-CIS Lab enabled the transfer of domain knowledge as well as actor-agent knowledge
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to the mutual benefit of both parties and the overall success of the research system.

Joint development is not limited to scientific communities. The work described

in Chapter 3 is the result of joint research between a commercial software vendor

and a large railway operator. It is interesting to see that the combination of the

common Operations Research knowledge, the specific IT knowledge of SISCOG and

the specific domain knowledge of NS lead to benefits for both parties. For SISCOG,

the research resulted in a new optimizer that was integrated in their software suite.

Their competitive strength was enlarged, and SISCOG is now able to support the

most complex crew scheduling problems. For NS, this research resulted in a ready

to use system, improving both the planning process and the resulting schedules.

6.9.4 The R&D Process

Selecting projects What these lessons from di!erent companies have in common

is that they all focus on selecting the projects with a large potential for success.

How they organize this is di!erent. Benoist et al. (2012) use internal payment for

the services to focus on real business needs, while Dutta (2000) selects the right

project by its own internal knowledge of the domain. They focus on problem solving,

where they want to find solutions for urgent operational problems. It is crucial to

positioning the OR/MS team close to the operations and not as a separate business

unit.

Nigam (2008), suggests solving complex or ill-structured problems to demonstrate

the added value of OR/MS. Make sure to keep a healthy workload for the employees

involved by prioritizing projects, by focusing on business impact and implementation

from the beginning.

For introducing OR in business, Fleuren et al. (2013) suggest starting simple and

following business maturity in applying more advanced methods. These basic OR

solutions can already result in a large improvement. Many projects were started

based on Master projects in their GO academy, and are implemented in the daily

operations of TNT and provide direct business value.

At NS, projects are started that are easy to scope, and for which solutions could be

compared with existing ones. The systems are introduced step-by-step and gradually

improved. This is due to the fact that the problems are too complex to be solved

within the first implementation. Next to that, although there are many problems

that can be optimized, the focus is on a few of them. With the limited resources

available, we carefully choose the right problem to be solved.
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Model development Benoist et al. (2012) indicate two factors in the development

of a model: (1) avoid using hard constraints in a model, only use them when they

relate to physical limitations. This is to make it easier to detect causes of problems in

finding a solution, almost always due to inconsistency in input data, and (2) present

solutions early in the project. This helps in getting correct input data, and in finding

additional specifications for the model.

At the R&D department, we do not apply such modeling guidelines yet, but

solutions are presented early in the project. Interaction from the start of a project

is essential in modeling the right problem, and in correctly modeling the problem.

Showing intermediate results also helps understanding the model and the way results

are created, by the planner.

Change management Fleuren et al. (2013) introduced a benefits tracking sys-

tem to objectively monitor expected, agreed and implemented savings. The main

objective of the GO academy is to teach optimization principles to TNT Express em-

ployees and to acquaint them with the available optimization tools, without turning

them into mathematicians. At the end, the GO academy exceeded expectations, OR

has become part of the core values of TNT express and a solid network of people

within TNT are ambassadors for introducing optimization models.

Nigam (2008) involves analysts in all stages of a project, this to ensure that the

final solution delivered is in line with the intake of the original problem.

We think that implementing an advanced DSS requires changes by nature. Pro-

cesses and working methods need to be aligned with the new possibilities that these

systems bring. Most of the users of the systems do not immediately see the benefits

of introducing them. They have been doing their work in a certain way for years,

and for them it is not always obvious why they should change that.

Implementing a DSS is potentially threatening the daily work. When a system

can solve the problems, there are potentially fewer employees needed that perform

the tasks by hand. The system should be introduced in such a way that it supports

the user and does not replace them completely. It could be the case that fewer

employees are needed in the end.

Next to the gradual introduction of the system, there was an increase of the

amount of work that needed to be handled. Taking advantage of the new systems,

NS is able to change its plans more often and provide a more flexible service to the

customers. Also, the systems enable to perform scenario studies and to evaluate

alternative plans. This additional work compensates for the potential loss of the
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regular manual work. Finally, NS is a large and social company where there is a low

risk of losing your job. These aspects assured that planners were comfortable about

the potential threat of the systems.

To overcome resistance to change, it helps that there is a real need for implement-

ing the system. For example, the new Sharing-Sweet-and-Sour rules for creating the

crew duties made it practically impossible to create the duties by hand anymore.

This, combined with the fact that experienced planners went on retirement, made

the users accept that TURNI was used.

For the rolling stock model this was less clear. Initial versions of the model

already showed good results. The first time it was operationally used in 2005, there

was heavy pressure on reducing costs and with the system for scheduling rolling

stock costs could be reduced. After this, pressure on really reducing operational

costs diminished, and the system was not used all the time anymore. Only for the

most complex part, the so-called “north–east” lines, where trains split and combine in

Zwolle and Utrecht, the model was used regularly. For the other, less di"cult parts,

the planners preferred to create the schedules manually. When limited urgency to use

the systems is observed, the focus should be on making the use of the systems more

attractive by extensive user support and on improving the ease of use of the systems.

NS also tried to create urgency by limiting the available number of planners, but this

was no success. This resulted in delivering incomplete plans and not in the request

for better support.

6.9.5 Consolidating Lessons Learned

As described in the previous section, the R&D department of NS has gradually

increased and currently has a solid base of persons that are well aware of the orga-

nizational change aspects of introducing decision support systems. The department

has a mixture of experienced and less experienced employees, and they work together

closely on projects and exchange these lessons learned. Some of the people focus on

the development of the systems, others on the usage and organizational change. This

is a solid basis to consolidate the knowledge about developing DSS and the related

change management processes.
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6.9.6 Future Work

Currently NS focuses on introducing DSS in the real-time operations. Urgency for

improving real-time disruption management has become apparent in recent winters

where rail operations poorly performed due to the bad weather conditions. Currently

NS is not capable of delivering the service needed in these conditions. Introducing

DSS for these conditions will also help in regular disruptions, which occur every day.

Current research topics are:

• Real-time passenger flows, especially in case of disruptions.

• Handling uncertainty of disruptions

• Delay management

• Real-time disruption management

Real-time disruption management gives new challenges, related to the activities

in the planning domain.

First, it is harder to get the users acquainted with DSS. They are distributed

over the country, work in shifts and in 7x24 rosters. A department called “Model

Besturing Centrum (MBC)” was introduced with the aim to experiment with the

usage of the models and new working methods in daily operations. They have a high

educational level, compared to regular dispatchers, so they can better understand the

behavior of the systems. They work in shifts and visit the other operational centers

at di!erent locations, and form a linking-pin from the R&D department to the daily

operations at NS.

Second, the current IT systems have been created in the nineties and are, there-

fore, not easily extended with algorithmic support. A further complication is that

they are to be replaced by a new generation of systems. This is a time consuming

process which will take several years to be completed. This makes it hard to really

implement advanced support during these years. The upside from this is the chance

to prepare these new systems with functionality to connect to generation modules.

This will speed up the implementation after the upgrade of the system support.

Third, it is hard to evaluate generated solutions because in practice the situation

is continuously changing and it is di"cult to determine the e!ect of applying the

solutions in this changing reality. Simulation studies show that the algorithms can

generate good solutions, but only real applications can show the real value of the

tools.
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The final challenge is developing new algorithms that focus on finding solutions

fast, not requiring optimal solutions. In real-time operations it is better to have a

quick solution, than having the best solution, which has become invalid because the

real-time situation changed. NS can build on the available knowledge on planning,

but needs to combine this with new approaches to speed up the solution processes.

The first step in introducing these systems in practice, is the implementation of

the real-time solver for crew rescheduling in case of disruptions. This solver was

developed (Pottho! et al. (2010)) with similar techniques as the crew scheduling

algorithm. The time needed to find a feasible solution was reduced by introducing

a duty selection mechanism, which basically reduces the problem size. This solver

was compared with the solution approach presented in Chapter 5. It was chosen

because it gave better solutions for large disruptions, where the solution described in

this thesis gave better results for smaller disruptions. Next to that, it was easier to

implement in the CREWS system because the supplier has more knowledge on the

techniques used.

The people at the MBC have been trained in using this solver. The solver was

built into the CREWS system which was connected to the operational dispatching

system. It took more than one year to develop this connection. The conditions for

the situations in which the tool can be used are well defined, so if things go wrong,

the e!ect on the service to the passengers is limited. This system has been applied

in practice by the MBC in several situations. Some problems occurred, but the

organization learned from it and gradually gained confidence in using the system. In

time, the system will be used more often and will become a real improvement for

daily operations.

When this is successful, the aim is to support the rolling stock dispatching process

as well as the dispatching of rolling stock at the shunt areas. Finally, based on models

predicting real-time passenger flows, advanced support for full delay management and

disruption management can be introduced.

6.10 Conclusion

In this chapter we described how we apply Operations Research at NS, we elaborated

on change management and on lessons learned. We discussed that our success resulted

from close cooperation with scientists, software vendors and with experts in the NS

domain. Organizing the R&D department close to the end-users was critical in

achieving the result.
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In Section 6.6, we discussed the results achieved. Overall an estimated gain in

revenue of more than e 100 million was achieved, NS has shortened the lead-time of

the Crew Management from years to days, and the relations between management

and crew members stabilized with the introduction of a new set of rules and the

decision support enabling the computation of related schedules. This answers the

two research questions: (5) “what is the impact of decision support on the quality of

the plan?”, and (6) “what is the e!ect of decision support on the Crew Management

process?”
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Summary and Remarks

This thesis describes how the (railway) Crew Management process can be improved

with the introduction of advanced decision support systems. The Crew Management

process is the process of solving the Crew Management problem. We describe several

facets of the (railway) Crew Management problem, and how we introduced decision

support systems, based on advanced mathematical models and algorithms, to support

solving the problem.

In Chapter 1, we introduced the Crew Management problem, containing the crew

scheduling problem, the crew rostering problem and the real-time crew dispatching

problem. We introduced the main research question of this thesis:

“How to improve the Crew Management Process

in Passenger Rail Transport?”

The research in this thesis was performed over a period of more than fifteen years. In

the beginning of this period, no advanced decision support existed in the railway in-

dustry. In the airline industry, similar models and algorithms were available for more

than ten years, but these methods had not yet been applied in the railway industry

fifteen years ago. We showed that the application of these models and algorithms in

the railway domain is not trivial, but in the end was successfully performed.

To answer the main research question we formulated and answered the following

sub-questions:

1:“What are the important aspects of Crew Management?”

In Chapter 2, we have described the Crew Management problem and its im-

portant aspects, as well as the related planning and dispatching problems in

167
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practice. These problems are illustrated by NS examples. Based on our knowl-

edge of the problems and processes of other railway operators (most of them

operating in Europe) we consider the situation at NS as representative for many

other rail operators.

2:“How can we quantify the quality of a plan?”

In addition to the general description of the logistical problems, we have in-

vestigated the important criteria for assessing the quality of a crew plan: (1)

e"ciency, (2) robustness, and (3) quality of work. E"ciency means that the

total crew costs are as low as possible. Robustness of the crew duties, i.e.,

preventing propagation of delays via the crew schedule, is not quantified with

a single unit of measure. In general, several indicators are used to measure

robustness. For example, we measure the available transfer time of the crews

when transferring from one train to another. The quality of work is the per-

ceived quality of duties by the crew members. This is addressed via labor rules

and company agreements, for example, on the amount of variation in the duties.

The indicators of the quality of a crew plan are discussed in Chapter 2.

3:“What are commonly used methods for supporting the Crew Management

process?”

We reviewed available OR methods for solving the sub-problems of the Crew

Management problem. These are described in the related Chapters 3, 4, and

5.

4:“How to apply these methods to the Crew Management process?”

Based on the understanding of the Crew Management problem and the available

solution techniques, we considered which techniques are appropriate for solving

the sub-problems and we have shown how these techniques can be used in

practice. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 describe how we applied these methods for the

related problems. Recent developments of scientific techniques and technology

provide the railway community with a wide range of tools that can be used

to develop the required support. This thesis has provided several examples

of successful developments and practical results, in the context of Netherlands

Railways.

5:“What is the impact of decision support on the quality of the plan?”

In Chapter 6, we have shown the overall e!ects of applying decision support on

the quality of the plan, in terms of e"ciency, robustness and quality of work.
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We have shown that we improved the quality of the plan on all three aspects,

using the implemented DSS.

6:“What is the e!ect of decision support on the Crew Management process?”

In Chapter 6, we have shown that introducing decision support for the Crew

Management Problem in the context of Passenger Rail Transport can give sub-

stantial improvements in the overall performance of a railway company. Within

NS, the support for the Crew Management process has led to a stable relation-

ship between management and train crew. In addition, the lead–time of the

planning process has been shortened from months to hours and NS is now

able to perform scenario analyses, e.g., for studying e!ects of adjusting the

labor rules. NS can also adjust its service when severe weather conditions are

expected, by creating a specific winter timetable shortly before the day of oper-

ation. We also introduced a decision support system for real-time rescheduling

of crew duties in operations.

7:“How to implement decision support in an organizational context?”

Chapter 6 also describes the way we implemented decision support in the NS

organization, how we managed the change process, and the lessons learned. In

this chapter, we provide a managerial perspective on the change process, related

to the introduction of decision support systems, and give an overview of the

lessons learned in the development of these decision support systems. We used

a generic change framework, to describe the process we went through, which

enables other scientists to compare our process with others that use a similar

framework for describing a change process. We compared our lessons learned

with lessons of other Operations Research practitioners, which contributes to

a common set of lessons learned and best practices.

With the answers to the sub-questions, we have answered the main question of this

research. This answer is not the end of the improvement of the Crew Management

Process at NS. As one of the framework questions presented in Chapter 6 asks: “Once

the change is completed, what comes next?”

For the near future, we foresee that support can be developed for handling small

disruptions in operations, for a new way of rostering (based on the individual pref-

erences of the crew members), and for scheduling other types of crew, for instance,

developing models and algorithms for the scheduling of “Service & Security“ teams.1

We are currently researching algorithms for this.

1These mobile teams are NS employees, specialized in reducing fare evasion and social aggression.
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For the distant future, we foresee an integration of the crew scheduling problem

and the crew rostering problem, and possibly an integration with scheduling other

resources like rolling stock. Together with developing support for other problems in

the railway domain, a lot of challenging research is still to be performed.
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Related Optimization

Problems and Solution

Techniques

In this appendix, we discuss three well-known combinatorial optimization problems,

which we relate to the CSP addressed in this thesis. Furthermore, we provide some

mathematical formulations of these problems, and we introduce some solution tech-

niques, frequently applied to solve the discussed optimization problems. We assume

that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of and mathematical programming.

A.1 Related Optimization Problems

In this section we discuss three combinatorial optimization problems: (1) The Min-

imum Cost Flow problem, (2) The Set Partitioning Problem, and (3) Set Covering

Problem. These problem formulations are used to describe parts of the CSP in this

thesis.

A.1.1 The Minimum Cost Flow Problem

The minimum cost flow problem can be defined as follows (see Ahuja et al. (1993)):

Determine a least cost shipment of a commodity through a network that will satisfy

the flow demands at certain nodes from available supplies at other nodes.

171
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More formally, define G = (N,A) as a directed network with N as the set of nodes

and A as the set of directed arcs. Each arc (i, j) # A has cost cij per unit flow on

that arc. The flow cost varies linearly with the amount of flow. Define uij (lij) as

the maximum (minimum) amount of flow on arc (i, j) # A. Finally, associate integer

bi for each i # N , which can be seen as the demand (supply) of such a node if bi is

negative (positive). If bi = 0, node i is a transshipment node.

The minimum cost flow problem, in which xij represents the flow on an arc

(i, j) # A, can be formulated as follows:

min
!

(i,j)!A

cijxij (A.1)

s.t.
!

j:(i,j)!A

xij &
!

j:(j,i)!A

xji = bi $i # N, (A.2)

lij % xij % uij $(i, j) # A. (A.3)

In the above formulation, the total costs are minimized such that the inflow minus

the outflow in each node is equal to its demand/supply, and the flow on each arc is

between its lower and upper capacity.

In general, minimum cost flow problems are not solved as linear programs but

by specialized algorithms. A lot of well-known problems are special cases of the

minimum cost flow problem. We will discuss here one, the shortest path problem,

which is relevant to this thesis. In the shortest path problem, the shortest path, i.e.,

the one with the lowest costs, between two nodes s and t has to be found. It can be

easily seen that this is a special case of the minimum cost flow problem. Take bs = 1,

bt = &1, and bi = 0 for all i # N /# s, t and set lij = 0 and uij = 1 for each arc

(i, j) # A, then one unit of flow will be sent through the network from s to t along

the shortest path.

A.1.2 The Set Partitioning Problem

The set partitioning problem can be formally defined as follows (see Lenstra and

Rinnooy Kan (1979)): Given a finite set S and a finite family F of subsets of S, does

F include a subfamily F’ of pairwise disjoint sets such that (S"!F "S# = S?
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The set partitioning problem can be formulated as follows:

min
!

f!F

cfxf (A.4)

s.t.
!

f!F

aifxf = 1 $i # S, (A.5)

xf # {0, 1} $f # F. (A.6)

In this formulation aif is 1, if subset f contains element i for each f # F and

i # S, and 0 otherwise. Furthermore, by using decision variables xf equal to 1 if

subset f is in the chosen solution and 0 otherwise.

A.1.3 Set Covering Problem

The set covering problem is a small variation to the set partitioning problem. Each

element must be in at least one subset, instead of in exactly one. It is obvious that,

each feasible solution of the set partitioning problem is also a feasible solution of

the set covering problem. Furthermore, the optimal solution (and each lower bound)

of the set covering problem is a lower bound of the set partitioning problem. In

Section 3.2, we formulate the CSP as a Set Covering Problem.

A.2 Related Optimization Techniques

In this section we discuss two important combinatorial optimization techniques, (1)

Lagrangian relaxation, and (2) column generation, that are used in the algorithms

described in this thesis.

A.2.1 Lagrangian Relaxation

Lagrangian relaxation can be used to obtain bounds on the optimal solution value of

a combinatorial optimization problem. It is an alternative for using the, well–known,

Linear Programming relaxation. The idea of Lagrangian relaxation is to relax some

of the di"cult constraints, and penalize their violations by a certain weight in the

objective function. Without loss of generality, we assume that the optimization

problem at hand is a minimization problem. In this case, the Lagrangian relaxation

can be used to obtain lower bounds. We explain the technique by applying it to the

general integer-programming problem given below. We split the set of constraints into
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two sets, the hard constraints and the easy constraints (N1 and N2, respectively).

(P ) = min
!

j!J

cjxj (A.7)

s.t.
!

j!J

aijxj = bi $i # N1, (A.8)

!

j!J

dkjxj = ek $k # N2, (A.9)

xj " 0 and integer $j # J. (A.10)

We introduce a Lagrangian multiplier $i, for each hard constraint i. We delete

those constraints from the model and include them in the objective function. This

way, the Lagrangian sub problem can be formulated as follows:

%($) = min
!

j!J

cjxj +
!

i!N1

$i(bi &
!

j!J

aijxj) (A.11)

s.t.
!

j!J

dkjxj = ek $k # N2, (A.12)

xj " 0 and integer $j # J. (A.13)

%($) is a lower bound on the optimal solution value of the original problem for

each vector $ = ($i)i!N1 , since each feasible solution in the original problem is also

feasible in the Lagrangian sub problem, and %($) is equal to the objective value of

such a feasible solution. Similarly, we can deal with inequality constraints in set N1.

The corresponding Lagrangian multipliers must then be restricted in sign, in case of

“"” constraints, $i " 0, $i # N1, and in case of “%”’ constraints, $i % 0, $i # N1.

Since each vector $ yields a lower bound, we obtain the best lower bound by solv-

ing the Lagrangian dual problem max!%($). A commonly used iterative procedure,

called subgradient optimization introduced by Held and Karp (1971), is well suited to

solve this problem. For extended surveys on this topics we refer to Geo!rion (1974),

Fisher (1981), and Beasley (1993).

We apply the Lagrangian Relaxation technique to the set partitioning problem

introduced in Section A.1.3. The Lagrangian sub problem, of the set partitioning

problem, where we relax the constraints A.5 and introduce a multiplier $i for each

constraint i, can be written as:

%($) = min
!

i!S

$i +
!

f!F

(cf &
!

i!S

$iaif )xf (A.14)

s.t. xf # {0, 1} $f # F. (A.15)
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From this, the optimal solution follows immediately:

xf =

(
1, if cf &

%
i!S $iaif < 0,

0, otherwise.

)
$f # F. (A.16)

It can been shown that, since the optimal solution of the Lagrangian sub problem,

without integrality constraints, is already integral, it follows that the best Lagrangian

lower bound is equal to the value of the LP-relaxation.

A.2.2 Column Generation

Column generation is a technique that is often used for problems with a huge number

of variables. The general idea, introduced by Dantzig and Wolfe (1960), is to solve

a sequence of reduced problems, where each reduced problem contains only a small

portion of the set of variables (in this case “columns”). After a reduced problem is

solved, a new set of columns is obtained by using dual information of the solution.

The column generation algorithm converges once it has established that the optimal

solution, based on the current set of columns, cannot be improved upon by adding

more columns. Then the optimal solution of the reduced problem is the optimal

solution of the overall problem. We will refer to the problem of generating a new set

of columns as the pricing problem.

We will explain the concept in more detail using the following, general linear

programming problem (P #) with a huge number of variables |J |:

(P #) = min
!

j!J

cjxj (A.17)

s.t.
!

j!J

aijxj = bi $i # N, (A.18)

xj " 0 $j # J. (A.19)

If we apply column generation to solve (P #), we start with an initial set of columns

J0 * J , such that these columns contain a feasible solution of the reduced problem.

We solve this problem, and compute the optimal values of the dual variables. These

dual variables are needed in the pricing problem to select new columns with negative

reduced costs, which will be added to the set J0. The reduced cost of a column

is defined as cj &
%

i!N aijui, where ui is the optimal value of the dual variable

corresponding to each constraint in A.18.

If there are no columns left with negative reduced costs, it is easily seen that the
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optimal solution of the reduced problem is also the optimal solution of (P #). This

follows from the rules of the well-known simplex method, to solve linear programs

(e.g., see Chvátal (1983)). Notice that if minj!J{cj &
%

i!N aijui} > 0, all columns

have positive reduced costs. Due to this observation, it is not necessary that all

columns are explicitly known.

The pricing problem can be seen as an optimization problem by itself, and columns

can be generated implicitly by solving this optimization problem. In the CSP, this

problem is a shortest path type of problems (simple shortest path or shortest path

problems with resource constraints).

If (some of) the decision variables need to be integral, branch-and-bound algo-

rithms are most often used to solve the resulting (mixed) integer programming prob-

lem. Column generation can be embedded in the branch-and-bound tree by solving

the relaxations in each node with a column generation algorithm. This solution ap-

proach is called branch–and–price. For a general discussion and details about the

theory on column generation in an integer-programming context, we refer the reader

to a few surveys on this topic: Barnhart et al. (1998), Desrosiers and Lübbecke

(2005), Desaulniers et al. (2005).

In many papers where dynamic column generation is applied, it is usual that

such algorithms evaluate the e!ectiveness of a feasible duty based on dual information

related to the linear programming relaxation of the underlying model. However, it can

also be combined with Lagrangian relaxation introduced in the previous paragraph.

For an overview of applying the combination of both techniques we refer to Huisman

et al. (2005).
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Reinventing Crew Scheduling

In this appendix, we describe how we used Operations Research techniques success-

fully to support its crew scheduling process in practice. In 2001, a conflict arose

between the drivers, the conductors, the works council, the unions, and NS’ manage-

ment concerning the structure of the drivers’ and conductors’ duties. Here the works

council is an organization representing the employees that exists in each su"ciently

large Dutch company. The seemingly unsolvable conflict within NS paralyzed the

railway system and led to nationwide strikes.

However, we used the crew scheduling system TURNI to support the development

of an alternative set of scheduling rules called Sharing-Sweet-and-Sour. This set of

rules was acceptable for all parties, since it improved the quality of the drivers’ and

conductors’ working conditions, and it supported an improvement of the railway

operator’s punctuality and e"ciency.

The alternative set of rules is so complex that it is nearly impossible to take them

into account e"ciently when planning manually. Automated support in the crew

scheduling process is absolutely necessary. Therefore, NS has been using the auto-

mated crew scheduling support since 2000, see Section 3.4. Before NS started to use

automated support, it scheduled its crew mainly manually, using several supporting

information systems. These systems did not automatically schedule the drivers’ and

conductors’ duties; the crew scheduling process strongly relied on the experience and

craftsmanship of the planners.

177
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B.1 History

On June 10, 2001, NS introduced the set of scheduling rules, popularly called Circling-

the-Church (in Dutch: Rondjes-om-de-Kerk), to schedule the duties of its drivers and

conductors. The management wanted to improve their trains’ punctuality: according

to this set of rules, train drivers and conductors would work on less di!erent lines,

and in principle they would transfer from one line to another only during their meal

breaks. In this way, the management hoped to reduce the usual snowball e!ect of

delays of trains. The management also expected that these rules would improve NS’

passenger service, because crews would be more familiar with local conditions.

The unions and the works council had been involved in developing the Circling-

the-Church rules and had approved their introduction. However, the drivers and

conductors were quite unhappy when the details of the rules became apparent. They

went on strike for several days in an attempt to prevent their introduction. Note that,

for a country as densely populated as the Netherlands, that is highly dependent on its

public transport infrastructure, strikes in the railway system have a dramatic social

and economic impact. As a consequence, the Dutch media paid a lot of attention to

the problems within NS.

After various mediation attempts had failed, the works council, the unions, and

the management finally came to an agreement on April 23, 2001. This agreement

described a path towards normalized working relations. The railway operator would

introduce the Circling-the-Church rules as planned on June 10, 2001. However, at the

same time, the works council would have the opportunity to develop an alternative

set of scheduling rules. This opportunity was not open ended: if the management

would not accept the council’s alternative, then the decision would be subject to

binding arbitrage. If the management would accept the council’s alternative, then it

would go into e!ect in 2003.

Why were the drivers and conductors so unhappy with the Circling-the-Church

rules? Because drivers and conductors would work on less di!erent lines, they

complained that they would have almost no variety in their duties: the resulting

monotony would decrease the quality of their working conditions.

Moreover, the work on several lines of NS (mainly in the “Randstad” in the

western part of the country) is less attractive due to the relatively high level of pas-

senger aggression on these lines. With the Circling-the-Church rules, the personnel

from only a few crew depots would be confronted with this passenger aggression.

The drivers and conductors from these crew depots considered it as unfair that they

would get a relatively large part of this unattractive part of the workload. Besides
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these direct issues, the crews also feared that the management wanted to establish

the Circling-the-Church rules because it had a secret agenda including privatization

of the unprofitable lines. All these reasons accumulated into a strong opposition

against the Circling-the-Church rules.

B.2 The development of the alternative rules

On April 23, 2001, agreement gave the works council the opportunity to develop an

alternative to the Circling-the-Church rules. Besides that, the agreement specified

that the works council could hire external experts to help it to develop this alterna-

tive set of rules. The works council finally asked the combination of Basis-en-Beleid

(a consulting company with experience in social and political conflicts) and ORTEC

(a consulting company with expertise in logistics) for support. The consulting com-

panies’ assignment focused on avoiding arbitrage, since in the case of arbitrage all

parties would be losers. So, the consultants should look for a compromise that would

be acceptable to all parties.

However, there were many conflicting points of view. The di!erences between

personnel and management were obvious, but the personnel also had many opinions,

depending on function, age and crew depot. In addition, the various unions held

di!erent points of view, and the relationship between the personnel and the works

council was weak. Moreover, management positions turned out to be unstable: in the

first few days of 2002, the complete board of the company and two top managers left

the stage. In other words, success was not guaranteed at all. But all involved parties

agreed that they had to create a solid basis for the alternative set of scheduling rules.

B.3 The participative approach

ORTEC and NS’ Department of Logistics could provide the needed expertise in lo-

gistics. But, on the other hand, it was clear that any plan developed by experts

was doomed to fail. Therefore, Basis-en-Beleid and ORTEC chose for a participa-

tive approach: they developed the alternative set of scheduling rules in cooperation

with the drivers and conductors. They therefore called the project Je-Bent-Er-Bij

(You’re-Part-of-It). Openness and transparency were the central concepts. Everyone

could follow the whole process at the project’s web site, and all employees received

dedicated newsletters.

In the first months of the project, the consultants conducted discussions with
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700 people from all crew depots. One could fill a book by listing all mentioned

bottlenecks, but the central theme in all discussions was the demand for more variety

in the duties. Thereafter, the consultants randomly selected in total 300 people to

support the further development of the alternative set of scheduling rules. Four

groups of 75 people met several times in two-day working conferences. As a result,

the project came to life, and several alternative solutions saw the light. The working

conferences informed the works council about these alternatives.

Finally, the works council chose the alternative Sharing-Sweet-and-Sour, which

seemed to have the most solid approval among the drivers and conductors. After

several lengthy negotiations about the details of the alternative set of rules, also

NS’ management accepted it. The Dutch media followed the whole process and the

negotiations avidly, because the duties of the drivers and conductors had long been

a hot issue.

B.4 The role of Operations Research

Where did the alternative set of scheduling rules come from? Parallel to the par-

ticipative process, experts from ORTEC and NS’ Department of Logistics developed

and evaluated several alternatives, which was easier said than done. A timetable

consists of thousands of train movements. More than 6,500 crew members have to be

assigned to the corresponding tasks. Moreover, in scheduling the crew members, a

railway operator must satisfy the many rules prescribed by law and by the collective

labor agreements. For example, each crew member has to work on average about

eight hours per day and needs a meal break at an appropriate time and location. As

a consequence, the crew of a train must be exchanged regularly. The transfer times

between successive tasks of the same crew cannot be too short. Moreover, each driver

has a license for only a limited number of rolling stock types and a limited number of

lines. The alternative set of scheduling rules had to produce e"cient crew schedules,

improve the punctuality, and increase the variety in the duties. Altogether, it was

an enormous challenge.

To generate duties that complied with all these objectives, we used the planning

support system TURNI. NS’ Department of Logistics has been using TURNI to

produce the basic structure of the duties for drivers and conductors since 2000. In

particular, it used TURNI also to produce the duties in line with the Circling-the-

Church rules. TURNI generates all the duties for drivers or conductors for a single

workday in one single run.
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We carried out the computations in parallel to the working conferences. The

working conferences defined preferences that we translated into parameters for the

model. We then informed the participants of the working conferences about the model

results. The model results were also the basis for the further choices. Due to the many

di!erent potential alternative sets of scheduling rules, we needed hundreds of runs

with the model. Especially during the first phase of the process, we studied many

scenarios at the same time with TURNI, keeping several PCs running continuously

to solve them.

Initially, we used only a relatively small number of key performance indicators

to evaluate the many scenarios and to compare them with each other and with the

reference scenarios (the Circling-the-Church scenario and a green-field scenario). The

indicators that we used were the total number of duties (e"ciency), the total number

of transfers from one train to another (punctuality), and the total number of lines

and rolling stock types per crew depot (variety).

After we eliminated a number of potential alternatives, we evaluated the scenarios

in far more depth. In this process, we had to update and to customize TURNI several

times to facilitate the evaluation of alternative sets of scheduling rules that were not

included yet.

The participative approach and the development and evaluation of the di!erent

scenarios using TURNI were not separate activities. The quantitative results stream-

lined the discussions at the working conferences. They made the discussions more

objective, because TURNI made the consequences of various alternative sets of rules

transparent, guiding participants to discuss the real choices to be made.

In this interplay between the working conferences and the quantitative analysis

carried out by TURNI, the many alternatives gradually fell into a set of five main

alternatives. From these five alternatives, the works council chose the alternative

Sharing-Sweet-and-Sour on May 22, 2002.

In the subsequent negotiations with NS’ management to set the details of several

parameters of the rules, we used TURNI to evaluate the impact of di!erent settings.

The objectivity of the quantitative results provided by TURNI allowed NS’ man-

agement to accept the alternative set of scheduling rules in the end. The symbiosis

between the participative approach and the quantitative analysis was the basis for

this final success.
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B.5 Ending the Conflict

At the start of this project, the working relations between the various parties at

NS were so strained that nobody believed that a solution to the conflicts existed.

However, a well-directed combination of a participative approach to build person-

nel involvement and expertise in Operations Research for quantitative support was

successful. Operations Research revealed its power by facilitating the analysis of the

complex scenarios. Moreover, in emotional discussions, quantitative results helped

people to evaluate arguments objectively. These quantitative and objective results

enabled the management of NS to accept the Sharing-Sweet-and-Sour rules in the

end.

The railway operator’s experience with the alternative set of rules were quite

positive. After the drivers had expanded their knowledge of the routes, the intro-

duction of the alternative set of scheduling rules on December 15, 2002, took place

quite smoothly. Since then, the average punctuality increased gradually from about

80 percent to about 86 percent. Here a punctuality of 86 percent means that 86

percent of the trains arrive with a delay of three minutes or less. Obviously, this in-

crease in punctuality was caused only partially by the alternative set of rules: several

other developments improved the punctuality as well, for example, the introduction

of new, more reliable rolling stock, and the intensified maintenance of the railway

infrastructure.

The only negative comments about the alternative set of scheduling rules came

from the tra"c-control organization. Because the complexity of the structure of the

drivers’ and conductors’ duties increased by the Sharing-Sweet-and-Sour rules, in

real-time reconstructing the duties in case of severe disruption of the railway services

seems more di"cult than it was in the time of the Circling-the-Church rules. However,

these negative comments were outweighed by the fact that the alternative set of rules

improved the motivation of the drivers and conductors. The latter certainly had a

positive e!ect on the trains’ punctuality.

To the best of our knowledge, this was the first time that a European railway com-

pany used Operations Research techniques successfully, to support its crew scheduling

process in practice. Until the late nineties, the size and complexity of railway crew

scheduling problems prohibited the application of such techniques.
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B.6 Impact L&L

Although NS operated its trains quite e"ciently already before adopting TURNI, it

estimates that using TURNI saved up to 2 percent per year on its crew costs. In

particular, NS used TURNI to schedule the duties for the drivers and conductors for

the 2004 timetable. For this timetable, the total workload increased by about 3.2

percent in comparison with the 2003 timetable. This was the result of the fact that

NS increased the number of trains to provide better service. However, supported by

TURNI, the planners generated a set of duties that satisfied all the new rules, but

required only 1.2 percent more duties than in 2003. In other words, the operator

realized initial savings of about 2 percent. For a total of 6,500+ crews, this amounts

to savings of over $7 million per year.

In practice, NS estimates the savings to be $4.8 million per year, since the man-

agement gave away part of the initial savings in order to further increase the drivers’

and conductors’ acceptance of the crew schedules. The final savings of 1.2 percent

were still well above the target of 1.0 percent that the management initially set. These

estimates of the savings are quite conservative, in particular because generating the

crew schedules would have been impossible without the support of TURNI.

The target for the crew schedules for 2005 was a further cost reduction of about

2.5 percent per year. NS achieved this by keeping up the same basic e"ciency as

in 2004, and by relaxing some of the constraints. In particular, punctuality analysis

have shown that reducing the time allowed for drivers and conductors to transfer from

one train to another from 25 minutes to 20 minutes had only a minor negative e!ect

on the punctuality, but had a positive e!ect on the e"ciency of the crew schedules.

With a system like TURNI, changing the transfer time from 25 minutes to 20 minutes

is easy, whereas it would be very complex and time consuming to handle it manually.

NS’ application of TURNI led to operational savings of about $4.8 million per

year. A further advantage was that the railway operator became less dependent on

the experience and craftsmanship of the planners. Moreover, it reduced the through-

put time of the logistic planning processes, which increased the organization’s flex-

ibility and allowed it to react quickly to requests for modifications or to changes in

the environment.
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Appendix C

The New Dutch Timetable:

The OR Revolution

In this appendix, we describe the impact of applying Operations Research techniques

to support the construction of a completely new timetable, introduced by NS in

December 2006. Its objective was to facilitate the growth of passenger and freight

transport on a highly utilized railway network and improve the robustness of the

timetable, thus resulting in fewer operational train delays. Modifications to the

existing timetable, which was constructed in 1970, were not an option; additional

growth would require significant investments in the rail infrastructure.

Constructing a railway timetable from scratch for about 5,500 daily trains was

a complex problem. To support this process, NS generated several timetables using

sophisticated Operations Research techniques. Furthermore, because rolling-stock

and crew costs are principal components of the costs of a passenger railway operator,

NS used innovative Operations Research tools to devise e"cient schedules for these

two resources.

The new resource schedules and the increased number of passengers resulted in

an additional annual profit of 40 million Euro; the additional revenues generated

approximately 10 million Euros of this profit. NS expects this profit to increase

to 70 million Euros annually in the coming years. However, the benefits of the

new timetable for the Dutch society as a whole are much greater: more trains are

transporting more passengers on the same railway infrastructure, and these trains are

arriving and departing on schedule more than they ever have in the past. In addition,

the rail transport system will be able to handle future transportation demand growth

185
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and thus allow cities to remain accessible to more people. Therefore, NS expects that

many will switch from car transport to rail transport, thus reducing the emission of

greenhouse gases.

In a small and densely populated country, such as The Netherlands, public trans-

port plays an important mobility role and is indispensable to the economy and the

public welfare. The backbone of the Dutch public transport network is the national

passenger railway system. In this section, we will describe how Operations Research

techniques supported the development of a new timetable that facilitates operating

a higher number of trains and fewer train delays.

In 2002, all parties involved in the Dutch railway sector (ProRail, NS, and the

freight operators) wrote a report, Benutten en Bouwen (Utilize and Build), which

studied these issues. This report was the catalyst for launching a project to construct

a new timetable with the primary goal of managing future growth on an already

highly utilized railway infrastructure.

Because NS is the largest of several operators that use the same infrastructure,

NS constructed one timetable for all operators; in doing so, it considered the wishes

of the other operators. When there was a conflicting wish, ProRail, an independent

organization, made the final decision to resolve the conflict. On December 10, 2006,

NS began operating this new timetable, marking a new era for all railway passengers

in The Netherlands.

In the remainder of this section, we will discuss why a new timetable was neces-

sary, how NS developed it, and the challenges had to be conquered. We will focus on

the key role that Operations Research tools played in the construction of this new

timetable.

C.1 Background

The last major change in the Dutch timetable occurred in 1970. Since then, the

amount of passenger transport on the Dutch railway network has nearly doubled,

with 8 billion passenger kilometers in 1970 growing to 15.8 billion in 2006. During

the same period, freight transport increased by 285 percent. To facilitate this growth,

NS scheduled more and larger trains without changing the basic structure of the

timetable. Moreover, since World War II, the infrastructure has been extended only

slightly.

This had two important consequences: (1) Further growth based on the existing

timetable was impossible without significant investments in the infrastructure (as
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mentioned above, this was not an option), and (2) the bu!ers in the system became

smaller and smaller, resulting in train delays; delays are the most frustrating aspect

of train travel. Therefore, one of the NS primary objectives was to improve the

punctuality of the railway system. The definition of punctuality in The Netherlands

is the percentage of trains that arrive at one of its 35 main stations with a delay of

less than three minutes.

Thus, NS had to run more trains on the network and improve the punctuality

of the railway system. In principle, these two goals conflict; it is easy to add more

trains to an existing timetable if NS allows lower punctuality. Conversely, it is also

simple to improve the punctuality by reducing the number of trains in an existing

timetable. The only way NS could fulfill both goals was to develop a new timetable

from scratch.

When NS decided to develop a new timetable, it realized that it could also meet

several other objectives. For example, introducing a timetable that is easy to re-

member on the most important lines in the western part of the country led to new

commercial opportunities. In the new timetable, a long-distance train that stops at

the main stations only should arrive every 15 minutes, and a regional train that stops

at all stations should also arrive every 15 minutes. Moreover, the timetable should

improve connections with the neighboring countries of Germany and Belgium.

The only characteristic of the 1970 timetable that remained intact was its cyclic

nature. In the Dutch case, this means that each hour a train leaves at the same

minute in the same direction. Passengers find this timetable property, which many

other European countries also successfully apply, to be very convenient. Therefore,

NS considered only cyclic variants of the new timetable. One disadvantage of a cyclic

timetable is that during certain periods of the day, there may be many trains serving

a relatively low demand. NS alleviates this by allowing some exceptions; for example,

not all trains run in the late evenings.

A specific reason for launching the new timetable in December 2006 was that, at

the start of the development process in June 2003, everyone had expected that three

major infrastructure extensions would be completed by December 2006: (1) A high-

speed line between Amsterdam and Belgium, (2) the Betuwe freight line between the

port of Rotterdam and Germany, and (3) four parallel tracks between Amsterdam

and Utrecht, which would allow fast (long-distance) trains and slow (regional and

freight) trains to have their own tracks. Unfortunately, the construction work took

longer than anticipated, causing many challenges for the timetabling project. In the

next section, we will discuss these challenges and our solutions.
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C.2 Implementation and Challenges

Although the project to construct the new timetable started in June 2003, the devel-

opment of the models and algorithms in the decision-support tools had begun several

years earlier.

Implementing the OR Systems

In the 1990s, NS management recognized the great potential of applying Operations

Research in the planning process. Initially, it preferred to buy automated timetabling

software. However, because no o!-the-shelf packages were available, and external IT

companies had failed to develop a prototype, NS decided to pursue an innovative

approach. Its objective was to stimulate the development of new methods to solve the

timetabling problem in close cooperation with the scientific community, in particular

with the Centre for Mathematics and Informatics (CWI) and Erasmus University

Rotterdam. After several years of research, NS (and following the NS split, NS in

partnership with ProRail) implemented the methods developed as part of the DONS

system. It has been in use for timetabling studies since the end of the 1990s.

After this successful project, NS management decided to establish an internal

OR group within its Logistics Department. NS started several new research projects,

some together with the scientific community and others internally. The ROSA system

was one such project. For crew scheduling, NS performed a benchmark of commer-

cially available systems; this resulted in the selection of TURNI. However, making it

operational required a large amount of joint R&D work between NS and Double-Click

sas, the supplier of TURNI. The system has been in operation since 2002.

There were three crucial factors in the success of this approach. The first was

that some of us worked in the same department in which the planning problems

were solved manually. Thus, it was easy for us to get data and knowledge about the

real problems. The second factor was the existence of a central database containing

the timetable and rolling-stock schedules. This database is an integrated system for

registration and distribution of the manually created plans.

For crew planning, NS already had a manual planning system, CREWS, developed

by the company SISCOG Morgado and Martins (1998). We could easily use the

central database and CREWS to find the right data for developing and testing our

OR methods. Moreover, once the OR methods proved to be successful, we could

easily connect them to the central database and CREWS; thus, NS could distribute

the generated plans to operations via these systems. The third success factor was
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management support in challenging the OR experts to develop sophisticated solution

methods and in investing in these projects without any guarantee of final success.

The New Timetable Construction

In the process of constructing the new timetable, NS used DONS, ROSA, and TURNI

intensively and, for the first time, together. In developing this timetable, NS con-

sidered approximately 10 line systems; each varied radically from every other line

system. For all these line systems, NS used DONS to generate a one-hour timetable.

Because the timetable is cyclic, a one-hour timetable can be repeated throughout

the day. Therefore, NS can base many evaluations of the complete timetable on

the one-hour timetable. For example, NS simulated the 10 one-hour timetables to

determine their expected punctuality. Furthermore, the NS marketing department

evaluated the consequences of these timetables for the passengers. Relevant criteria

were the number of direct connections and the travel times. The outcome was the

attractiveness of the timetables in terms of the expected passenger growth or decline.

Finally, for each timetable, NS estimated the operating costs related to rolling stock

and crew.

In March 2005, the NS board decided to use 2 of the 10 developed timetables

and asked for a timetable that combined the best aspects of both. The result was an

11th timetable.

During 2005, it became clear that two of the three earlier mentioned major in-

frastructure projects (the high-speed line and the Betuwe freight line) would not be

finished in December 2006. Because these are separate lines, their lack of completion

would be relatively minor: the timetable would require modification in only a few

sections of the country. NS performed these changes manually.

At the end of 2005, the NS board made the final decision to introduce the resulting

timetable in December 2006. The process of planning the detailed rolling-stock sched-

ules started in January 2006. The crew schedules were subsequently constructed.

Challenges During the Process

During 2006, many unexpected events happened. When the timetable plans were

communicated to the public in spring 2006, many people reacted negatively to parts

of the timetable. The first challenge was to address this negative reaction. It is

inevitable that when one modifies the timetable of a complete country, the connec-

tions of some passengers worsen. In particular, politicians in the northern provinces

were unhappy because the travel times to and from these provinces increased by a
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few minutes, partly because of the opening times of a specific bridge. Therefore, the

politicians began to lobby in the Dutch parliament for a faster connection with the

western part of the country. However, significant changes were not possible. There-

fore, the NS board decided to decrease the travel times to the north by temporarily

reducing some time supplements in that area; however, this had negative punctuality

consequences.

In June 2007, the opening times of the bridge were changed, thus providing a

better solution. The planners directly adjusted these changes in the central database.

A second, more di"cult challenge arose in August 2006, when it became apparent

that the construction of the four tracks between Amsterdam and Utrecht would not

be completed until four months after the start of the new timetable. At that time,

NS had already completed the rolling-stock schedules, and NS was about to begin

the crew scheduling process. This was a serious problem because the line between

Amsterdam and Utrecht belongs to the kernel of the Dutch railway network (see

Figure 2.1).

Postponing the introduction of the new timetable was not an option because of

the limited time remaining and the national debate already underway regarding the

timetable. NS had to find another solution. Therefore, NS decided to introduce

a temporary timetable between Amsterdam and Utrecht by canceling one regional

train per hour and modifying some other regional trains. These modifications had

a significant negative impact on the robustness of the timetable for this important

part of the network, and also on the punctuality of the trains in the entire country.

To include such significant modifications at such a late time in the planning pro-

cess was only possible by using TURNI to construct the crew schedules. Previously,

when the crew schedules were made manually, the crew scheduling process started

at least a year ahead; it now became possible to start the crew scheduling phase just

three months before the introduction of the new timetable.

The third major challenge involved the expected shortage of crew capacity. In

January 2006, NS foresaw that the available crew capacity would not be su"cient

to operate the increased number of trains in the new timetable. The best solution

was to construct more e"cient crew schedules. We believed that this could be done

by modeling some rules in a di!erent way. For example, one rule prescribes that

over an entire week the average length of all duties of a crew base should not exceed

eight hours. In our previous computations, NS always took this rule into account

by limiting the average duty length per crew base for each day of the week to eight

hours. Obviously, this is a tighter constraint than the actual rule.
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When we conducted a few experiments, we noticed that we could improve the

crew schedules by applying the actual rule instead of the tighter rule. Therefore,

we developed an extension to TURNI to address week instances. However, such

instances are so huge that they cannot be solved in a single run. Therefore, we

developed a procedure in which we used TURNI iteratively to solve instances of up

to 15,000 tasks (see Abbink et al. (2008b)). This allowed us to reduce the number of

duties by an additional 2 percent; this was su"cient to operate the new timetable.

The introduction of the new timetable on December 10, 2006 went smoothly.

Initially, NS permanently monitored the operations to detect any initial problems

with the timetable and the rolling-stock circulation, and, in particular, to verify that

each train had a good match between seat supply and demand.

Furthermore, based on a detailed analysis of the operation, NS applied several

relatively minor modifications to the timetable. The final timetable, with the four

parallel tracks between Amsterdam and Utrecht, started in April 2007.

C.3 Portability

Other railway companies in Europe face challenges that are similar to those NS

faced in The Netherlands. We suggest that countries with highly utilized railway

infrastructures consider the construction of a new timetable from scratch. Because

many of these countries use a cyclic timetable, they can also use the approach we

described in this chapter: the models within DONS are generic models for solving

cyclic timetabling problems.

Furthermore, because of the liberalization of the European railway market, many

railway companies are interested in tools for optimizing their resource schedules.

New rolling-stock scheduling systems based on the ideas described in this chapter

are currently under development. Optimizing crew schedules is addressed in the

next chapters.

C.4 Impact and Success

As we mentioned above, railway transport is a critical transport mode in The Nether-

lands. Hundreds of thousands of daily commuters use the train, and millions of people

use the railway system regularly. It is obvious that when a modification in the railway

timetable changes so many daily-life patterns, it will cause much media attention and

many discussions in the Dutch parliament.
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Communicating the need for this dramatic change was not easy. Therefore, NS

asked Johan Cruij!, the most distinguished Dutch soccer player ever, to discuss the

advantages of the new timetable in television commercials. In one commercial, he

talked about how frequently the trains in the railway system run: “When you just

missed your train, you are always in time for the next one.” He also compared the

railway timetable with soccer-game tactics.

After more than a year of operating the new timetable, we can measure its success.

NS had an all-time high number of passengers in 2007. When NS made a detailed

analysis of all individual routes, it discovered that the routes on which NS put more

trains into service had a much higher increase (as high as 15 percent) in passengers

than the average (which was 2.8 percent). Overall, NS expects that approximately

two percentage points of the long-run passenger increase will be because of the new

timetable.

Moreover, in 2007, train punctuality reached a record high: 87 percent of the

trains arrived within three minutes of their scheduled arrival time; in both 2005 and

2006, this percentage was 84.8, more than two percentage points less. This is even

more remarkable because the punctuality over the first four months of 2007 was

almost at the same level as in 2006 because of the delayed opening of the four tracks

between Amsterdam and Utrecht. If we replace the first four months of 2007 by the

same months of 2008, the punctuality is 87.5 percent.

The NS marketing department conservatively estimated that the changes in the

new timetable generated an additional annual profit of 10 million Euros in 2007,

which it expects will increase to 20 million Euros in 2009 and later years. One factor

in both estimations was an expected punctuality increase of 1.5 percentage points.

Several years ago, NS made an agreement with consumer organizations that would

allow a bonus fare increase of 2 percent if NS could achieve a record annual average

punctuality level (86.8 percent). Normally, NS is only allowed to increase fares on

a par with the inflation rate. NS achieved this high punctuality record in 2007 and

was permitted the additional fare increase as of February 2008. The result was an

additional annual profit of about 20 million Euros from 2008 onwards.

Moreover, we estimate the savings of the optimized rolling-stock schedules over

manually constructed schedules to be 6 percent. NS achieved these savings by the

introduction of ROSA on part of the long-distance network in 2005. At that time, we

compared the schedules that ROSA generated with the manually generated schedules.

Six percent corresponds to an annual savings of 18 million Euros. NS invested these

savings primarily in improving the seat availability for the passengers, resulting in
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higher customer satisfaction.

We estimate the benefits of TURNI and its extensions at another 12 million Euros

per year. TURNI has been in use since 2002. In its first year of operation, we com-

pared the automatically generated crew schedules with the manual ones. Applying

exactly the same rules, we obtained an improvement of 2 percent. By improving the

algorithm in the following years, we gained another 2 percent improvement.

Overall, NS has been able to reduce the number of drivers per train-kilometer by

approximately 15 percent because NS was able to construct schedules that permitted

adjustments to labor standards and regulations. It is clear that without using TURNI

NS could not have achieved this e!ect; however, it is hard to measure which part of

the additional 11 (15-2-2) percent is the TURNI contribution.

Adding up all the quantifiable benefits, we find that the total annual additional

profit is approximately 70 (20+20+18+12) million Euros.

Finally, the new timetable is having a positive impact on the Dutch society as

a whole. The independent adviser of the Dutch government, Centraal Planbureau

(CPB), estimates the direct benefits to the Dutch economy to be at 8 million Eu-

ros per year for every percentage-point increase in punctuality. More importantly,

because of the new timetable, an additional increase in railway transport will be

possible without further significant infrastructure extensions, which would require

huge investments. For example, doubling the number of tracks on a route of approx-

imately 40 kilometers would cost about 1 billion Euros. The new timetable will be

able to accommodate additional railway transport in the future with only limited

infrastructure additions; therefore, the railway system will be able to facilitate the

growing demand for transportation to the main cities during rush hours. This will

help to reduce the pressure on the roads into and inside these cities and to replace

car tra"c by rail tra"c, thereby reducing the pollution from greenhouse gases.
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(Summary in Dutch)

In 2001 was er een publieke discussie over de inzet van machinisten en conducteurs

(rijdend personeel) van de Nederlandse Spoorwegen. Aanleiding was een gewijzigde

manier van het inzetten van het rijdend personeel, in de volksmond het Rondje rond

de kerk genoemd. Kern van deze aangepaste inzet was het meer lijngebonden inzetten

van rijdend personeel. Hierbij werd een personeelslid in het eerste deel van een dienst

op een baanvak ingezet en na de (lunch)pauze op een ander baanvak.

Het management beoogde met deze aanpassing te zorgen voor meer binding met

het product op de baanvakken waar de machinisten en conducteurs nu relatief vaker

kwamen. Daarnaast was het idee dat een lokale verstoring niet doorwerkt op andere

baanvakken omdat het personeel op het baanvak blijft, en alleen wisselt van baanvak

na de pauze. Het rijdend personeel was tegen deze nieuwe manier van inzetten,

zij vonden het werk eentonig, wat zou leiden tot een verminderde aandacht voor

de seinen en potentiele ongevallen tot gevolg. De discussie werd zo heftig dat er

uiteindelijk gestaakt werd en de ondernemingsraad van NS gevraagd werd om een

alternatief inzetmodel voor het rijdend personeel te ontwikkelen.

Met behulp van geavanceerde wiskundige systemen (beslissingsondersteunende

systemen) werden in opdracht van de ondernemingsraad een groot aantal alternatieve

sets van inzetregels doorgerekend en voorgelegd aan het rijdend personeel. Uitein-

delijk werd voor het Lusten & Lasten delen model gekozen, wat erop gericht is om

een goede verdeling van het aantrekkelijke en minder aantrekkelijke werk te hebben.

Deze set regels was te complex om nog met de hand op te lossen en heeft mede

geleidt tot het structureel invoeren van wiskundige modellen ter ondersteuning van

het plannen van het rijdend personeel.

Dit proefschrift richt zich op de vraag hoe het personeelsplanningsproces van een
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(spoor)vervoerder verbeterd kan worden, met daarbij de nadruk op het introduceren

van geavanceerde systemen ter ondersteuning van dit proces. We kijken niet alleen

naar het maken van diensten maar ook naar het maken van roosters en naar het aan-

passen van de diensten in het geval van verstoringen op de dag zelf. We onderzoeken

de kwaliteitsaspecten van een personeelsplan, verder kijken we welke technieken be-

schikbaar zijn en hoe we die moeten toepassen bij het maken van een personeelsplan-

ning. Ook geven we een beschouwing over het veranderproces waarmee de invoering

van een dergelijk systeem gepaard gaat. Als laatste beschrijven we wat het e!ect is

van het verbeteren van de ondersteuning van het personeels-planningsproces.

Na een introductie in hoofdstuk 1, geven we in hoofdstuk 2 een overzicht van

de planningsvraagstukken van een (spoor)vervoerder, in het bijzonder van NS. Hier-

bij geven we inzicht in de bijzonderheden van deze vraagstukken. Dit hoofdstuk

is bedoeld als een gedegen introductie tot de planningsvraagstukken die binnen NS

worden bestudeerd, gemodelleerd en voorzien van geavanceerde wiskundige algorit-

men. Ze geven daarmee de context waarin het personeelsplanningsproces binnen NS

uitgevoerd wordt.

Hoofdstuk 3, 4 en 5 zijn hoofdstukken die gaan over het modeleren en oplossen

van onderdelen van het personeelsplanningsvraagstuk. In ieder hoofdstuk geven we

een overzicht van de voor dat vraagstuk relevante theorie, beschrijven we hoe wij het

probleem gemodelleerd en opgelost hebben. Hierbij beschrijven we hoe de specifieke

en complexe kenmerken van de problemen e!ectief zijn opgenomen in de modellen

en algoritmen. We laten zien dat de vraagstukken goed op te lossen zijn met geavan-

ceerde wiskundige technieken. Dit wordt aangetoond met praktijkvoorbeelden die

e"ciënt en e!ectief opgelost worden met deze technieken.

Hoofdstuk 3 gaat over het plannen van personeelsdiensten. Hiervoor is er veel

literatuur te vinden in het domein van de luchtvaart. Daar is het gebruikelijk om

de diensten van piloten en cabinepersoneel geautomatiseerd te plannen. Het grote

verschil met het plannen van diensten voor de spoorwegen, is dat er gemiddeld meer

taken in een dienst zitten en dat het aantal combinatie mogelijkheden een orde groter

is. Dit geldt in het bijzonder voor de Nederlandse situatie, waar veel treinen over een

beperkte afstand rijden en waar er veel tussenliggende stations zijn waar van perso-

neel gewisseld kan worden. Dit maakt dat de technieken uit de luchtvaart lange tijd

niet toegepast konden worden in het domein van het spoorvervoer. Ontwikkelingen

in de techniek hebben ervoor gezorgd dat het heden ten dage wel mogelijk is. We

beschrijven hoe deze technieken (bijvoorbeeld kolomgeneratie en Lagrange Relaxatie)

succesvol kunnen worden aangepast zodat ze toepasbaar zijn voor het maken van de
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personeelsdiensten.

Hoofdstuk 4 gaat over het maken van personeelsroosters, het toewijzen van de

gemaakte diensten aan de individuele personeelsleden. Voor het maken van de roos-

ters binnen NS wordt gebruikt gemaakt van het concept van roulerende roosters.

Voor het oplossen van wiskundige modellen voor dit type roosters is er nog niet veel

literatuur beschikbaar. We beschrijven hoe we de randvoorwaarden en voorkeuren

kunnen modeleren in een algemeen wiskundig (Mixed Integer Programming) model,

welke we vervolgens met een commercieel beschikbaar softwarepakket kunnen oplos-

sen. Dit modeleren en oplossen vindt in drie stappen plaats en daarmee krijgen we

een goed oplosbaar probleem. De resultaten van dit onderzoek zijn als experiment

voorgelegd aan een drietal personeels(rooster)groepen die de keuze hadden uit een

handmatig geconstrueerd rooster en een die door het systeem gegenereerd was. In

alle gevallen werd het door het systeem gegenereerde rooster beoordeeld als het beste

alternatief. Verdere invoering van het systeem is stilgelegd vanwege de wens om van

de methodiek met roulerende roosters naar een nieuwe methodiek met roosters per

individu over te gaan. De bedoeling is om deze overstap in de komende jaren te

maken.

Hoofdstuk 5 gaat over het aanpassen van personeelsdiensten in het geval van een

calamiteit op de dag van uitvoering. Als bijvoorbeeld treinen uitvallen, is het vaak

zo dat de machinist en/of conducteur niet meer op tijd zal zijn om de volgende trein

te halen die ingepland is in de dienst. In het algemeen wordt dit gezien als een

van de meest complexe puzzels op de dag van uitvoering. Voor het oplossen van dit

probleem hebben we gekeken of we het actor-agent paradigma kunnen toepassen. In

de literatuur wordt dit gebruikt voor diverse vraagstukken, maar is het nog nooit

gebruikt het vraagstuk wat wij bestudeerd hebben. Naast de hier gepresenteerde

aanpak heeft er apart een promotieonderzoek plaatsgevonden waarbij gekeken is naar

de toepassing van een alternatieve methode, kolomgeneratie en Lagrange Relaxatie,

zoals ook beschreven in hoofdstuk 3. Wij vergelijken beide aanpakken en constateren

dat ze beide goede oplossingen leveren. Voor grote verstoringen werkt de alternatieve

aanpak net iets beter en daarom is besloten dit in de praktijk toe te gaan passen.

Hoofdstuk 6 is van een bedrijfskundige aard. Aan de hand van een algemeen

raamwerk uit de veranderkunde wordt in retrospectief beschreven hoe de eerste suc-

cesvolle invoering van beslissingsondersteuning voor het plannen van diensten voor

rijdend personeel voltooid is. Gekeken wordt waarom verandering gewenst was, hoe

de beweging in gang gezet is, en wat het uiteindelijke resultaat is. Zoals het raam-

werk ook beschrijft, is verandering een herhaling van meerdere verander cycli, welke
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binnen NS de vorm hebben gehad van verbeteringen van de ondersteuning voor het

plannen van diensten, en daarnaast ook voor het plannen van roosters en voor de

bijsturing van diensten bij calamiteiten op de dag van uitvoering. Aan het einde van

hoofdstuk 6 worden, na de veranderingen te hebben beschreven, lessen getrokken uit

de aanpak en de resultaten van de ontwikkeling en invoering van beslissingsonder-

steunende systemen bij NS. Deze lessen worden vergeleken met enkele publicaties

over soortgelijke lessen over de succesvolle implementatie van besliskundige modellen

en systemen bij andere bedrijven. Deze lessen en beschouwingen kunnen gebruikt

worden door managers en besliskundigen die zich bezig houden met de ontwikkeling

en de invoering van beslissingsondersteunende systemen in de praktijk.

Samenvattend presenteren we in dit proefschrift diverse modellen en algoritmen

ter ondersteuning van het personeelsplanningsproces. Ook geven we een meer be-

drijfskundige beschouwing van het daaraan gerelateerde verandertraject en de lessen

die geleerd zijn bij het invoeren van deze systemen in de praktijk.

De introductie van de ondersteuning voor het plannen van de diensten van rijdend

personeel heeft geleid tot een stabiele arbeidsrelatie binnen de NS. Daarnaast is de

doorlooptijd aanzienlijk verkort en zijn we in staat om in enkele uren een plan te

maken in plaats van de maanden die we voor de introductie van deze ondersteuning

nodig hadden. Dit maakt het mogelijk om scenario analyses te doen, bijvoorbeeld

voor het aanpassen van arbeidsregels. Ook zijn we in staat om in korte tijd de

diensten aan te passen, bijvoorbeeld als NS een aangepaste dienstregeling gaat rijden

vanwege verwachte winterse omstandigheden.

Tenslotte is het sinds kort mogelijk op de dag zelf ook het aanpassen van de per-

soneelsdiensten te ondersteunen met geavanceerde beslissings-ondersteunende syste-

men. Hiermee zullen in het geval van stremmingen minder treinen uitvallen en ook

minder treinen vertraagd worden en zijn we in staat om in zeer korte tijd de actuele

personeelsplanning aan te passen.
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l)CREW MANAGEMENT IN PASSENGER RAIL TRANSPORT

Crew management in passenger rail transport is an important factor that contributes to
both the quality of service to the railway passengers and to the operational costs of the train
operating company. This thesis describes how the (railway) Crew Management process can be
improved with the introduction of advanced decision support systems, based on advanced
mathematical models and algorithms. We provide a managerial perspective on the change
process, related to the introduction of these systems, and give an overview of the lessons
learned. 

We have shown that introducing decision support can give substantial improvements in
the overall performance of a railway company. Within NS, the support for the Crew Manage -
ment process has led to a stable relationship between management and train crew. In addi -
tion, the lead-time of the planning process is shortened from months to hours and NS is now
able to perform scenario analyses, e.g., to study effects of adjusting the labour rules. 

Also, NS can adjust their service when severe weather conditions are expected, by creating
a specific winter timetable shortly before the day of operation. Finally, we also introduced a
decision support system for real-time rescheduling of crew duties on the day of operations.
This enables us to adapt the actual crew schedules very quickly. As a result, we reduce the
number of cancelled trains and fewer trains will be delayed in case of unforeseen disruptions.

The Erasmus Research Institute of Management (ERIM) is the Research School (Onder -
zoek school) in the field of management of the Erasmus University Rotterdam. The founding
participants of ERIM are the Rotterdam School of Management (RSM), and the Erasmus
School of Econo mics (ESE). ERIM was founded in 1999 and is officially accre dited by the
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW). The research under taken by
ERIM is focused on the management of the firm in its environment, its intra- and interfirm
relations, and its busi ness processes in their interdependent connections. 

The objective of ERIM is to carry out first rate research in manage ment, and to offer an
ad vanced doctoral pro gramme in Research in Management. Within ERIM, over three
hundred senior researchers and PhD candidates are active in the different research pro -
grammes. From a variety of acade mic backgrounds and expertises, the ERIM commu nity is
united in striving for excellence and working at the fore front of creating new business
knowledge.
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